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Small countries are not normally capable of satisfying
all their military needs through internal manufacturing due
to a lack of domestic resources. The required combination of
large amounts of capital, raw materials, advanced technology,
and skilled manpower needed for the establishment and operation
of defense-oriented industries can rarely be found in small
countries
.
As a consequence, in fulfilling their military needs,
such countries depend heavily on procurement from foreign
defense industries which exist in large, well-developed coun-
tries. When a small country decides to procure foreign mili-
tary equipment, the normal choice is between systems which are
in an advanced stage of development or production, or have
already been produced. Among the advantages of doing this,
the following may be listed:
a) Savings in investment needed for research, development,
and production.
b) Lower procurement cost per system (R&D expense is shared
with other customers)
.
c) A co-production agreement may be possible which usually
improves the state of the art of domestic industries by
enabling the implementation of advanced technologies.
d) Experience and field data obtainable from other users of
the same equipment eases system absorption and implementation.
8

Some of the disadvantages related to this situa-
tion are:
a) Lack of military independence (including a possibility
of an embargo)
.
b) Limited possibilities of choice in procurement of new,
highly-advanced systems/technologies
.
c) A likelihood that common equipment is possessed by coun-
tries in a state of conflict.
d) Limited control of sales of co-produced systems to a
third party.
In addition, a small customer normally buys small quantities
of equipment. Thus, the possibility of significantly affect-
ing the design of the equipment or its characteristics
seldom exists. The only possible courses of action remaining
are to procure the system and use it as it is or to modify
it slightly so that it will better fit the specific require-
ments and the environment in which it will be used.
This description fits the existing conditions
in such countries as Denmark and Israel, both of which fulfill
their military needs mainly by means of procurement from foreign
Western sources (except for a relatively modest portion of
military demands supplied by domestic production) . In this
case, the major issue is to decide among competitive systems
being offered for foreign military sales by allied Western
countries
.
The situation described above may imply the use
of advanced procurement methods and techniques, enabling the

best "scientifically" based decision to be reached with the
most cost-effective system being chosen. Unfortunately, this
is not the case. The procurement decision procedure which is
applied may often be viewed as overly simplified, based mainly
upon some cost considerations. The effectiveness part of sys-
tems evaluation is stated in general terms of performance
and operational capability without detailed quantitative
definitions of availability or operational readiness terms of
the system under consideration. Hence, reliability and main-
tainability factors remain in the background, affecting only
indirectly the procurement decision.




These two elements may be viewed as "present cost oriented
factors" where the main emphasis is on expenditure in the near
future, partially because of tight present budgetary constraints
Other costs which appear during the Use Period of the system
are ignored. Thus, after a preliminary screening process has
reduced the list of systems being considered for procurement,
these two cost criteria are applied. The result of this may
be that the "cheaper" system (the one having lower procurement
cost and/or more convenient cash flow schedule) is selected,
although the total life cycle costs may be substantially higher
than those of one of the systems it competes against. Since
the Use Period costs may be several times the initial
10

acquisition cost of the system, the decision reached might
be inappropriate.
1.2. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this thesis is to suggest an approach
related to the procurement decision process which will enable
better system acquisition decisions to be made. This is
accomplished by:
a) introducing effectiveness concepts;
b) highlighting the major factors affecting the Use Period
support costs, and evaluating their relative importance;
c) presenting possible trade-offs between support cost
e_Lements and sysjtem design characteristics; and
d) implementing advanced techniques which enable attainment
of optimal results concerning life support cost .
Additional goals are:
a) to present models for the determination of initial pro-
curement of spares; and
b) to establish a method for facilitating repair/discard
decisions concerning spares.
This study concentrates upon specific parts of the
procurement decision process, uses a defined approach
applied for a specific type of system, applies existing





1.3. MEASURE OF COST
The methodology frequently applied for procurement deci-
sions is the well-known Life Cycle Cost (LCC) approach [Ref.
1] . But implementing LCC, especially with regard to the
situation existing in small countries, may be impractical for
the following reasons:
a) The very large amounts of data required (especially many
cost elements) are extremely difficult to obtain. The time
and the effort needed for use of the LCC approach, when com-
pared with the reliability of the results obtained, make its
use questionable.
b) Many procurement decisions in military organizations are
made subject to severe time constraints, resulting in a
preference for using "quick and dirty" methods in decision
processes. The LCC approach can hardly be considered as one
of these.
c) Normally, some portions of the R&D and Production Costs
will be allocated by the manufacturer to the selling price of
the system and therefore, considered to be a part of the
Acquisition Cost. As a consequence, a simplified approach may
be used in the procurement decision process, which takes into
consideration the Acquisition Cost and the Operations and
Support Costs. In this thesis, only the Life Support Costs
are explored.
1.4. TYPES OF EQUIPMENT
Different categories of systems and equipments cannot be
treated in the same manner with respect to their availability
12

characteristics because of peculiar considerations which have
to be applied for each type. As a consequence, this thesis
considers only one type of system. The most appropriate one
seemed to be the electronic type, which is widely used by
military organizations. Furthermore, electronic systems have
been extensively studied and extensive reliability and main-
tainability data collected. For example, experience with
electronic systems has shown that they often exhibit the
phenomenon of a constant failure rate. In this case, failure
occurrence fits the well-known Poisson distribution, and the
times between failures are exponentially distributed [Ref. 2],
enabling relatively easy handling of computations. Another
feature of electronic systems is that maintainability is usually
concerned with corrective maintenance; while preventive main-
tenance is limited to such activities as tests, calibrations,
and performance monitoring. Corrective maintenance times fit,
to a large extent, the log-normal distribution [Ref. 3]. A
convenient mathematical evaluation of the system effectiveness
can be made as a consequence of the Poisson failures and log-
normal repair times.
1.5. APPROACH
Having verified the needs for a new system, defined
the operational requirements, specified the assumptions,
and defined the objective, the remaining problem is how to
choose among the alternative courses of action. A cost-
effectiveness analysis [Ref. 4] is commonly used for this
13

purpose. It involves measures of effectiveness (benefits)
and costs, and enables the decisionmaker to improve the quality
of his decisions. Comparison of alternatives is accomplished
by use of graphical or computational techniques, leading to
a ranking of the alternatives according to one of the follow-
ing criteria:
minimum cost for a given effectiveness;
maximum effectiveness for a given cost, and
maximum cost-effectiveness, using cost and effectiveness
as variables.
1.5.1. Main Assumptions
In this thesis, it is assumed that:
a) the systems considered for procurement are already
produced or in production (acquisition cost is known)
;
b) an estimate of costs of operations is available;
c) system availability is an adequate measure of effectiveness.
Where more specific assumptions are used, they are stated in
the appropriate sections.
1.5.2. Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation
The main assumptions reduce the expenditures to
be explored to Life Support Costs (LSC) . For a required sys-
tem availability, LSC is determined by system characteristics
(such as mean-time-between-failures and mean-time-to-repair
a failed system), the organizational structure (e.g. the number
of maintenance levels), and other factors (e.g. the support policy!
Although all cost-effective elements illustrated in Figure 1-1 are
interrelated, within the assumptions stated above, the investiga-

































































A partial cost-effectiveness analysis based on
LSC and system availability may not lead to the optimal
choice. To obtain this, other relevant elements of cost and
benefits and non-economically quantifiable aspects may have
to be included in the analysis.
1.6. THESIS STRUCTURE
The structure of this thesis and the relations between
chapters and appendices are illustrated by Figure 1-2.
Chapter II introduces the reader to the system life
cycle, the concept of system effectiveness, life cycle cost,
and cost-effectiveness analysis. More detailed descriptions
of the system life cycle and cost-effectiveness are given as
Appendices A and B, respectively.
Chapter III describes the tasks and the time elements
associated with repair of a failed item. LSC is broken down
into categories, each including several cost elements for
which equations are developed. A procedure for determination
of the lowest LSC alternative is described.
Chapter IV discusses repair/discard decisions. Simpli-
fied delta cost equations—computing the cost difference be-
tween the repair and discard alternative—are developed and
used to obtain a screening rule.
Chapter V includes a description of the models used for
a numerical example. OPUS-VII is a model (developed by the
Swedish company Systecon AB) for initial procurement, effective-














































replenishment procurement of spares. A more detailed des-
cription of this model is found in Appendix C. AIR is a level-
of-repair and LSC model used by the U.S. Navy. A comprehen-
sive discussion of this model is included as Appendix D.
SIMPLE )is a simplified tool for computation of LSC and repair/
discard decisions. This model was developed by the authors
based on an approach used in the Swedish Air Force, and
on the equations developed in Chapters III and IV. The com-
puter program for SIMPLE is found in Appendix E.
Chapter VI includes a numerical example illustrating the
use of these models for a specific system in a given support
organization. Special emphasis is paid to initial procure-
ment of spares, which may account for an essential part of
LSC and which is the most difficult issue to handle in the
decision process. Further analysis includes the impact of
the organizational structure, system characteristics, and
selected variables on LSC. Examples of computer output ob-
tainable from the models used are enclosed as Appendix F.




II. SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS RELATIONSHIPS
2.1. SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE
A basic knowledge of the System Life Cycle concept is
fundamental for the understanding of the cost-effectiveness
approach to be presented in this thesis. It is during the
early phases of the System Life Cycle that a system's effec-
tiveness characteristics are determined, and this establishes
the quantitative basis for trade-offs between subsequent effec-
tiveness and cost elements.
The System Life Cycle represents the phases through
which any system passes, and the different activities
which take place during these phases . A detailed description
of the System Life Cycle is presented in Appendix A.
Any system is designed and produced as a result
of one or more of the following:
a) New threats or needs.
b) Changes in the state of the art (new technology)
.
c) Existing system obsolescence.
Each of these causes can be found in a military
environment, but the first one has the strongest impact of all
three, particularly in countries involved in confrontations
or conflicts. Here, threats change continuously and push the
parties involved towards a continued development or procurement
of modern weapons systems (Middle East, for example).
The System Life Cycle is illustrated by Figure

































Figure 2-1. System Life Cycle [Ref . 5 ]
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need for a new system is verified, and system concepts are
formulated. The operational environment and resources avail-
able are considered (thus limiting the variety of possible
solutions) , and system feasibility is determined by considera-
tion of operational, technological, economic, political, legal,
and other aspects. At the end of this period the system is
defined by a set of design requirements to meet the operational
needs and its further development is justified.
Small countries usually have little or no impact
on the Planning Period. As a consequence, they have to decide
whether to commit themselves to the system being formulated,
or to start research and development efforts for a system
more adequate for their needs. In most cases the self-development
alternative is abandoned.
The Acquisition Period includes the design, test,
evaluation, production, and installation of the system. Some
small countries may be involved during this period, especially
if they are able to perform tests of the system in an operational
or combat environment. It is during the design phase that
the effectiveness characteristics, specified as a set of re-
quirements in the previous period, are converted into a hard-
ware system which can be tested and verified. Often, some
redesign and modification of the system is made as result of
these tests. At the end of this phase, the specifications for
the system, previously agreed upon between the customer and
the producer are demonstrated, or modified as a result of




and cost estimates for the operational period of the system,
such as Operational Availability and Life Support Cost, are
accepted by both parties. At this point in time, the
responsibility for the eventual operation and support of
the system is transferred to the customer.
The selected system may not provide an optimal
solution for every potential customer after the first one.
These later customers may be forced to make compromises with
their requirements because they need to purchase the system.
The Use Period includes all the operation and
support activities. It is obviously the longest and the most
expensive period of the life cycle. Sometimes changes are
introduced into the system during this period as a result
of problems detected from actual use in an operational
environment. The Use Period ends with the retirement of the
system from active service, when it is no longer cost-effective
to operate and support the system.
2.2. COST-EFFECTIVENESS
Cost-effectiveness analysis provides a conceptual
framework and methodology for the systematic investigation
of alternatives.
It enables the user to choose the preferred alternative
out of many approaches. The concept relates the measure of
each alternative in terms of cost (the total expenditure for
each alternative during the life cycle) to its effectiveness
22

(the level of mission fulfillment by that alternative) . By
applying the analysis procedure, it becomes possible to select
the optimal alternative for achievement of the goals defined
within the allowed constraint boundaries.
Of these two elements, cost is easier to measure and
handle because it can be expressed by a single, monetary value.
Effectiveness is harder to deal with. It can be presented both
in terms of certain parameters which have clear-cut numerical
representations and others which are not readily quantifiable.
This thesis concentrates on quantifiable effectiveness measures
that can be defined by mathematical formulas and expressions,
such as Operational Avai lability.
It is recognized that political, social, and other non-
quantifiable aspects are of great importance in any decision
process. However, their treatment is considered to be of such
complexity as to be beyond the scope of this thesis.
The following discussion describes cost and effectiveness
terms with regard to a procurement decision process. A more
detailed description is presented in Appendix B.
2.2.1. System Effectiveness
System effectiveness is a measure of the ability
of a system to fulfill its mission in a specific environment.
It is used as a prediction tool during the planning and design
phases of the life cycle, and should be evaluated continuously
as system development proceeds, to enable the obtaining of an
objective measure of fulfillment of system needs.
23

System effectiveness is expressed in quantita-
tive terms based upon a probabilistic approach. It is pri-
marily concerned with system performance/ availability, and
dependability
.
all of which have strong relationships with
logistic policies implemented.
In recent years, a variety of models and defini-
tions of system effectiveness have been developed using differ-
ent concepts of effectiveness. One example is illustrated in
Figure 2-2. These models base their measures upon combinations
Hi
of terms such as mission reliability, operational readiness,
availability , design adequacy , capability and utiU 7l f>fi -Qri .
Of all these terms, availability is the one most commonly used,
and will be emphasized in this thesis. Although several types
of availability are defined (Inherent, Achieved, and Operational),
the one considered to be important for effectiveness evalua-
tion purposes during the Use Period of the system is Operational
Availability (A ) . It is more closely related to the actual
operational environment than the other two measures and is
affected more by user decisions than the others. It is defined
as ,«. «. „ Jb
MTBM
A.O MTBM + MDT '
where
MTBM = mean- time-between maintenance





























Availability concerns itself with the Operating
Time (Reliability) and Down Time (Maintainability) , both being
system design characteristics.
In dealing with electronic systems, the failure
rate (X) can often be considered as constant through the Use
Period [Ref. 2]. It enables one to fit a Poisson distribution
to the number of failures which occur during a given time inter-
val in a system. As a consequence, the times to failure can
be described by an exponential distribution. Reliability is
defined to be the probability that the system survives over
a given time interval. It is therefore a function of time (t)
and can be described mathematically by the formula:
R(t ) = e" At = e-t/MTBF
where
MTBF = Mean Time Between Failures.
The design for maintainability directly affects many of the
resources needed for performance of the support activities
during the life cycle: test and support equipment, maintenance
facilities, personnel, spares and repair parts, training equip-
ment, and technical documentation. These olay a major role
in determination of life cycle cost, accounting for more than
the procurement cost. In particular, MDT includes all time
elements needed to retain the system or restore it to an opera-
tional condition (preventive and corrective maintenance) as
26

well as administrative and logistic times. The user should
minimize those aspects of these time elements within his con-
trol if he expects to maximize the operational availability.
Experience has shown that reliability and
maintainability predictions provided by the manufacturer
tend to be over-optimistic. The value of the MTBF, even if
proven in a demonstration test, usually turns out to be several
times lower when the system is placed in the actual operational
environment [Ref . 8] . In addition, actual repair times ob-
tained in the field, exceed up to several times those of a
maintainability demonstration [Ref. 9]. These facts should
be seriously considered when using reliability and maintaina-
bility data for effectiveness and cost predictions, and when
applying cost-effectiveness analysis.
2.2.2. Life Cycle Cost
The Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of a system consists
of all costs which are incurred during the complete system
life cycle.
The development of the LCC for use in system
evaluation was motivated by the fact that the major part of
user budgets are spent on operations and support activities.
Furthermore, it was recognized that these ownership costs ex-
ceed systems procurement costs by up to several times. The
main motivation behind the LCC method is to make trade-offs
possible which enable savings to be made during the Use Period
by increasing expenditures during the Acquisition Period, and
thus to lower the total cost of the system.
27

LCC is usually broken down into three main








Figure 2-3. A Typical LCC Breakdown.
The first, Research and Development , includes
all costs accumulated during the conceptual, definition, and
full-scale development phases (systems engineering studies,
design drawings and specifications, development, prototype
fabrication and testing, operation and support planning, etc.;
The second, Investment , includes recurring and
non-recurring costs of the production phase (tooling, test
and support equipment, new facilities, training, manufactur-
ing, labor, material, and inspection). The direct costs are
charged to the particular piece of equipment being produced,
while the indirect costs are proportionally allocated to it
as overhead.
The third cost category includes Operations and
Support Costs . Operations Costs are recurring costs spent on
operating personnel, energy and operating support. They in-
clude expenditures on training, recruitment, retirement,
salaries, housing, food, clothing, tools, and medicines for
28

the operating personnel; utilities, petroleum and oil, and
different facilities for operating the equipment. Support
Costs include all costs of maintenance, spare parts, provi-
sioning, test and support equipment, training of support
personnel, transportation, documentation, and facilities.
The main cost elements found in Support Costs are:
a) Maintenance Costs—associated with the performance of
corrective and preventive maintenance activities. These are
a result of system design and the maintenance concept estab-
lished for the system.
b) Inventory Costs --includes expenditures for initial and
replenishment procurement of spares and repair parts, and for
supply management (entering and retaining of items in inventory)
c) Test and Support Equipment Costs--includes procurement
and maintenance costs for test equipment, tools, and material
handling equipment.
d) Training Costs— all costs associated with the training
of support personnel.
e) Technical Documentation Costs— for technical manuals
and drawings.
f) Transportation, Handling and Packaging Costs— includes
costs of packaging, preservation, handling and moving of
spares and repair parts and material in the maintenance and
support organization.
Many of the LCC models have an element called
Miscellaneous Costs . These may include new or modified
construction of facilities needed for operating the new
29

systems, site preparation, security requirements, and dis-
posal or salvage value.
From the discussion above, it is easy to see that
taking into account all relevant cost elements may be a diffi-
cult task because it requires a large effort, many resources,
and longer computation times. In addition, the accuracy and
the reliability of the input data (and, therefore, of the out-
put data, as well), is often questionable. Fortunately, many
of the cost elements are of a low magnitude, and do not affect
significantly the results obtained. Concentration upon those
cost elements that have significant influence on the results
(the so-called "cost drivers") is usually sufficient.
2.3. COST-EFFECTIVENESS TRADE-OFFS
Any system is a result of trade-offs and compromises
performed during different phases of its development and use.
These trade-offs may be divided into two major categories.
The first category, system effectiveness trade-
offs, includes those pertaining to various characteristics





ity_^ It is possible to produce a highly reliable
(low failure rate) or a highly maintainable system (quickly
restored) , but the same operational availability may also be
achieved by trade-offs between these two. The most suitable
balance between them may be based on the relative costs.
Another category includes trade-offs among cost cate-
gories. Higher investments during the R&D phase may reduce
30

production costs, and both may increase or decrease expendi-
tures during the Use Period of the system (O&S costs)
.
These two major categories usually do not occur inde-
pendently of one another. Decisions with regard to module
size, repair policies (maintenance level and repair vs. dis-
card), types of maintenance (corrective vs. preventive),
level of automation, human factors (man vs. machine), and
packaging influence costs as well as system performance.
As a consequence, the__composite or cost-effectiveness balance
should be sought which allows the user to have the best system
possible subject to technological and budgetary constraints.
In cases where equipment is bought "off the shelf,"
the spectrum of trade-offs is limited because many design
features are already built into the system.
31

III. LIFE SUPPORT COSTS
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Life Support Cost (LSC) includes the cost of personnel,
equipment, facilities, material s, and other direct or indirect
costs necessary to support and maintain a system during the
operational and support phase of its life cycle.
LSC is dependent on the operational requirements,
system characteristics, and the support organization, includ-
ing the repair and the stockage policy. To understand the
interactions between the elements affecting LSC, a knowledge
of the repair cycle is necessary.
3.2. THE REPAIR CYCLE
As indicated in Section 2.2. , operational availability
is defined as
MTBMA
O MTBM + MDT
For many electronic systems the failure rate is relatively
constant throughout most of the system use period. Therefore,
preventive maintenance is primarily concerned with periodic
test and checkout, adjustment, and calibration. Most of these
actions can be performed while the system is operating and
hence do not prevent the system from being ready for operations
almost immediately if necessary. Certain preventive maintenance
actions which might involve longer times can normally be
32

scheduled so that they do not interfere with operations. As
a consequence, preventive maintenance for electronic systems
can be viewed as having only a minor impact upon operational
availability and therefore A can be approximated by
MTBFA
O MTBF + MDT
where MDT includes active corrective maintenance time,
logistics supply time, and administrative delay time.
LSC is heavily affected by the required system availa-
bility, and therefore, by MDT. A formula for MDT is developed
below under the following assumptions:
a) The system is built up of a number of Line Replaceable
Units (LRU) , each containing a number of Shop Replaceable Units
(SRU) which, in turn, contain a number of non-repairable parts.
The MTBF for LRU's, SRU's, and the most important parts are
known
.
b) The support organization has organizational level, inter-
mediate level, and depot level maintenance capabilities. At
the organizational level failed LRU's will only be replaced
and sent to a higher echelon for repair. Therefore, only LRU's
are allowed to be stocked at organizational level. At the
intermediate level, LRU's, SRU's, and repair parts are stocked
if it is cost-effective to do so. SRU's and repair parts can
be stocked at the depot level.
c) The various elements which make up the turnaround times
(TAT) for items in the repair cycle are statistically independent,
33

as is the failure of any one item with respect to other
items
.
d) Mean values of transportation times, administrative
and other delay times, and maintenance times are known.
e) Demands are Poisson distributed.
f) SRU's cannot be repaired at a lower level of the support
organization than that at which the repair of the LRU to
which they belong takes place.
g) All LRU's and all SRU's are repaired (repair/discard
decisions are discussed in Chapter IV)
.
3.2.1. Formula for MDT, the System Mean Downtime
MDT includes the total time elapsed from when
a failure is detected until the system is restored to an
acceptable condition. This period is divided into
a) diagnosis time , the time it takes to locate the failure
to a specific LRU,
b) correction time , which includes the time it takes to
get tools, time to remove the failed sub-unit, time to get the
spare from own stock, replacement time, and a closing time,
c) verification time , which is the alignment, calibration,
and check-out time.
The system repair cycle is illustrated in Figure
3-1; for each module average values are used for all elements
of time.












DFT = Diagnosis and fault isolation time.
P. = The probability that a spare LRU is in own stock.
P~ = The probability that a spare LRU is obtainable from a
stock.
LOGO = Logistic time at organizational level.
RPTO = Time to replace a failed LRU.
VFTO = System verification time.
TOT = Time to get the LRU from another stock, given it is available
TRTHE = Transportation time to the echelon which repairs the
failed LRU.
TAHE = Time until a repaired LRU will be available at
the stock (formula developed below)
.
Figure 3-1. The Repair Cycle, Organizational Level
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MDT = DFT + P x (LOGO + RPTO + VFTO) +
(1-P,) x [P- xTOT + (1-P ) x (TRTHE + TAHE + TOT) +
LOGO + RPTO + VFTO]
,
which can be reduced to
MDT = DFT + LOGO + RPTO + VFTO) + (1-P,) x [TOT +
(1-P
2
)x (TRTHE + TAHE)]
The notation is for a specific LRU. The values
of P, and P
2
will vary as functions of which LRU failed and of
the initial procurement of LRU's (Appendix C) . Since also the
time elements may vary from one LRU to another, the mean down-
time for the system becomes
m
MDT = 7 MDT . x p
.
i=l
LOGO, TOT, and TRTHE can be considered as independent of which
module has failed. Furthermore, it is assumed that the varia-
tion in RPTO and VFTO from one module to another is insignifi-
cant. If so, the formula for MDT can be reduced to
m
MDT = V P. x {DFT. + LOGO + RPTO + VFTO + (1-P, .]
i=l X L Xl
x [TOT + (1-P
2
-) x (TRTHE + TAHE^]},
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where m is the total number of LRU's in the system, and P.
is the probability of the failure being located to LRU number
i. The probabilities P, . and P-. are functions of the initial
procurement, the MTBF of the LRU, the turn-around time of a
failed LRU, and the stockage policy. Formulas for the proba-
bilities are given in Section 3.2.2.
TAHE is the average time between the time a
requisition is submitted and the time that a repaired LRU is
available given that it was not so when demand occurred. The
TAHE is a function of the level of repair policy, the mean
turn-around time at the higher echelon (TATHE) , and the quantity
in the initial procurement of LRU's.
To compute TAHE, the first step is to develop a
formula for TATHE. The most complex case is when the LRU is
repaired at intermediate level and its SRU's are repaired at
depot level. The formula developed for this maintenance policy
can easily be modified to fit any policy by setting some of the
time elements to zero.
Based upon Figure 3-2 and assuming that the LRU
failed due to an SRU, the formula for TATHE for this maintenance
policy is
TATHE = ADT(I) + DFT ( I ) + P
3
x [LOG (I) + RVT(I)] +
(1-P ) x [p xTOT + (1-P
4
) x(TRI(D) + ADT(D) +















(I) = is for intermediate level; (D) , depot level.
ADT = Administrative delay time.
DFT = Diagnosis and fault isolation time.
LOG = Logistic time.
RVT = Replacement and verification time.
P-. = The probability of a spare SRU being at own stock.
P. = The probability of a spare SRU being obtainable from an-
other stock.
TOT = Time toget an SRU from outside stock, given it is available,
TRI(D) = Transportation time from intermediate to depot level.
Figure 3-2. TATHE, LRU Repaired at Intermediate Level and
its SRU is Repaired at Depot Level
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TATHE = ADT(I) + DFT(I) + LOG (I) + RVT(I) +
(1-P
3
) * [TOT + (1-PJ * (TRI(D) + ADT(D) +
DFT(D) + LOG(D) + RVT(D))]
The notation is for a given LRU and a given
SRU. The values of P^ and P. will vary as functions of which
SRU failed and of the initial procurement of SRU's (Appendix
C) . If there are "I" SRU's in the specific LRU, the average
turn-around time is
TATHE = ADT ( I ) + DFT
.
( I ) + LOG ( I ) + RVT ( I ) +
P . x (1-p . ) x [TOT + (1-P, ) * (TRI (D) + ADT (D) +
j=l 3 -5D <o
DFT.(D) + LOG(D) + RVT(D))],
where P . is the probability that the failure was due to SRU





An LRU can fail due to various reasons , not only due to an
SRU. If P, is the probability that the LRU failed due to an
SRU, then (1-P_) is the probability that the failure is not
located to an SRU, and the formula for TATHE will be:
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TATHE = ADT(I) + DFT
.
(I) + LOG (I) + RVT ( I ) +
i
P . x (1-p . ) x [TOT + (1-P d • ) * (TRI (D) +
j = l J
-° qj
ADT(D) + DFT.(D) + LOG(D) + RVT(D))] x p
In the case where no SRU's are procured for stockage, the value
of TATHE computed above will be the value of TAHE as well.
Assuming that a given number (n) of SRU . are purchased, that
items in the repair cycle are equally spaced in time, and
that the number of demands (X) during the last period of time
equal to TATHE is greater than n, (P.. = 0) , a new demand will
be number (X+l) . The time spacing in the repair cycle will be
TATHE/(X+1). Since n SRU.'s are meant for stock, the first
(X-n) SRU.'s which finish the repair cycle belong to other
systems, and the average waiting time, TAHE will be
TAHE = TATHE * (X+l-n) / (X+l)
.
3.2.2. Factors Affecting MPT
For a given value of MTBF and a required opera-
tional availability (A z MTBF/ (MTBF + MDT) ) , the maximum





Experience has shown that the system MTBF for
military equipment in operational use, is as low as one sixth
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of the value obtained during the reliability demonstration
[Ref. 8]. The reasons for the difference include: (1) addi-
tional stress in the operational environment, (2) improper
use of the system, (3) insufficient training of operators and
maintenance personnel, (4) early wearout of some parts, and
(5) insufficient planning or poor conduction of the reliability
demonstration. The impact of a lower MTBF is best seen by
rewriting the formula for A given in Section 3.2.,
MTBFA
O MTBF + MTTR + MADT + MLDT
MTTR +MADT MLDT
1 + MTBF MTBF
where MTTR is the mean corrective maintenance time, MADT is
the mean administrative delay time, and MLDT is the mean
logistic delay time.
The MTTR and MADT can be assumed to be unaffected
by MTBF. However, MLDT may be a function of MTBF. In the
formula for MDT developed above (Section 3.2.1), the MTBF
was not shown explicitly but was "hidden" in the probabilities
of spares being available.
Given demands are Poisson distributed, the
probability of exactly X demands for a specific item during
a period of time of length TATHE is
B r v > -(TATHE/MTBF) (TATHE/MTBF) XP„ix =Xj = e x - rr~\ —
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The probability (P) of a specific item being available from
stock is a function of the quantity (n) of the item procured








The probability that a demand cannot be satisfied is
, _ - (TATHE/MTBF) (TATHE/MTBF) X
x—p — / e * \
x!
x=n
These formulas illustrate that a lower MTBF will
result in a lower value of P and a higher value of (1-P) , which
will give a higher value of MLDT. The total effect on the
term (MLDT/MTBF) is an increasing numerator and a decreasing
denominator, with the net effect of increasing the value of
this ratio. As a consequence, the value of A will be reduced.
Additionally, LSC will increase because more labor and more
transportation are needed as well as other LSC elements possibly
being affected by the higher number of repair actions.
To achieve the originally specified availability,
one or more of the following alternatives may be considered:
a) modification or complete redesign of modules having high
failure rates to improve system MTBF,




c) reduction of the time elements of the repair cycle to
reduce the turn-around time.
The reduction of one of the time elements in the
formula for mean down time (MDT) (Section 3.2.1) creates a
favorable chain reaction. If, for example, the administrative
delay time at depot level is reduced, the direct effect is a
reduction of the turn-around time, which has the following
consequences: a higher probability of spares being available
at this level (seen from the formula for Poisson probability)
,
which gives an additional reduction of the turn-around time from
intermediate level, increasing the probability of spares being
available at this and the organizational level as well. The
resultant total reduction of MDT may be several times greater
than the decrease of the administrative delay time.
The diagnosis, fault isolation, logistic, re-
placement, and verification time at the organizational level
are direct parts of MDT and should, therefore, be kept at low
values if a high system availability is required. The same
elements are also parts of the repair time at intermediate and
depot level. Additionally, for both levels we have transpor-
tation time and administrative delay time. These time elements
are primarily functions of system design, the number of people
trained and assigned to the tasks, space available, test and
support equipment, and organizational factors.
3.3. THE COMPONENTS OF LIFE SUPPORT COSTS
As was implied by the repair cycle, investment is re-
quired for spares, test and support equipment for repair of
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the system and its sub-units, training of personnel, repair
and stockage space, and other factors. Annual expenses will
occur for repair parts, replenishment of spares, transporta-
tion, labor, maintenance of equipment and facilities, and
other cost elements.
In this thesis, LSC is divided into Initial Investment
and Annual Recurring Costs. These costs are further subdivided
into the following cost categories:
a) Maintenance manpower.





In the following, it is assumed that a module is repaired
at failure. If a discard policy is chosen, the formulas to
be developed will be modified, as discussed in Chapter IV.
The breakdown of the cost categories listed above
is illustrated in Figure 3-3. Formulas for the cost elements
are developed in the following sub-sections. Only cost ele-
ments which normally are to be considered in any estimate of
the LSC for a system already designed will be considered.
For evaluation of the LSC of another system, some of the cost
elements may not be relevant or it may be necessary to include
other expenditures.
3.3.1. Maintenance Manpower Costs
Maintenance manpower costs are broken down into
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direct costs associated with a particular billet and must be
calculated for all levels of the support organization.
At the organizational level, manpower
demand includes time spent on fault isolation, removing and
replacing failed LRU's, and additionally a time to obtain
tools and test equipment, time for paperwork, etc., the sum of
which may exceed the active repair time several times. Time
must also be allowed for preservation of obtained technical
skills and for preventive maintenance. The equation for the
annual costs (RMO) is:
RMO = (~JU x (ARTO + ATO) * HRO + PTT * HRO) * NSSixat
where:
f = Average operating hours per day;
MTBF = Mean time between failures;
ARTO = Active repair time per failure;
ATO = Average time associated with a repair task,
including access, hookup of support equipment,
paper work, packaging of failed items, etc.;
HRO = Hourly rate for maintenance personnel at the
organization level;
PTT = total number of hours per year spent by
maintenance personnel upon preventive
maintenance, tests, and periodic checks.
NS = number of systems
In some instances, the formula for RMO must
be modified. If the system is operated at a location
isolated from other military establishments and required to
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operate 24 hours per day, a minimum number of technicians must
be assigned to the organizational level. On the other hand,
if the system is onboard a ship or installed in an aircraft,
a pool of maintenance personnel may be available already.
If not fully utilized, this pool may be able to perform the
additional tasks associated with a smaller system.
At the intermediate and depot levels a
pool of maintenance personnel exists, which makes the esti-
mate of the number of manhours required per year a little
easier. The amount of labor needed is determined by the level
of repair policy. For the case where LRU's are repaired at
intermediate level and SRU's at depot level:
1 jt n /: c
RMI = ( 7 MmnS ) x (ARTI + ATI) x HRI x N.
.
-1 mi at . 1i=l 1
v
RMD = ( I Z,'Z1 ) x (ARTD + ATD) x HRD x N .
3=1 3 J
where:
RMI , RMD = Annual labor costs of corrective
maintenance at intermediate level and
depot level, respectively;
I = The number of LRU types in the system;
k = The number of SRU types in the system;
MTBF = Mean time between failures;
HRI, HRD = Intermediate/depot level labor rate
(inclusive overhead which is discussed
below)
;
N. = The total number of LRU. in all svs terns;
1 a. *




In addition to the manhours required
at the workshops, occasionally assistance for the organizational
level may be required. If so, not only the active repair time
but the total time including traveling and delays should be
used in the computation of manpower costs.
In some instances, the computation of
manhour rates should be based upon the ratio of annual economic
cost to manhours per year per man available for the maintenance
tasks.
"Other Manpower Costs " include over-
head costs assignable from supporting staffs, social security
tax, bonuses, special pay for aircrews, allowance for quarters,
retirement costs, administrative services, medical service, etc.
Each element of "other costs" may be small, but added together
they will account for between 20 and 40 percent for officers
and civilians and between 30 and 50 percent of the annual billet
cost for enlisted personnel [Ref. 10]. The exact percentage
for each service and each paygrade can be obtained from his-
torical data.
In summary, the equation
cost of \ /number of \ /manhours \ /cost \
maintenance
J
= [maintenance] *[ per Jx/per
Jlabor / \ actions / \ action/ \manhour /
will grossly underestimate the maintenance manpower costs
unless
:
a) checks, tests, preventive maintenance, and all other
tasks requiring maintenance personnel are included,
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b) manhours per action cover the total number of hours
associated with the action, which in general will be signi-
ficantly greater than the direct repair time,
c ) the cost per manhour is computed by dividing the annual
billet cost of the person involved by the actual number of
hours per year that the technician is available for maintenance
tasks, and the appropriate value of "other maintenance costs"
per hour is included in the labor rate.
In this thesis, "cost per manhour" allows for all these
elements
.
3.3.2. Test and Support Equipment Costs
The scheduled and unscheduled maintenance tasks
of the repair cycle require maintenance stands, tools, and
checkout and calibration equipment. Test and support equip-
ment (TSE) can be classified as "standard" (items already in
inventory) or as "peculiar" (items peculiar to the system
under consideration) . Lack of TSE will increase the turn-
around-time of a failed item and reduce system effectiveness.
The investment costs of peculiar TSE (ASCO) are
the sum of the investments for organizational level (ASO)
,
intermediate level (ASI) , and depot level (ASD) , or
ASCO = ASO + ASI + ASD
Assuming that failed LRU's are removed and re-
placed, but not repaired at organizational level, the peculiar
TSE needed at this level must always be procured, even when a
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discard policy is chosen. The investment costs of peculiar
TSE for intermediate level and depot level are determined by
the repair policy chosen and by the number of repair actions.
The utilization rate of standard TSE determines
if additional investment (ASCA) is required for this type of
TSE.
Maintenance and support costs also occur for
TSE. These costs could be estimated as for the primary sys-
tem, but usually they are much more moderate costs, therefore,
the annual support costs of TSE are normally predicted as a
fraction (f ) of the procurement costs.
The general formula for TCSE is:
__ _ ,_ , -Present value of the .TCSE = (Investment costs) + ( , , )annual recurring costs
<^
'
= ASCO + ASCA + f x (ASCO + ASCA) x NDF
r
(ASCO + ASCA) x (1 + f x NDF)
,
where NDF is the discount factor for the life cycle. Discount
factors (DF) are computed in this thesis as: [Ref. 11]




d = the discount rate;




As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the achieved sys-
tem effectiveness is determined, for a given value of system
MTBF, by the mean system downtime, which again is heavily
affected by the probability of spares being available. The
cost of spares for a military electronic system is significant
and may account for as much as fifty percent of LSC [Ref. 12].
The total cost of inventory will be divided into
(a) initial procurement of spares and repair parts,
(B) replenishment spares,
(c) other inventory costs.
3.3.3.1. Initial Procurement
This cost element is the one time
expenditure to insure adequate support of the newly deployed
systems over a specified interval of time.
Assuming that the repair policy is
chosen, that MTBF ' s are known, and that the time elements
in the equation (Section 3.2.1) for system mean downtime are
set at the average values, the objective is to minimize this
cost element. For example, suppose that the choise is among
the following repair policies:
(a) all modules are repaired at intermediate level or
discarded at failure.
(b) LRU. is repaired at intermediate level, some of or
all its SRU's are repaired at depot level, the rest
discarded or repaired at intermediate level.
(c) all LRU's and SRU's are repaired at depot level.
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Then, the following procedure can be used:
a) Assume that all repair parts for SRU's are available
when needed and no initial procurement of LRU's and SRU's takes
place. Check if the required system availability (A ) has been
reached. If not, continue.
b) For each repair policy, compute for each LRU the marginal
return on investment (increase in A per $ invested) if pro-
cured for the organizational level, and for each LRU and
each SRU calculate the marginal return on investment for the
other stockage policies possible.
c) The spare which provides the highest return on investment
is purchased. The new value of A is computed and checked
against the required value. If A is still too low, the spare
with the highest return on investment, given previous procure-
ments, is purchased next and so on, until the required value
of A is achieved.
o
d) For each repair policy compute the minimum initial invest-
ment in spares and the associated stockage policy based on
c) .
When the least cost support alterna-
tive is determined, the cost of the stockage policy, as ob-
tained above, will be added to all other cost elements of
the repair policy with which it is associated.
A detailed procedure (called OPUS-VII)
for initial procurement of spares is found in Appendix C.
The assumption that all repair parts
necessary fcr repair of SRU's are in stock simplifies the
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procedure. It is based on the assumption that this is the
least expensive solution and the fact that an LSC model, use-
ful for predictions only would be much more complicated with-
out this simplification.
3.3.3.2. Replenishment Procurements
Replenishment spares and repair parts
cost dominate the annual cost of keeping an inventory at a
specified level (Section 3.3.1). The initial procurement is
the minimum amount of spares and parts in inventory. There-
fore the first replenishment procurement must take place im-
mediately, and a cost occurs during the first year of the life
cycle. However, it is assumed that no replenishment will be
purchased during the last year (the procurement lead time)
.
For every LRU/SRU discarded at failure,
a new one is purchased. If the total number of a replaceable
unit (RU) in all systems is N and the MTBF of this item is
MTBF . the average annual investment will be
a
TCD(RU) = 365 xf xN x ( unit )- MTBF ( cost )
which, summed for all discarded RU * s gives the average annual
replenishment cost of discarded items.
When repair is attempted, a certain
fraction (F) of the RU ' s will have to be condemned (because of
damage under handling or transportation, for example) and re-
placements will have to be purchased. The value of F is diffi-




The average annual replenishment costs
for repaired RU ' s will therefore be
RI = TCD x F.
The annual cost of repair parts is





. \ / unitmber ] x
, / \ costsed ' . v
1 1
where n is the number of different repair parts.
3.3.3.3. Other Inventory Costs
Other elements of inventory costs
will also arise. Those having the greatest impact on LSC
are:
a) Ordering Costs , the costs of processing an order through
the purchasing and other departments. Included are labor costs,
the cost of eventual computer time to update records, paper,
postage, and telephone costs. This cost element may depend
on the quantity procured and usually differs from one inventory
system to another. For prediction of LSC an average value
based upon historical data is normally used.
b) Inventory Management Costs , the management costs asso-
ciated with entering and maintaining an item in inventory.
It includes the costs of identification, description, editing
and updating of data records, and computer time. These costs
will differ from one supply support organization to another.
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For cost estimation purposes, average values of entering cost
per item and annual recurring management costs are used.
c) Inventory Carrying Costs , the costs associated with
operating the warehouses and other stockage facilities, includ-
ing the cost of direct labor, the annual costs of warehouse
equipment, light, heat, insurance, breakage, obsolescence, and
maintenance of facilities. Additionally, there is usually an
opportunity cost incurred by having capital tied up in inven-
tory. Even if this cost is not accounted for by the military,
it is a cost for the government.
d) Stockout Costs , the costs of being out of stock when a
demand occurs. These are extremely difficult to measure,
especially in the military, but are included in some Life
Cycle Cost models. In the U.S. military several different
values (up to S1500) are used [Ref . 13]
.
e) Transportation and Receiving Costs , the costs of getting
the material from the manufacturer to the central warehouse
and to the proper storage location in the warehouse. Sometimes
the cost of getting the order from the source of supply to the
stocking facility is paid by the customer. If so, this cost
is considered a part of inventory costs. The cost of transport-
ing an item between military facilities is usually included
in Transportation Costs.
The receiving costs cover inspection,
testing, quality control, and record keeping.
Most of the cost elements discussed
under "Other Inventory Costs" are affected by the support
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organization and by the operating doctrine for the inventory-
system. In addition, some of the elements are difficult to
measure. Sophisticated models, stochastic as well as deter-
ministic, are described in the literature. But, for reasons
of simplification, most models for prediction of LSC use two
average values only; an item entering cost and an annual re-
curring inventory cost per item, which compensate for the Other
Inventory Costs.
3.3.4. Training Costs
For the computation of the maintenance manpower
needed for the support of the system, it was assumed that the
technicians possess the skills necessary to get the jobs done.
The life cycle training costs are normally allocated to
(a) training equipment, (b) initial training, and (c) recurring
training.
a) The training equipment consists of training systems,
operating units, manuals, guides, texts, training aids, special
installations, facilities, and other training material not in-
cluded in the procurement contract.
b) Initial training costs consist of all initial costs of
training maintenance personnel. These costs will typically
include such items as trainee and instructor salaries, per
diem, and travel expenses. The costs may be divided to iden-
tify training expense for various levels of maintenance, or
for each level of the maintenance organization.
c) Recurring training costs are generated by the require-
ment to replace personnel who are reassigned, or who retire
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from positions requiring special training for the system to
be maintained.
The training costs ' part of an LSC may be ex-
pressed as :
TTRAIN = ACCF + AC + ftxACxNDF = ACCF + AC(1 + ft *NDF)
where
:
TTRAIN = life cycle maintenance training costs;
ACCF = costs of training equipment and materials;
AC = initial training costs;
ft = the fraction of trained personnel to be
replaced per year;
NDF = normal discount factor.
As mentioned above, AC is a function of train-
ing hours required (H) , hourly rate for involved personnel (HR)
,
and an overhead factor (OH) covering instructor salary, per
diem, and other expenses. The hourly rate and the number of
trainees are affected not only by system design and character-
istic, but by the maintenance policy chosen as well. The
formula for TTRAIN is:
I
TTRAIN = ACCF + (1 + ft xNDF) x V H.xHR.xOH
i=0 x x
where
Z = the number of levels of the maintenance
organization (including logistics staff);
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H. = total training hours required for this level;
HR. = average hourly rate at this level;
OH = overhead factor (OH >_ 1) .
3.3.5. Transportation Costs
Transportation costs occur when items are shipped
for repair or replacement. The general way LSC models deal
with these costs is to compute the number of assemblies ex-
pected to be shipped, and multiply this by a transportation
cost factor, determined through cost estimating relationships
based on module size and weight, organizational characteris-
tics, and transportation method.
The number of assemblies to be shipped (NA) from
the organizational level per unit of time is a function of the
number of systems in operational use (NS) , the system MTBF,




x (1 - F )NA = MTBF K r
This element of LSC usually cannot be predicted
with any degree of accuracy unless a detailed knowledge of
the organization, the maintenance, and the stockage policy is
available. Fortunately, the transportation costs normally
account for less than five percent of the total LSC and the
estimating procedure described above may be usable. If not
so, a detailed analysis may pay off.
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The transportation times between system level
and intermediate or depot level, between intermediate and
depot level, and between stockage facilities and each level
of the maintenance organization are all variables in the
formula for system mean downtime (MDT) per failure and will,
therefore, affect system effectiveness and/or the initial
procurement of spares. Trade-off possibilities between trans-
portation costs and other elements of LSC will exist. A more
expensive' mode of transportation may lead to a reduced total
LSC.
3.3.6. Other Costs
Many other sources of costs affecting LSC exist.
These must be evaluated as to their significance in each procure-
ment, and judged to be included or not in the estimate of LSC.
Some of the common sources are:
a) Documentation and Data costs : For a system in its de-
velopment phase, this cost is estimated on the basis of the
number of pages required for each item of equipment for differ-
ent repair options. It includes the costs of writing, editing,
reproduction, assembling, packaging, and shipping. For a sys-
tem already in operational use elsewhere, the cost per techni-
cal manual is known. The total documentation cost for each
maintenance policy can be estimated as the sum of the documen-
tation costs for each level of the support organization.
b) Space and Facilities costs : A system may require new




If so, the cost of investment, modification, operation, and
maintenance of these facilities should be included in LSC.
c) Overhaul and Modification costs : For electronic systems
overhauls and modifications are expected. The predicted costs
include labor, overhead, round-trip transportation, and material
Replacement and modification of common and peculiar support
equipment may be included.
d) Discount and Inflation Factors (see Section B.3.2.).
e) Obsolescence or Salvage cost : A termination cost may
be expected. If a salvage value is anticipated, this may be
accounted for as a negative cost.
3.4. MINIMUM LIFE SUPPORT COSTS
Computation of LSC for each maintenance policy can be
accomplished only after the complete model has been developed.
The least cost alternative can be determined, as shown in
Figure 3-4.
The spectrum of maintenance policies may include:
A = All LRU's discarded at failure;
B = All LRU's repaired at intermediate level, all
SRU's discarded at failure;
N = All LRU's and all SRU's repaired at depot level
The least LSC of each alternative is computed as
(referring to Figure 3-4)
:





TRC(A) -. SEC (A)
Kj *
-~#«i ^n TPC(B) -^ SEC(B)MPC(B) +Q tmTj ^
MPC(N)







TRPC(N) ^^ CC(N)o *9
MTC (N) 1
In this figure, the following abbreviations
are used:
MPC(I) = Maintenance manpower costs of policy I
;
TRC(I) = Training costs of this alternative;
SEC (I) = Costs of test and support equipment;
IC(I,J) = Inventory costs, maintenance policy I and
stockage policy J;
TRPC(I) = Transportation costs of this alternative;
GC(I) = "Other Costs" associated with this alternative;
MTC (I) = Minimum LSC for this maintenance and stockage
policy.
Figure 3- 4 . Determination of Minimum LSC
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The alternative with the lowest value of MTC(I) is,
from a purely economical point of view, the preferred one and
is normally called "The Least Cost Alternative." Each ele-
ment of LSC is computed using a number of assumptions, and
is combined with other cost elements in such a way that the
required system effectiveness is achieved.
Trade-off possibilities exist, expecially between the
two main cost drivers, inventory and maintenance costs. Un-
less sufficient attention has been paid to these possibilities,
a great number of solutions, cheaper than "The Least Cost
Alternative," may never be discovered.
To evaluate LSC of alternative systems and to perform
trade-off analysis, a computerized model is required. Two such
models are used for the numerical example in Chapter VI. These
models are described in Chapter V. AIR is an LSC and LOR
(Level of Repair) model used by the US Navy. SIMPLE was pro-
grammed by the authors and is based on the equations developed
in this chapter. This model does not have the capability to
compute the initial procurement and allocation of spares. The
OPUS-VII model (Chapter V) is used for this purpose and its
output is used as input in SIMPLE.
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IV. REPAIR VS. DISCARD DECISIONS
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The optimum level of reapir (LOR) of a system can be
determined following the procedure described in Chapter III.
The next question is, "should the failed item be repaired, or
is it more economical to throw it away?" The decision to re-
pair or to discard-at-failure can have a very strong impact
on the life support cost of a complex system of hardware.
The Vendor Repairable Items Panels of a joint Aerospace Indus-
tries Association and Electronic Industries Association Spare
Parts Committee [Ref. 14] estimated that an overall saving as
great~as 30%J may be realized if the proper decisions are made.
Other studies disclose that most organizations, espe-
cially military, tend to prefer the repair posture because
they are reluctant to throw away "valuable" items or have
underestimated the cost of repairs.
Besides the economic benefits, many other advantages
may be obtained from a discard-at-failure alternative. From
a design viewpoint, a module that is to be discarded at failure
is simplified in that no provisions for repair need to be made.
Other technical options can reduce weight, provide for dust-
or water-proofing, simplify the packaging, improve reliability,
and reduce technical data requirements. From an operational
point of view, an advantage is a reduced need to deploy sophis-
ticated test and support equipment and skilled technicians.
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Furthermore, a discard design normally results in a lower
time to restore a failed system, and a throwaway assembly
can generally be designed to be produced at a lower cost
than if designed for repair.
4.2. THE REPAIR/DISCARD DECISION
Repair/discard analysis normally concentrates on the
economic impacts resulting from the decision.
For a repair policy, the events that take place and
their associated costs are described in Chapter III. Under a
throwaway policy, after a failure has occurred a replacement
unit is obtained, and the failed item is replaced. If necessary,
a reorder action is taken. As described in more detail below
(Section 4.3) the economically preferable policy is obtained
by comparing the total costs of the repair and the discard
alternatives, and by choosing the one having the lower cost.
Military considerations, technological constraints, and
planned system deployment represent some of the additional
considerations that should also be included and evaluated.
Such elements must be evaluated on a case by case basis by
the user.
There are many points in the life cycle where a repair/
discard decision may take place. In a study, Criteria for
Repair vs. Discard Decisions, the Logistic Management Insti-
tute [Ref. 15] identified five major decision points in the
system life cycle (Figure 4-1)
.
The earlier in the life cycle that the repair/discard











































Figure 4-1. Repair vs. Discard Decision Points
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Unfortunately, some of the cost elements of importance for
the decision are sensitive to variables which are difficult
to predict in the early stages of the life cycle, unless the
item is one which represents a well-known technology and experi'
ence is available regarding the characteristics of the item.
The ability to accurately predict costs associated with repair
and discard actions improves later in the life cycle. In
addition, after the equipment has been produced, the unit cost
and the failure rate are known, and alternative designs have
been eliminated. This generally reduces the scope of the
decision process.
During the Use Period, actual values are obtained for
the parameters on which the original repair/discard decision
was based. Economic advantages may be obtained by changing
the decision if, for example, the MTBF or the unit cost of
a module differ significantly from the expected values. There-
fore, even when an item is designed as repairable, the user
may decide to discard it at failure. This decision may be
made before the initial provisioning of spare parts is decided
upon or it may be postponed until some field experience is ob-
tained. The final point of decision occurs when the assembly
actually fails. If the item is coded as a repairable, a deci-
sion must be made based on the unit cost and the extent of
the damage to the item under consideration.
4.3. A SIMPLIFIED REPAIR/DISCARD MODEL
A variety of Repair/Discard models are available. These
models are economic decision models in which the cost of
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repairing an item is compared with the cost of discarding
it at failure. The costs considered are total life-cycle
costs, which often makes the models quite complex. According
to the degree of complexity, the repair/discard models can be
divided into the following three groups [Ref. 5].
a) Total Cost Models—computing the exact costs of the
repair as well as of the discard alternative.
b) Delta Cost Models—computing the difference between
the repair and discard alternative, thus eliminating from the
difference equations identical terms of the repair and dis-
card costs.
c) Simplified Models—eliminating cost factors and terms
which are relatively insignificant or insensitive to the
decision.
The intent of this chapter is to develop a simplified
delta cost repair vs. discard decision model. As in the rest
of this thesis, attention is directed towards equipment already
designed, which simplifies the difference equations. Further-
more, in order to be able to compare the results with those
obtained from AIR, fixed values for some readily estimated
parameters are used to develop a simple "screening rule" and
to highlight the more important factors which should be
considered.
The optimal policy for each module is determined by
using the following general equation:





LSCR = the total life support cost of the
equipment if the module is repaired
at failure;
LSCD = the total life support cost of the
equipment if the module is discarded
at failure.
AC is the difference in total support cost between the
two maintenance policies with a positive difference indicating
that a discard policy is more economical, and a negative dif-
ference indicating that the repair alternative is preferable.
Values of LSCR and LSCD to be developed in this chapter
will be based on the Life Cycle Support costs as described in
Chapter III. Therefore, the formulas to be developed can only
be used for repair/discard decisions for modules already de-
signed and not as a tool in the earlier phases of the life
cycle. Further, for reasons of simplification, cost elements
judged to have an insignificant impact upon AC are omitted.
In accordance with Chapter III, AC can be obtained as
AC = AC1 + AC2 + AC3 + AC4 + AC5 + AC6
where
:
ACl = difference in maintenance manpower costs;
AC2 = difference in test and support equipment
costs;
AC3 = difference in inventory costs;
AC4 = difference in training costs;
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AC5 = difference in transportation costs;
AC6 = difference in other elements of LSC.
For reasons of simplification, it is assumed that
Items designed for discard at failure are not ever
considered for reapir.
When the system fails, the failure will be located to
a specific Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) , which will be removed,
replaced, and sent to intermediate level for repair, if it is
to be repaired, by replacing the failed Shop Replaceable Unit
(SRU) . The SRU, if it is to be repaired, is repaired at depot
level. (The formula can easily be modified to fit any other
maintenance alternative.)
Low cost assemblies are discarded at the organizational
or intermediate level, and high value assemblies are discarded
at the depot level only.
Average values per year are used for all recurring costs
4.3.1. AC1, Maintenance Manpower Costs
The cost of preventive maintenance is unaffected
by the repair/discard decision, and the value of AC1 per
failure is the difference between the cost of corrective
maintenance and the discard cost.
Under the assumptions stated above, the discard
alternative will reduce the time for paperwork and eliminate
the packing and other time elements for low cost items at
intermediate level. If HRI is the hourly rate for personnel
at this level and the total reduction in time per failure is
RTI, the saving per failure is HRI x RTI . At depot level, no
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time will be needed in this case. The result is a saving of
TTD *HRD, where TTD is the average total time per repair at
depot for this item and HRD is the hourly rate for depot
personnel
.
For a high cost item discarded at failure at
the depot level, time will not be used for fault isolation,
replacement of failed parts, packing, and some of the paper-
work. If RTD is the time reduction per failure, the saving
is RTD *HRD. The savings per failure for the discard policy
are, for a high cost item,
SPFH = RTD x HRD.
The savings per failure for the discard policy for a low cost
item are
:
SPFL = RTI x HRI + TTD x HRD.
The annual number of failures of an assemblv is




N = The number of systems procured multiplied by
the number of this item per system;
f = Average operating hours per day;




For the total life cycle AC1 becomes,
AC1 = SPF x ANF x NDF
where NDF is the normal discount factor (as defined in Section
3.3.2.) .
4.3.2. AC2, Test and Support Equipment Costs
Normally, the costs of common support equipment
will not be affected significantly by a repair/discard deci-
sion and the delta cost of common support equipment can be
assumed to be zero.
If a discard alternative is chosen after the
system has been in use for a period of time, the only change
is the cost of peculiar support equipment. If its value is
CPSE when repair is performed and zero under discard, it
follows that
AC2 = CPSE x F x RD x X
where:
CPSE = Acquisition cost of test and support
equipment peculiar to this assembly;
F = Annual support ratio for the equipment
(the ratio between annual support cost
and investment)
;
RD = Discount factor, computed for the remaining
part of the life cycle (Section 3.3.2.);




If a discard alternative for a specific item is
chosen during the acquisition period, the maximum savings are
obtained because procurement of peculiar support equipment
can be avoided. In this case
AC2 = CPSE x x x (1 + F *NDF)
4.3.3. AC3, Inventory Costs
In accordance with Chapter III, AC3 will be
computed as AC3 = AC31 + AC32 + AC33, where:
AC31 = Difference in initial procurement costs;
AC32 = Difference in replenishment procurement
costs;
AC33 = Difference in other inventory costs;
As demonstrated in Chapter III (and Appendix C)
,
for the repair alternative, the initial procurement of spares
can only be determined for a given system availability and
for the total mix of spares.
An approximation to the number (NN) of a given
item to be procured can be obtained from the formula
, NxTATxf NxTATxf Xjnjn-1 - [ )
? 1 I (e x _ )
x=0
where:




N = The number of systems multiplied by the
number of this SRU/LRU per system;
TAT = The turnaround time (hours) for this item;
f = Operating hours per day.
Depending upon the procurement lead time, it
may be sufficient initially to buy spares for one year if the
item is discarded at failure. To obtain a high probability
that a spare is available when a demand occurs, a more expen-
sive approach is chosen, which is to buy enough spares for
two years (although the lead time is assumed to be one year).
The resulting value of AC31 becomes
AC31 = NN x UC - 2 x 36^^
N
x UC
where UC is the unit cost.
When a repair policy is preferred, a certain
fraction (Fr) of the failed items will be condemned. The
annual cost of the replenishment procurement will be
365xfxN
MTBF
X Fr X LC «
Each repair requires a certain number of sub-
units and repair materials. The average cost of such materials





x (1 " Fr) x uc x MR
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The total annual costs under a repair policy are then
365
'^ * uc x !Fr + (1-Fr) x MR]
The corresponding cost of the discard alternative
is
365 * f x N
x UCMTBF
For the life cycle the result is
AC32 = 365 *^ * UC * tFr+ ,l-Fr) x MR] XNDF . 365^|_<N XUC x DR
where NDF is the normal discount factor and DR is the discount
factor for the life cycle period minus the last two years,
which are covered by the initial procurement.
The ordering costs and inventory management
costs are higher for an assembly repaired at failure than the
corresponding costs for the same assembly discarded at failure,
The reasons for this are that repair parts must be kept in
inventory and a cost occurs everytime such parts are requested,
Normally, the additional life cycle cost for a repairable item
can be expressed as
AC33 = NPI x IEC + NPI x IRC x NDF
where NPI is the number of sub-assemblies/parts entered into
the inventory system, IEC is the item entry cost, and IRC is
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the item retention cost. Values of IEC and IRC can be obtained
*
from historical data or based upon Cost Estimating Relationships.
The total value of AC31, AC32, and AC33 results
in




X [2 +DR " ^ Fr + (1 ~Fr)x MR ^ x NDF]
+ NPI x IEC + NPI x IRC x NDF.
4.3.4. AC4 , Training Costs
The costs of training and training equipment may
be lower if one or more items are discarded instead of repaired
at failure. Although total training costs may be an appre-
ciable part of LSC, the change is usually insignificant when
only a single or a few modules of a system already in produc-
tion are discarded instead of repaired at failure. When this
is the case AC4 can be set equal to zero.
4.3.5. AC5 , Transportation Costs
For a repairable assembly, the determination of
this cost element may be based on cost estimating relationships
using unit weight (UW) and transportation rate per pound (TR)
established for the organization. The life cycle cost of
transportation (TTRANS) may be expressed as
TTRANS = 365 lL X N x UW x TR x NDFMTBF
*
"Cost Estimating Relationships (CER) are analytic tools
that relate various cost categories to cost generating or ex-
planatory variables. For instance, it may be feasible to relate
life cycle cost in terms of unit weight, cost per unit of range,





f = Operating hours per day;
N = The total number of the assembly installed in
the system;
UW = The weight of the assembly;
TR = The appropriate transportation rate per
pound;
NDF = Normal discount factor
.
For the repairable units, transportation to and
from the support source is considered. For the throwaway case,
a one way cost is applicable, reducing TTRANS by 50%. Thus,
AC5 = 0.5 x 365 *£
* N
x UW x TR x NDFMTBF
For low cost items stocked at the organizational
level, AC5 will be twice as high.
For high cost items, discarded at depot level,
AC5 is zero.
For some organizations, a more reliable estimate
of AC5 can be obtained based upon average distances between the
different levels of the support organization and an average
cost per mile of transportation. The procedure resulting in
the most accurate estimate should be used.
4.3.6. AC6, Other Elements of LSC
These elements include documentation and data
costs, space and facilities costs, and overhaul and modifica-
tions costs. These cost elements are generally significant
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to a repair/discard analysis but only when many items within
a common category are considered as a single entity to a repair
versus discard choice. If so, these costs must be included in
the computations. Otherwise, AC6 can be set to zero.
4.4. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To obtain a simplified screening rule for the repair/
discard decision, the delta cost equations (Section 4.3) are
reduced by using representative values for some of the varia-
bles. The total number of a module in all systems (N) , MTBF,
and the unit cost of a module are used as parameters
.
4.4.1. Numerical Values Used
The values used for the variables are:
a) HRI— 20 $/hour (including overhead)
;
b) HRD— 25 $/hour (including overhead)
c) RTI— 0.8 hours per failure;
d) RTD— 0.4 hours per failure;
e) TTD— 1.2 hours per failure;
f) f— 24 hours;
g) d— 10%;











q) UW xTR— $6;
These values reduce the delta cost equations as follows
4.4.1.1. AC1, Maintenance Manpower Costs
For low cost items:
AC1 = $4 6 x 7.6 x 8 760 * N/MTBF
= $3.1 x 10 6 x N/MTBF
For high cost items:
AC1 = $10 x8.67 x8760 x N/MTBF
= $0.76 x 10 6 x N/MTBF
4.4.1.2. AC2, Test and Support Equipment Costs
Assuming peculiar test and support
equipment is not procured,
AC2 = $2500 xl x (1 + 0.1 xNDF) = $4400
For the case where a discard alterna-
tive is chosen one year hence, AC2 = $1675.
4.4.1.3. Inventory Costs






4.4.1.4. AC5 , Transportation Costs
AC5 - 200,000 x N/MTBF
4.4.1.5. Total Delta Cost
For a low cost item for which peculiar
test and support equipment is not procured:
AC = 3.1 xlO 6 x N/MTBF + UC x [NN " 'SSSJ*** ] +2,000,000 * N/MTBF
+ 4,200 + 4,400
= 3.3 xlO 6 x N/MTBF + UC x [NN - 7 °'2£° * N ] + 8,600
jyil or
where NN is a function of MTBF, TAT, and N. Values of NN are






1000 5,000 8,760 10,000 20,000 50,000 100,000
24 NN=28 8 6 5 3 2 1
48 NN=45 14 9 8 5 3 2
96 NN=86 26 15 14 8 4 3
In Figure 4-2, break-even points as a
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Figure 4-2. A Screening Rule for Repair/Discard
Decisions for the Example Data
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be remembered that these curves are valid only for the numeri-
cal values used in this section. Further, the graphs are
computed for assemblies designed for repair and, therefore,
don't include some of the most important advantages of the
discard design. For modern electronic equipment, the relevant
values of MTBF for a module may range from a few hundred to
close to one hundred thousand hours. The repair/discard deci-
sion is sensitive to the quantity of the specific item main-
tained by the support organization, especially for high values
of MTBF, but if few systems are supported by the support
organization, the best alternative may be to discard items
designed for repair, even when the unit cost is as high as
$1000.
The curves in Figure 4-2 can be com-
bined by using the expected number of failures during the
life cycle for the specific type of module as the independent
variable instead of MTBF. The result is a general screening
curve, as illustrated in Figure 4-3. (The "solid" curve.)
To obtain an estimate of the sensitivity
to the variables for which fixed values have been used, the
break-even curves are computed for N equal to 24, and the
following parameters changed, one at a time, as follows:
Labor rates reduced by 50 percent.
Peculiar support equipment procured before a repair/
discard decision is made.
The turnaround time (depot level) reduced by 50 percent.
The number of repair parts per item reduced by 50 percent.
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over the Life Cycle
Figure 4-3. Screening Curve for Repair/Discard
Decisions, Including "Gray Area"
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The life cycle period increased by 100 percent.
The life cycle period reduced by 50 percent.
Discount rate reduced to zero.
The first five changes are favorable to the repair policy,
while the last two are favorable to the discard policy.
The repair/discard decision is not
heavily affected by any one of these variables. The maximum
deviation caused by any of the variables is within the dotted
curves, the "Gray Area," Figure 4-3.
The equations and the numerical exam-
ple make it possible for items already produced for repair at
failure, to base a repair/discard decision on a simple screen-
ing rule using the item unit cost and the expected total number
of failures of the module during the life cycle as parameters.
A repair/discard model, based upon
the equations developed in this chapter, has been computerized
and included in SIMPLE (Section 5.4.). The results are com-
pared to those obtained using the MIL-STD-1390B, AIR model
for repair/discard decisions. For any value of MTBF, the
maximum deviation in unit cost computed by the two models is
less than seven percent.

V. MODELS USED FOR THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Many life cycle cost models have been developed. Most
of the models reviewed are very complex, primarily because
they are designed as "General Purpose Models," having the
capability to deal with almost any type of equipment and to
cover all phases of the system life cycle. Such models re-
quire a large amount of input data and their complexity makes
it difficult for the user to understand them completely. The
defense for a general purpose model is that the user can just
ignore irrelevant input data, but to do so requires that the
analyst understands the structure completely.
Two other types of models are Operating and Support Cost
models and Life Support Cost (LSC) /Level of Repair (LOR) models,
both of which exclude research and development and acquisition
costs. Further, LSC/LOR models omit the costs associated with
the operation of the system.
If a cost model is to be used to obtain the lowest possi-
ble life cycle cost, it must be adequate as a design tool.
Since this thesis concentrates on systems already designed
and the support costs of such systems, an LSC model is to be
preferred. Four models, published as "Military Standard 1390B
Level of Repair," are examples of LSC/LOR models. One of these,
Naval Air Systems Command Equipments (AIR) , is used for the
numerical analysis in Chapter VI and is described in Section
5.2. The way in which AIR deals with initial procurement of
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spares is found, for the purpose of this thesis, to be unde-
sirable. An excellent model for this purpose, OFUS-VII, has
been developed in SYSTECON AB , Sweden, and made available to
*
the Naval Postgraduate School. OPUS-VII is described in Sec-
tion 5.3.
Realizing that not even the most complex LSC model can
cover every weapon system acquisition process, that a simpli-
fied model would cover the requirements, and having discovered
limitations in AIR, a model was developed (Section 5.4) based
upon the equations found in Chapter III (LSC) and Chapter IV
(Repair vs. Discard). This model is called SIMPLE.
5.2. THE AIR MODEL
A detailed description of AIR is enclosed as Appendix D.
The cost equations used by the model are found in MIL-STD-1390B
(NAVY) , and instructions for how to use AIR are found in "AIR,




model was designed for determination of the opti-
mal level of repair policy, including the discard option, for
each module of a system. The policy suggested for implementa-
tion defines either the maintenance level at which the repair
action should be performed, or the discard actions that should
take place.
*




5.2.1. General Description of AIR
AIR considers simultaneously all items of a
system according to their arrangement in a part hierarchy
illustrated by Figure D-l. Three levels of indenture are con-
sidered: Weapon Replaceable Assemblies (WRA) corresponding
to LRU's, Shop Replaceable Assemblies (SRA) corresponding to
SRU's, and SUB-SRA's which are the sub-assemblies necessary
for repair of SRA's.
For each indenture level, four level of repair
(LOR) alternatives are considered:
a) Intermediate (IMA) repair, equivalent to local (organi-
zational level) repair;
b) Prime-Intermediate (PIMA) repair, equivalent to inter-
mediate level repair;
c) Depot repair, and
d) Discard at failure.
Two major assumptions are used in the assignment
of an LOR code: (1) The LOR coding of a WRA does not depend
on which of its SRA's failed, and (2) an item can only be
shipped to a level of repair higher than that for which its
higher assembly is coded.
5.2.2. The Optimization Procedure Used by AIR
Life support costs are computed for each item,
each LOR alternative, and different cost categories. Some of
the costs allocable to an item depend on the LOR code of the
item and on that of its next higher assembly. The optimiza-
tion procedure is initiated by computing for each SUB-SRA the
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optimal LOR assignment for all possible assignments of its
SRA. The next step is to obtain the optimal assignment of
each SRA. LSC of the SRA is available from step one. For
each possible assignment of a WRA, the optimal assignment of
each of its SRA's is found, considering both the cost of the
SRA and the costs of the optimal assignment of its SUB-SRA's.
The final step is to find the optimal assignment
of WRA's, taking into consideration the associated costs of
its SRA's and SUB-SRA's.
The LSC for the WRA plus the sum of the optimal
costs for its SRA's and SUB-SRA's is computed for each of the
LOR alternatives (Section 5.2.1.). The smallest of these
costs determines the LOR code for the WRA and its sub-units.
5.2.3. Computation of LSC







All cost computations are based upon formulas
included in MIL-STD-1390B (NAVY) . The more important of the
formulas are included in Appendix D. Therefore, only a brief
discussion of problem areas is found in the following sections.
5.2.3.1. Inventory Costs
AIR computes inventory costs as the
sum of Repairable Inventory Costs, Repair Scrap Costs,
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Inventory Administration Costs, Repair Material Costs, and
Transportation Costs.
As demonstrated in Section 6.6.1.1.,
the calculation of the repairable inventory quantity is one
of the weaker parts of the model. Based upon a required num-
ber of days of stock, and for operational sites a safety
period to cover excess demands, an inventory quantity is com-
puted for each site. The objective is to provide a 95 percent
confidence level against stock-out at the operational site; a
measure of effectiveness which is not directly relatable to
system effectiveness (Section 2.1.1.). Furthermore, the com-
putation of inventory levels is based on a Poisson arrival
distribution of demands, but approximations are used-, under-
estimating the quantity of spares needed. Finally, the per
site quantity of each item is a function of unit cost; the
higher the unit cost, the lower is the quantity. The rules
for computation of repairables inventory are found in Section
D.3.2.
5.2.3.2. Labor Costs in AIR
AIR underestimates the cost of manpower
The labor costs are computed as the cost of manhours required
to fault isolate and to replace the failed item (MIL-STD-
1390B, page 2) . No time is included for getting tools and
documentation, for cleaning, for packaging the failed item,
and for other administrative duties. The sum of these time




AIR does not include any time for
preventive maintenance or periodic checks and adjustments
performed by maintenance technicians.
Finally, the labor rate used by the
Navy ($10 for IMA and PIMA level and $15.43 for depot level
[Ref. 10]) does not include all relevant overhead costs. All
things considered, the actual cost of maintenance labor must
be expected to be significantly higher than the cost computed
by AIR.
5.2.3.3. Training Costs
According to MIL-STD-1390B , training
cost is computed as
n
I NMT x TCPM x (1 + PAR ) x NDF










the total number of sites,
the number of men trained, site s.
the training cost per man, site s.
the personnel attrition rate, site s
the normal discount factor.
NMT x TCPM is the initial cost of
s s
training for site "S", and NMT x TCPM x PAR is the average3
s s s
r
annual recurring cost of training for this site. As seen from
the formula for total training cost, the initial cost is multi-
plied by NDF, which is a mistake. Unfortunately, this error
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is found in AIR as well. The result is that the initial
training cost is computed to be several times higher than the
actual cost. For a life cycle period of fifteen years and a
discount rate of three percent, the computed cost is twelve
times higher than the actual value.
5.2.4. AIR Input Data
Two categories of input data are needed by this
model :
a) Parameters and system data, which includes data defining
the size of the problem (e.g., the number of sites, the num-
ber of systems per site, the different types of maintenance
technicians) , and data needed by the overall operation of the
model, such as life cycle period, cost factors, repair cycle
times, labor hourly rates, user specified LOR (level of repair)
alternatives, and sensitivity analysis to be performed.
b) Site data, defining and describing the different main-
tenance levels and the support activities. Included are re-
quired days of stock, system data, and distant repair data.
Examples of input data are found in Appendix F.
5.2.5. AIR Output Reports
The results of a computer run are presented in
six standard reports
:
a) Total LSC, by alternative and indenture level.
b) Item summary report, costs by item and alternative.
c) LSC breakdown, by alternative and cost category.
d) Total inventory values, by item and alternative.
e) Per site inventory values.
f) Sensitivity analysis, by alternative and data set.
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Six standard alternatives are always included in
a run. Additionally, the user can specify up to forty other
alternatives. The standard alternatives are:
a) All modules discarded at failure.
b) All WRA's repaired locally, all SRA's discarded.
c) All WRA's repaired locally, all SRA's optimized.
d) All WRA's repaired locally, all SRA's repaired at PIMA,
and all SUB-SRA's optimized.
e) All WRA's repaired locally, all SRA's repaired at depot
level, and SUB-SRA's optimized.
f) Least Cost Alternative, no predesignations of LOR
codes are made.
Examples of AIR output reports are enclosed in
Appendix F.
5.2.6. Limitations of AIR
Two of the main cost drivers of LSC, inventory
and labor, are those least accurately computed by AIR. Con-
cerning inventory costs, the model just follows the rules from
MIL-STD-1390B(NAVY) . But since the rules are not directly
relatable to any measure of system effectiveness, AIR is con-
sidered by the writers to be inadequate as a tool for initial
provisioning of spares and for prediction of inventory costs.
Labor costs are incorrectly computed, largely
underestimating the actual costs.
AIR is unable to handle a system in which the same
type of SRA is a part of two or more different WRA's. The com-
putation of training costs is far from correct (Section 5.2.3.3.]
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AIR is programmed in SIMSCRIPT. The lack of
compilers at many facilities for this computer language may
limit the utility of AIR.
5.3. THE OPUS-VII MODEL
OPUS-VII is a proprietary, computerized model developed
by SYSTECON AB, Stockholm, Sweden. A description of OPUS-VII
is enclosed as Appendix C, and a more complete description is
found in the "OPUS-VII, Manual" [Ref. 18].
5.3.1. General Description of OPUS-VII
OPUS-VII is a unique tool for the following
types of problems:
a) Cost-effectiveness evaluation of alternative maintenance
and supply support concepts and alternative system configurations
b) Initial procurement and allocation of spares within a
support organization.
c) Reallocation of a given assortment of spares.
d) Replenishment procurement of spares.
e) Reallocation of a given assortment followed by replenish-
ment procurement of spares.
f) Effectiveness evaluation of a given assortment of
spares
.
For each type of problem, one or more of the
following measures of effectiveness (MOE) can be chosen:
a) System operational availability (A )
.
b) Probability of successful mission performance.
c) Risk of shortage when a spare is being demanded.
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d) Mean waiting time for a spare (computed for each level
of the maintenance organization)
.
The ability to combine the different types of
problems by the different MOE ' s gives OPUS-VII a high degree
of flexibility, which makes it useful for many problems
concerning inventory levels.
5.3.2. Assumptions Used by OPUS-VII
The algorithms used in the program are based on
the following assumptions:
The demands are Poisson distributed.
Mean values of turnaround times are known.
A failure of one item is statistically independent of
those that occur for any other type of item.
Repair times are statistically independent.
No queues are assumed in the maintenance organization.
The system has been in operational use long enough that
all transients have faded out.
5.3.3. OPUS-VII Input Data
The required input data can be divided into
System data and Organizational data.
Recognizing that a specific module may be common
to several types of systems, OPUS-VII can handle more than one
system in a single run. Therefore, system data includes the
number of system types, the number of each type of system,
system MTBF, system breakdown into LRU's and SRU's, module





The support organization must be built up in a
hierarchical way as illustrated in Appendix C (Figure C-2)
.
Examples of organizational input data are: reference to one
or more stations supporting each site, time to repair every
module at each station, and average time to get a spare from
a superior support station given no shortage exists.
Examples of input data are found in Appendix F.
5.3.4. QPUS-VII Output
A variety of information is obtainable from
OPUS-VII. A few examples are found in Appendix F.
In genera], the output contains graphs showing
the MOE as a function of investment, tables describing the
number of each type of spare to be purchased and how these
items are best allocated to the different stocks, tables show-
ing how the initial investment costs are distributed with
regard to the assortment and to the different levels of the
organization, and the overall cost-effectiveness curve for
the problem
5.3.5. Limitations of OPUS-VII
Most of the algorithms used in OPUS-VII have
been checked, using a TI-59 (programmable handheld calculator)
[Ref. 19] . No error was detected.
The assumption that demands are Poisson dis-
tributed is valid for electronic systems, but is less prac-
ticable for mechanical and some other types of equipment.
For some spares, it is normal in many organiza-
tions to batch a number of items before repair is undertaken.




OPUS-VII is written in FORTRAN IVH and can
easily be implemented on any computer system having a FORTRAN
capability.
5.4 THE SIMPLE MODEL
5.4.1. Introduction
The limitations of AIR make this model inadequate
for parts of the analysis necessary to achieve the objectives
of this thesis. In particular, the treatment of initial pro-
curement of spares needed to be improved, a purpose for which
OPUS-VII is available. Since the formulas for computation of
all other elements of LSC are relatively simple, the Swedish
approach [Ref. 20] was adopted, which is, for each procure-
ment case, to develop and program a set of cost equations
relevant for a specific system and a given support organiza-
tion. A model, referred to as "SIxMPLE, " was developed based
upon the discussion of cost elements in Section 3.3., through
3.4., the cost breakdown given in Figure 3-3, and the support
organization used for the numerical analysis in Section 6.2.
The intention of Chapter IV was to obtain a screening rule
for repair/discard decisions in such a way that repair should
never be undertaken if the unit cost of a module is below the
critical value. As previously stated, the curve in Figure
4-2 favors the repair alternative. A more representative
repair/discard model is included in SIMPLE.
As illustrated in Figure 3-3, each cost category
is computed as the sum of several cost elements. Some of
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these elements are calculated as functions of one or more of
the other cost elements and several of them are used for
comparison of repair and discard costs. Therefore, the cost
elements must be computed in a specified order. An interactive
computer program for control of LSC computations has been de-
cs
signed by Lt . Colonel L. Palsson, Air Materiel Department,
Swedish Air Force, Stockholm. This program is used for control
of cost computations in SIMPLE.
5.4.2. Cost Computations in SIMPLE
The LSC breakdown illustrated in Figure 3-3 is used
almost unchanged (the differences are described in Appendix E)
.
Cost equations are based upon Chapter III and the formulas
for change in LSC if an item is discarded at failure are based
on Chapter IV.
Formulas used for computation of each cost ele-
ment and a listing of variable names are found in Appendix E.
Input and output data are included in Appendix F.
It must be emphasized that the cost equations
found in Appendix E are valid only for the basic organization
and the level of repair policy described in Section 6.2. When
either of those is changed (numerical analysis, Chapter VI),
the cost equations affected must be changed as well.
5.4.2.1. Manpower Costs
Compared to AIR, SIMPLE includes the
labor cost of preventive maintenance. Furthermore, the "aver-
age manhours per corrective maintenance action" includes the
total number of manhours associated with the repair action
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(Section 3.3.1.). Accordingly, the cost of maintenance man-
power is significantly higher in SIMPLE than it is in AIR.
5.4.2.2. Test and Support Equipment Costs
Evaluating the LSC of a system already
designed, it is assumed that the requirement for peculiar test
and support equipment (TSE) is determined by the system design
and that the procurement cost per site (for a given LOR policy)
is an input to the model. The investment in common TSE is
determined by the utilization of what is in inventory already
and is, therefore, considered an input as well. The procedure
used by AIR for estimation of the annual support cost of TSE
is adopted.
5.4.2.3. Inventory Costs in SIMPLE
The initial procurement cost of spares
is computed by OPUS-VII and used as input to SIMPLE. For
replenishment of spares, entering and holding costs, and the
cost of consumables, the cost equations are similar to those
used by AIR.
5.4.2.4. Training Costs
Compared to AIR, the main difference
is that SIMPLE includes the cost of training equipment and
materiel, and the correct equation is used.
5.4.2.5. Transportation Cost
The computation of transportation cost
in SIMPLE is based upon the following three variables: (1) the
transportation cost per mile, (2) the annual number of items
shipped from each site to its supporting site, and (3) the
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average distance between a level of the organization and the
maintenance level supporting it. Finally, the transportation
cost is a function of the level of repair policy.
5.4.2.6. Other Elements of LSC
In SIMPLE, "Other Costs" include the cost
of space, documentation, and other costs not included in any
of the other categories.
The cost of space is determined by
factors as the size of the system, the number of systems pro-
cured, the size and the amount of test and support equipment,
and facilities available already. No general equation can
cover this cost element. The initial cost of space is an
input to SIMPLE. The annual cost of using and maintaining the
facilities is computed as a fraction of the investment cost.
The cost of documentation is computed
as the sum of the costs for all sites. An annual recurring
cost of maintaining the documentation is computed as a fraction
of the investment cost.
Other elements of this cost category
are input to SIMPLE.
5.4.3. Repair vs. Discard Cost in SIMPLE
SIMPLE computes for each LRU and SRU the change
in LSC if the module is discarded instead of repaired at
failure. A negative value indicates that a saving can be ob-
tained if a discard policy is chosen. Because non-economic
factors may enter a repair/discard decision, this value is
not subtracted from the LSC computed, but must be so, if the
discard alternative is chosen.
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The equations used for computation of delta
costs are based on the general formulas (not the numerical
example) found in Chapter IV.
5.4.4. Input and Output Data, SIMPLE
The input data is almost the same as for AIR.
The main differences are that the initial investment in spares
is an input from OPUS-VII and that SIMPLE requires other data
for calculation of transportation costs.
The important output data is
LSC (life support costs)
.
Initial investment.
Recurring costs, discounted for the life cycle.
The costs for each of the cost categories used in this
thesis.
The value of each cost element, Figure 3-3.
For each module, the change in LSC if a discard policy
is chosen.
5.4.5. Limitations of SIMPLE
SIMPLE is a simplified model. Compared to AIR
the number of program statements has been reduced by a factor
of approximately one hundred. The cost of doing so is that a
level of repair policy and a suggestion to initial procurement
of spares are to be obtained from external sources. The esti-
mates of LSC and its elements are of the same or a better
accuracy than those obtained by AIR.
Initial cost of space, documentation, and common
test and support are input data.
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A natural next step would be to include a
"Lowest LSC" capability in SIMPLE. This could be done based
on the decision tree (Figure 3-4) . With OPUS-VII available,
the effort to program a model for initial procurement would
not be worthwhile.
In a real situation more information about the
support organization, the equipment considered, facilities
needed, and other factors affecting LSC would be available
and some of the cost equations used in SIMPLE could be improved,
But the purpose of an LSC model should be remembered and the
model not made more complex than necessary to obtain a
reasonably accurate prediction of the difference in LSC for
alternative systems.
5.5. USE OF THE MODELS
The models described above are used for the numerical
example in Chapter VI. The interactions between the models
are illustrated in Figure 5-1.
As seen from the figure, OPUS-VII is used for more than
one purpose. The initial investment in spares is computed and
used as an input to SIMPLE. The operational availability which
can be expected for the allocation of spares as computed by
AIR is calculated by OPUS-VII.
To check SIMPLE and AIR, the LSC categories computed by
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The intention of this chapter is to demonstrate with a
numerical example the impact of system and organizational
characteristics and other selected variables on initial pro-
curement of spares and other significant elements of LSC.
The models described in Chapter V are used for this purpose.
The amount of input data required by the models des-
cribed in Chapter V makes it evident that LSC is a function
of many variables. Fortunately, for a given system procured
for a given organization, many of the variables can be con-
sidered constants, that is, either they will not affect the
choice between alternative systems, or they will not influence
LSC significantly. Eliminating such variables and others,
the impact of which on LSC is readily seen from the cost
equations, the number of selected input variables explored in
this chapter is reduced to the following:
a) System characteristics:
— MTBF (Section 6.7.1)
— MTTR (Section 6.7.2)
b) Organizational Structure and different maintenance
policies:
Number of intermediate level sites (Section 6.7.3.1)
Eliminating depot level (Section 6.7.3.2)
Eliminating intermediate level (Section 6.7.3.3)
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Transportation time, organizational to intermediate
level (Section 6.7.3.1)
Turn-around time depot level (Section 6.7.3.3).
c) Other input variables:
Number of systems procured (Section 6.7.5.1)
Discount rate (Section 6.7.5.2)
Life cycle period (Section 6.7.5.3)
The impact of the factors listed above on repair/discard deci-
sions is described and the breakeven curve (unit cost and
number of failures) determined (Section 6.7.6). Furthermore,
it is demonstrated that some variables not included in the
analysis (labor rate and condemnation rate) may affect LSC
significantly (Section 6.7.5.4).
The initial procurement of spares is not treated analy-
tically either in Israel or in Denmark. Therefore, special
treatment is given to this issue (Section 6.6).
6.2. THE SUPPORT ORGANIZATION
The support organization used for the numerical example
is chosen as it reflects a support policy often used in Israel
and Denmark. It consists of three maintenance levels:
a) Organization Level (OL)
b) Intermediate Level (IL)
c) Depot Level (DL)
.
24 identical systems are assumed deployed in two separate
areas (16 and 8 in each area) . Two intermediate level sites
support the organizational level. One depot level site supports
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both intermediate level sites. The support organization is
built-up in a hierarchical way, and only vertical relation-
ships are allowed between the maintenance sites. Each main-
tenance site may have its own stock of spares.
The support organization is presented in Figure 6-1.
DEP is the depot level site, INI and IN2 are intermediate
















16 s^stems 8 systems
Figure 6-1. The Support Organization
6.2.1. Maintenance Policy
When a failure occurs in a system, the failed
LRU is isolated and replaced, and after a verification action,
the system is restored to an operational condition. The
failed LRU is sent to intermediate level where it is restored
by replacement of the failed SRU, and verified. The failed
SRU is sent from IL to DL, where it is repaired. Failed units




LRU's may be stocked at DL as replacement for
failed LRU's. Both LRU's and SRU's are allowed to be stocked
at IL and DL.
6.3. SYSTEM BREAKDOWN
A hypothetical, electronic system is used as an example
for the analysis. The system includes six different LRU's


























Although the support organization and the system are
hypothetical, the data used are considered representative
for a system operated and supported in an actual military
organization. The input data is included in Appendix F. This
identifies the model (s) for which each variable is used as an
input. Where two of the models require different input varia-
bles to compute an output, attempts have been made not to favor
any one of the models. For example, AIR and OPUS-VII do not
use the same elements of the turn-around time for a failed
item, but the values of the input data used assure that the
total turnaround time is the same for both models.
6.5. COMPARISON OF OUTPUT
The first step of the analysis compares the output
from AIR, OPUS-VII, and SIMPLE. As illustrated by Figure 6-3,
the "common" set of input data (Appendix F) is used for all
three models
.
To compare the LSC breakdown from AIR and SIMPLE, a
user specified alternative, in accordance with Section 6.2.1,
is used in AIR. The AIR "Least Cost Alternative" is discussed
and evaluated in Section 6.6.1.1.
The LSC and its breakdown, as obtained from AIR, is
illustrated in Table 6-1. Each cost category can be further
broken down with a share allocated to LRU's, SRU's, and sub-
SRU's. (An example is included in Appendix F.)
Some of the cost categories in Table 6-1 require further
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COST CATEGORY $ %
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (SE) 154050 3.86
SUPPORT OF SE 198860 4.98
INVENTORY (INV.) 901930 22.59
INV. ADMINISTRATION 293413 7.35
SE SPACE 40230 1.01











LRU's and SRU;s. INV. ADMIN, is the inventory entering and
holding costs. MATERIAL is the cost of piece parts used for
repair of LRU's and SRU's. REPAIR SCRAP is the cost of re-
plenishment procurements.
Compared to AIR, the cost breakdown in the output from
SIMPLE is more detailed and includes the cost of each cost
element (as illustrated in Figure 3-3) . The major cost cate-
gories of the output are shown in Table 6-2. A complete print-
out of the basic input data is found in Appendix F.
Table 6-2























LIFE SUPPORT COSTS, DISCOUNTED, NY YEARS
LSC, MANPOWER





INITIAL INVESTMENT, SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
ANNUAL RECURRING COSTS
ANNUAL RECURRING COSTS, NY YEARS
To facilitate comparison between the cost computation in
the two models, costs are allocated to the six major categories




LSC, AIR and SIMPLE ($ 1,000)
COST CATEGORY AIR SIMPLE
LSC 3,992 4,670
Maintenance manpower 697 2,034




Other costs 48 94
The difference in maintenance manpower costs is caused
by the fact that AIR computes the cost of active repair time
only. SIMPLE includes the average total time per repair action
plus a cost for preventive maintenance. One hour per day
per system spent on periodic checks and adjustments or other
preventive actions performed by maintenance personnel accounts
for M$ 1.05 during the life cycle. The cost of active repair
time computed by the two models is the same.
A significant difference in inventory costs exists
($394,000). The main reason for this is that the required
initial investment in spares (computed by OPUS-VII) is $374,000
lower in SIMPLE. This issue is discussed in Section 6.6.1.1.
The replenishment procurement and inventory administration
costs are almost the same for both models.
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The difference in training costs is due to an incorrect
formula used in AIR, which is discussed in Section 5.2.3.3.
The 100 percent difference in "Other Costs" is the
result of an annual recurring cost of maintaining documenta-
tion, data, and new maintenance space included in SIMPLE but
not in AIR.
6.6. INITIAL PROCUREMENT OF SPARES
In this numerical example, spares are procured in such
quantities that allow achievement of an operational availa-
bility (A ) of approximately 97.0%, at the time the new sys-
tems are introduced into the operational environment. Usually,
more spares are added to this basic inventory, initially
resulting in a higher value of the achieved A . (This assures
that A will remain above the minimum value until replenishment
o c
is received.) In this case A can be viewed as the minimum
o
requirement. To maintain this standard, a replenishment
procurement is performed (an annual basis is assumed for
replenishment procurements)
.
MTBF and actual repair time at the organizational level
(including transportation time) initially have the values of
291.2 hours for system MTBF and 2.3 hours for actual repair
time at the organizational level. The actual repair time
includes
:
1.3 hours for active repair time, and
1.0 hours for transportation (round-trip)
The quantities of spares to be procured initially depend on
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the period of time to be covered by them (from two years up
to the whole life cycle period), budgetary constraints, and
the measure of effectiveness (MOE) used to determine the re-
quired level of effectiveness with this inventory. At the
time when the initial procurement is ordered, the maintenance
organization and the repair policy should already have been
defined and can be considered as given.
Holding A at a fixed level, it is possible to deter-
mine the impact of each of the main variables on the initial
procurement cost. The impact of the following variables is
explored below:
a) mean time between failures (MTBF)
;
b) active repair time at the organizational level (MTTR)
;
c) turnaround time at the depot level;
d) Organizational structure.
Other variables are considered as fixed at the time the initial
procurement of spares evaluation is performed or as having an
insignificant impact.
6.6.1. Impact of Mean Time Between Failures on Initial
Procurement of Spares
The uncertainty with regard to MTBF to be achieved
in the operational environment (Section 2.2.1) is a key factor
in any decision concerning the investment in initial procure-
ment of spares (UPS). A priori, to consider the consequences
of an MTBF to be obtained during the use of a new equipment
different from the one predicted requires an adequate model,





is the expected value and MTBF is
the value of MTBF obtained in the operational environment,
field data indicates [Ref. 8] that MTBF will normally be
within the following limits.
2MTBF r> > MTBF > MTBFV6D — o — D
The cases which are explored in this thesis are:
a) MTBF = MTBF^, and
o D
b) MTBFQ = MTBFD/4
The problem one faces, then, is whether to rely
upon the MTBF data provided by the manufacturer (MTBF = MTBF
,
or to assume that the actual MTBF in the operational environ-
ment will be four times worse (MTBF = MTBFD/4) . As demon-
strated below, this decision is very significant to the cost
of initial procurement of spares. After the systems are
introduced into the operational environment, the two possi-
bilities described above may develop into four different
scenarios:
a) [MTBF = MTBF,./MTBF = MTBF-]
O D' O D
b) [MTBF = MTBF^/4/MTBF = MTBF-/4]
o D ' o D'
c) [MTBF = MTBFn/*lTBF = MTNF-,/4]O D' o D
d) [MTBF = MTBFV4/MT3F = MTBF^]
O DO v
where [X=Y/X=Z] should be read as: "initial procurement
of spares was performed assuming X = Z, when actually X = Z
(or X = Y) was obtained." Each of these four scenarios is
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discussed below, and illustrated in Figures 6-4 and 6-5.
These figures present the waiting time (WT) and A as func-
tions of investment in initial procurement of spares (UPS).
Scenarios a,b,c,d correspond to curves 1,2,3, and 4, respec-
tively. All curves are approximated by continuous functions,
although their precise representation is step functions. All
scenarios are analyzed for an UPS of $528,000.
6.6.1.1. First Scenario,
MTBF = MTBF^/MTBF = MTBF-,
O D' o D
For this case, an in-
vestment of $528,000 suggested by OPUS-VII enables the achieve-
ment of an A of 97.5%. Inventory data and MOE values are
presented in Table 6-4 . The abbreviations used in this table
are adopted from OPUS-VII. Some of them require additional
explanation:
DEP = depot level site;
IN1/IN2 = intermediate level sitenumber 1 and 2 , respectively;
MN1/MN2 = the maintenance level directly supporting the
system level (part of organizational level)
.
Availability:
System 1: Denomination of the system
Total : OPUS-VII can handle more than one system in a
single run. "Total" is a weighted average of
A if more than one system is included in the
analysis;
0R1/0R2 : A for systems supported by intermediate level
site 1 and 2, respectively.
Investment:
Perc ESS: Percent of total investment used for depot level
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Inventory Data and MOE Values of the First Scenario (OPUS-VII)
DENOM TOTAL
16x 8*
INVESTM. DEP INl IN2 MNl MN2
LRU 1 4 12300.0 2 2
LRU 2 8 37640.0 5 3
LRU 3 3 12480.0 2 1
LRU 4 5 15200.0 3 2
LRU 5 5 53350.0 3 2
LRU 6 24 278520.0 15 6 3
SRU 1 15 15300.0 10 3 2
SRU 2 7 2275.0 4 2 1
SRU 3 4 1940.0 2 1 1
SRU 4 24 42480.0 16 5 3
SRU 5 4 3840.0 2 1 1
SRU 6 13 27365.0 7 4 2
SRU 7 3 3015.0 1 1 1
SRU 8 6 9450.0 3 2 1
SRU 9 4 2960.0 2 1 1
SRU10 2 1780.0 1 1
SRU11 6 8070.0 3 2 1
AVAILABILITY
PER SYSTEM: PER SYSTEM AND 1DEMAND GENERATING
OR1 OR2
SYSTEM 1 0.,97465 0.97896 0. 96605
TOTAL : 0,,97465
INVESTMENT
TOT INVESTS[. zz 527965.0
PERC ESS = 46.1
PERC FIRST LEVEL= 0.0
PERC LRU = 77.6





N O R S
WAITING TIME
RISK OF SHORTAGE









NORS: The expected number of non-available systems
Risk of Shortage: The probability that a given demand
(at any site) cannot be satisfied within a given
time (T) due to shortage in stock.
RSK SHRTGE (1st LVL) : The probability of shortage, given a
demand, at organizational level.
(Table 6-4) differs
significantly from that suggested by AIR (Table 6-5) . The
main reason for this is the difference in MOE ' s used by the
models. While OPUS-VII bases its procurement of spares on one
or more of several well-known MOE ' s . AIR uses as its MOE a
95% of requisitions fulfillment which to the authors appears
to be less adequate. Comparison of the two suggestions reveals:
Table 6-5
Initial Procurement of Spares Suggested by AIR
24x OPER. DEPOT/CENTRAL
MODULE TOTAL* SITE STOCK
LRU 1 1 1
LRU 2 50 2 2
LRU 3 1 1
LRU 4 25 1 1
LRU 5 25 1 1
LRU 6 25 1 1
? LRU's 875,360 (97%)
SRU 1 4 4
SRU 2 1 1
SRU 3 1 1
SRU 4 5 5
SRU 5 1 1
SRU 6 3 3
SRU 7 1 1
SRU 8 1 1
SRU 9 1 1
SRU10 1 1
SRU11 1 1
TOTAL COST SRU's 26,570 (3%) 4
TOTAL COST 901,930 (100%) no spare parts
are suggested to




a) AIR invests $875,360 in LRU's procurement, while OPUS-
VII invests $409,700, only.
b) OPUS-VII invests $118,265 in SRU's procurement, while
AIR invests $26,570 only.
c) Totally, AIR invests $373,965 more than OPUS-VII (+70.8%)
in initial procurement of spares.
d) AIR spends 97% of the investment on LRU's, vs. 77.6%
spent by OPUS-VII (the rest is spent on SRU's).
e) AIR stocks 94.5% of LRU's at operational sites, and the
rest at the central stock. OPUS-VII stocks 69.4% of LRU's
at the intermediate level, and the rest at the central stock.
f) AIR stocks all SRU's at the depot level, while OPUS-
VII stocks 42% of SRU's at the intermediate level, and the
rest at the depot level.
A is not calculated by AIR. To evaluate A , the initial
o * o
procurement of spares suggested by AIR was used as input to
an effectiveness evaluation version of OPUS-VII. The results
are presented in Table 6-6. A obtained by the initial pro-
curement of spares suggested by AIR is only 56%, which is
too low for military organizations. A part of the procured
LRU's turns out to be superfluous, as no improvement of A
is obtained due to their procurement. (Elimination of LRU's
1 to 5 from the central stock saves more than $30,000, and
only slightly lowers the obtained A .) Recalling that by
using OPUS-VII, an AQ of 97.5% is obtained with $373,965 less




Inventory Data and A for Initial Procurement
of Spares Suggested by AIR
16x 8x
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2 MN1 MN2
LRU 1
LRU 2 48 2 2
LRU 3
LRU 4 24 1 1
LRU 5 24 1 1
LRU 6 25 1 1 1
SRU 1 4 4
SRU 2 1 1
SRU 3 1 1
SRU 4 5 5
SRU 5 1 1
SRU 6 3 3
SRU 7 1 1
SRU 8 1 1
SRU 9 1 1
SRU10 1 1
SRU11 1 1
TOT INVESTM. = 871575 AVAILABILITY = 0.559
The results obtained
by AIR can be improved by reallocating the initially procured
inventory. Using a reallocation version of OPUS-VII, an A
of 76.6% is obtained. Table 6-7 presents the reallocated
assortment of spares. The improvement is achieved by moving
LRU's from the organizational to the intermediate and to the
depot level, where the LRU's are more effective. Once again,
OPUS-VII is more cost-effective than AIR. Therefore, the
analysis concerning initial procurement of spares is mainly
based upon OPUS-VII. To verify the "least cost alternative"
which AIR suggests, the spares allocation and the level of
repair (maintenance policy) suggested by AIR were used as




Reallocated Inventory Data, and A of Initial
Procurement of Spares Suggestea by AIR
16x 8x
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2 MN1 MN2
LRU 1 1 1
LRU 2 50 26 16 1
LRU 3 1 1
LRU 4 16 5 3 1
LRU 5 25 15 10
LRU 6 25 13 8 4
SRU 1 4 4
SRU 2 1 1
SRU 3 1 1
SRU 4 5 5
SRU 5 1 1
SRU 6 3 3
SRU 7 1 1
SRU 8 1 1
SRU 9 1 1
SRU10 1 1
SRU11 1 1
TOT INVESTM. = 874 5 70 AVAILABILITY = 0.76 6
Applying this maintenance
policy, an A of 97.5% is obtained for an initial investment
in spares of $612,000 (vs. $528,000 required when all LRU's
are repaired at the intermediate level, and all SRU's are
repaired at the depot level)
.
6.6.1.2. Second Scenario, MTBF = MTBF-,/4/
o D '
MTBF = MTBF p/
4
O D
For this case an investment of $520,500
(corresponding to an A of 97.5% for the first scenario) re-
sults in an A of 23.0% (OPUS-VII). Inventory data and A
o °
are presented in Table 6-8.
for military organizations.




Inventory Data and A of the Second
Secenario (oiuS-VII)
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2
LRU 1 4 3 1
LRU 2 12 8 4
LRU 3 3 2 1
LRU 4 6 4 2
LRU 5 1 1
LRU 6 3 3
SRU 1 49 38 7 4
SRU 2 18 13 3 2
SRU 3 8 5 2 1
SRU 4 83 64 12 7
SRU 5 10 7 2 1
SRU 6 45 30 10 5
SRU 7 6 3 2 1
SRU 8 17 11 4 2
SRU 9 9 6 2 1
SRU10 4 2 1 1
SRU11 16 11 3 2
TOT INVESTM. = 520455 AVAILABILITY = 0.230
A priori assuming a situation where
MTBF = MTBF /4, an investment of approximately $2,500,000
is required to obtain an A of 96.9% (Table 6-9). Such an
investment in initial procurement of spares (70% of acquisition
cost) seems unrealistic. For this case, AIR suggests an in-
vestment for initial procurement of spares of $3,343,000
($3,255,000 in LRU's, and $88 , 000 in SRU ' s) . This suggestion
overruns the one suggested by OPUS-VII by $843,000 (33.7%),
but the value of A obtained is only 39.3%. LRU's 1 to 5
o
procured for the central stock are found by OPUS-VII to be




Replenishment Inventory Data ("Target Inventory")
and A of the Second Scenario
o
16* 8x
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2 MN1 MN2
LRU 1 32 5 3 1 1
LRU 2 43 12 7 1 1
LRU 3 31 4 3 1 1
LRU 4 34 6 4 1 1
LRU 5 34 6 4 1 1
LRU 6 105 62 12 7 1 1
SRU 1 49 38 7 4
SRU 2 18 13 3 2
SRU 3 8 5 2 1
SRU 4 84 64 13 7
SRU 5 10 7 2 1
SRU 6 47 30 11 6
SRU 7 6 3 2 1
SRU 8 17 11 4 2
SRU 9 9 6 2 1
SRU10 4 2 1 1
SRU11 17 11 4 2
TOT INVESTM. = 2497155 AVAILABILITY 0.969
$104,000 by AIR. Reallocation of the inventory suggested by
AIR improves A to 52.5%.
yk6.6.1.3. Third Scenario, MTBF = MTBF-/MTBF = MTBF^/4
o D' o D
For this case, utilizing $490,000 re-
sults in an A of 59.5% (OPUS-VII) . It can be noticed that
some of the quantity of SRU's procured under the assumption
of MTBF = MTBF^/4 do not contribute to availability when itO D
turns out that MTBF = MTBF-. Hence, more than $30,000 is
wasted on procurement of SRU's that do not improve A (and
WT)
. For this case, inventory data and A are presented in




Inventory Data and A of the Third Scenario (OPUS-VII



















































































the obtained A . In order to reach an acceptable A , an
o r o
additional investment of $234,000 is required, increasing A
to 97.4% (Table 6-11)
.
Investigation of curve #3 in Figure
6-5 reveals an interesting phenomenon. In the investment
interval of $770 , 000-$l , 020 , 000 , A is lower for higher than
for lower investments. This implies that within this inter-
val, "the higher the investment, the lower the effectiveness."
The explanation of this phenomenon depends on the fact that
curve #3 is a result of an optimization process performed for
i/M'the case [MTBF = MTBF
D/4 TBF = MTBFD/4] . Within this in-





Replenishment Inventory Data ("Target Inventory")
and A of the Third Scenario (OPUS-VII )
o








































































improves continuously as the investment increases, mainly due
to procurement of additional LRU's. But as MTBF turns out to
be four times better, these additional LRU's are revealed
to be unnecessary. Therefore, A (and WT) remain at a fixed
level, although more resources are used for procurement of
additional LRU's. An improvement can be achieved by inventory
reallocation. For example, after reallocation of the inventory
presented in Table 6-12 (a specific point on curve #3, Figure
6-5, Investment = $826,745) A rises from 91.5% to 95.5%
' o
($88,000 can be "saved" by this action) . The reallocated
assortment of spares for this point is presented in Table 6-13.




Inventory Data and A of a Point on Graph #3
within a Fixed A (and WT) Interval






































































Inventory Data and A of Reallocated
Table 6-9 (8pUS-VII)
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2
LRU 1 3 2 1
LRU 2 12 7 5
LRU 3 3 2 1
LRU 4 6 4 2
LRU 5 1 1
LRU 6 31 18 8 5
SRU 1 33 11 12 10
SRU 2 18 3 8 7
SRU 3 8 1 4 3
SRU 4 46 19 15 12
SRU 5 10 2 4 4
SRU 6 34 11 13 10
SRU 7 6 1 3 2
SRU 8 17 4 7 6
SRU 9 9 1 5 3
SRU10 4 1 2 1
SRU11 17 4 7 6
TOT :INVESTM. = 738700 AVAILABILITY == 0.955
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investment interval of $770,000-31,020,000 improves curve #3
significantly. The improvement is represented by the dashed
curve on top of curve #3 (Figure 6-5)
.





For this case using OPUS-VII, an invest-
ment of $528,000 results in an A of only 11.5% (Table 6-14).
This situation is the most intolerable of all the four scenarios
To obtain an acceptable value of A , an additional investment




Inventory Data and A of the Fourth Scenario (OPUS-VII)
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2
LRU 1 4 2 2
LRU 2 8 5 3
LRU 3 3 2 1
LRU 4 5 3 2
LRU 5 5 3 2
LRU 6 24 15 6 3
SRU 1 15 10 3 2
SRU 2 7 4 2 1
SRU 3 4 2 1 1
SRU 4 24 16 5 3
SRU 5 4 2 1 1
SRU 6 13 7 4 2
SRU 7 3 1 1 1
SRU 8 6 3 2 1
SRU 9 4 2 1 1
SRU10 2 1 1
SRU11 6 3 2 1
TOT INVESTM — 527965 AVAILABILITY = 0.114
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Reallocation of the inventory improves
the obtained effectiveness slightly. For example, for an
investment of $1,560,000, inventory reallocation improves A
from 21.8% to 24.5%, but the obtained results are still
unacceptable. In curve #4 (Figure 6-4) "jumps" are found for
investments of $250,000, $930,000, and $970,000, approximately.
These jumps are explained by the fact that at these investments
the optimization process requires additional resources for the
procurement of LRU's. These resources are partially obtained
by reducing the invesmtent in SRU's. For the first scenario
(curve #1, Figure 6-5) , this action results in an increase
of A . But when it turns out that MTBF = MTBF-/4
,
procurement
o o D/ ' r
of more LRU's and fewer SRU's leads to a lower probability of
an operational LRU being available given a demand, thus lower-
ing A . In addition, some SRU's are shifted from the inter-
mediate to the depot level, where they turn out to be less
effective. As soon as the optimization process abandons this
course of action and starts increasing the number of SRU's
procured, A improves continuously. A similar phenomenon to
the one described above was found for a different sytem, as
well [Ref. 19]. In that case, because the number of systems
was lower, the "jumps" revealed were significantly higher.
6.6.1.5. Summary of Scenarios
The four scenarios described above
are summarized in Table 6-15. The impact of MTBF on invest-
ment in initial procurement of spares is illustrated in Figure





Suinmary of UPS and A for the Four Scenarios (OPUS-VII)
Initial In- Initial In- Additional
vestment ($) vestment ($) A (%) Investment A (%)
Scenario Available Utilized Achieved Needed ($) Achieved
1 528,000 528,000 97.5 97.5
2 528,000 520,500 23.0 2,000,000 96.9
3 528,000 490,000 59.5 234,000 97.4
4 528,000 528,000 11.5 2,000,000 96.9
varies between one fourth and twice MTBF_ f and the function
is approximated by a continuous curve. The figure demonstrates
that a decrease in MTBF causes an increase in the required
UPS, which becomes steeper when MTBF < MTBFD/2.
The analysis in this section demon-
strates the significant impact MTBF has on initial procurement
of spares. As a consequence, one should seriously consider
what actions might be taken to assure that MTBF- will also be
achieved in the operational environment. This may be done in
various ways, such as by means of a reliability warranty in the
acquisition contract or through redesign of some components
of the system. Both methods can reduce the uncertainty with
regard to MTBF and save on UPS. Independent of the actions
taken to assure an acceptable MTBF , an adequate model for
the evaluation of initial procurement of spares should be
available to the user, otherwise, any decision obtained in













6.6.2. The Impact of MTTR on Initial Procurement
The active repair time (MTTR) at organizational
level is an important factor, which directly affects A of
the system (Section 3.2.2). Due to the fact that MTTR in the
operational environment (MTTR ) may be up to several times
higher than the MTTR value predicted by the manufacturer or
resulting from a maintainability demonstration (MTTR_) [Ref. 9],
this variable has been chosen for investigation.
As shown previously, an A of 97.5% can be ob-
tained for an UPS of 528,000 (Table 6-4). In addition to
this case, two cases are investigated. First, MTTR_ is changed
to 2.6 hours (MTTR = 2 xMTTILj - Second, MTTR is changed to
5.2 hours (MTTR = 4 x MTTR ) . In the first case, an A of
97.5% is obtained for an UPS of $553,000 (4.7% increase in
UPS with respect to the basic version which is a moderate
change). Table 6-16 presents inventory data and A for this
case.
In the second case, an A of 97.5% is obtained
o
for an UPS of $803,000 (52.1% increase in UPS with respect
to the basic version) . The increase in UPS is mainly caused
by the larger quantities of LRU's procured, primarily for the
organizational level (only a few LRU's are procured for the
other maintenance levels) . The change in the quantity of
SRU's procured is less significant. Inventory data and A
for this case are presented in Table 6-17.
The impact of MTTR on UPS is clearly revealed




Inventory Data and A for MTTR = 2 * MTTR






































































AVAILABILITY = 0.9755 7
Table 6-17
Inventory Data and A for MTTR = 4 x MTTR^2 o o D
16x 8x
DENOM TOTAL DEP INI IN2 MN1 MN2
LRU 1 6 3 3
LRU 2 36 7 5 1 1
LRU 3 5 3 2
LRU 4 15 4 3 1
LRU 5 7 4 3
LRU 6 29 21 5 3
SRU 1 17 10 4 3
SRU 2 8 4 2 2
SRU 3 4 2 1 1
SRU 4 26 16 6 4
SRU 5 5 2 2 1
SRU 6 16 8 5 3
SRU 7 3 1 1 1
SRU 8 8 3 3 2
SRU 9 5 2 2 1
SRU10 3 1 1 1
SRU11 7 3 2 2
TOT INVESTM. = 803245.0 AVAILABILITY = 0.97486
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maintenance level of the organization can cause a need for
much higher spending on the spares initially acquired.
For A equal to 9 7.5%, the required initial
investment in spares as a function of MTTR is presented in
Figure 6-7. The function increases exponentially with MTTR.
The impact of MTTR on UPS implies that precau-
tions should be taken by the customer to ensure that MTTR =* o
MTTR
n
. Some ways to achieve this may be by using a maintaina-
bility warranty in the acquisition contract, emphasizing the
training given to the maintenance personnel at the organiza-
tional level, and procurement of adequate tooling and test and
support equipment.
6.6.3. The Impact of TAT at Depot Level Upon Initial
Procurement of Spares
The turn-around time at depot level affects WT,
and therefore, A . TAT at depot level (TAT DL) is normally
the largest of the time elements of the repair cycle (Section
3.2.1). It is possible for the support organization to con-
trol this variable to some extent. To check its impact on
initial procurement of spares, TAT DL was varied between 720
and 24 hours (assuming it can be cut down to this low value
by implementing priority/emergency procedures in the organiza-
tion)
. The required investment in spares as a function of TAT
DL is illustrated by Figure 6-8. The curve reveals that when
TAT DL is lowered to 24 hours, a saving of approximately
$100,000 (19%) in the initial procurement of spares is gained.




Figure 6-7. IIPS as a Function of MTTR for AQ = 97.5%
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24 72 120 168 216 264 312 360 408 456 504 552 600 648 696 744
TAT (hours)
DL
Figure 6-8. UPS as a Function of TAT DL for Aq - 97.5%
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of existing constraints in the support organization (manpower,
workload, emergency situations, travel distances, and budge-
tary limitations) , but changing TAT DL is a possible course
of action to be considered.
6.6.4. The Impact of Organizational Structure Upon
Initial Procurement of Spares
To illustrate one of the trade-off possibili-
ties between initial procurement costs and organizational
characteristics, the number of intermediate level sites is
reduced from two to one. This change is performed under each
of the following two assumptions:
a) The average transportation time (round trip) between
an operational site and the intermediate level site remains
unchanged (2 hours). A net saving of $75,000 (14%) in UPS
is obtained by eliminating an intermediate level site.
b) Assuming that the average distance between operational
sites and intermediate level is increased when the number of
IL sites is cut to one, the transportation time is changed to
12 hours. The initial investment required for spares jumps
to $889,000, an increase of $436,000 (or 83%).
The examples above illustrate the impact of the organizational
structure on the initial investment in spares.
6.6.5. Summary, Initial Procurement of Spares
Much emphasis has been paid to the initial
procurement of spares, mainly because it is normally a signi-
ficant part of LSC and because essential savings are obtain-
able, if a scientific approach is adopted. But this cost
element is still only a part of LSC, and to minimize the
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investment in spares for a required value of A should not be
a goal in itself. The objective must be to find the lowest
LSC alternative (Section 3.4).
6.7. LIFE SUPPORT COSTS
6.7.1. The Impact of MTBF Upon LSC
For investigation of the impact of selected























comparison of output data
effectiveness evaluation of AIR allocation
Figure 6-9. Use of Models for LSC Analysis
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The initial procurement cost computed by SIMPLE
is based upon OPUS-VII and an operational system availability
of 97%. When one or more of the cost categories (Table 6-3)
are unaffected by the variable being changed, these cost cate-
gories are not discussed. The variables entering the analysis
are varied one at a time while the "basic" values (Appendix F)
are used for variables not affected by this change.
The first variable in the sensitivity analysis
is MTBF. For all LRU's and SRU's, MTBF is changed in steps
from 0.25 to 2.0 times the basic value.
The results are found in Table 6-18 and for the
more important cost categories illustrated in Figure 6-10. In
this figure, only costs accounting for 10% or more of LSC are
included.
Comparing the cost curves obtained from AIR and
SIMPLE, significant differences are revealed in inventory and
maintenance manpower costs, but having compensated for the
factors discussed in Section 6.5, the cost curves are identical
As illustrated by Figure 6-10, LSC is heavily
affected by MTBF. The increase in LSC is especially steep
when MTBF decreases below 0.5 times the expected value. The
main reason for this is the effect a lower MTBF has upon inven-
tory costs (Section 6.6.1), manpower, and transportation costs.
The total effect MTBF has on LSC illustrates
the importance of adequate planning and conduction of relia-
bility demonstrations, so that they are more reflecting what




LSC as a Function of MTBF ($1000)




LSC 2307 3992 6609 9352 12149
Manpower 349 697 1395 2113 2789
T&SE 353 353 353 353 353
Inventory 911 2091 3698 5403 7220
Training 496 496 496 496 496
Transport. 153 307 614 930 1227
Other Costs 44 48 53 57 63
LSC 3436 4667 6826 9566 12618
Manpower 1644 2035 2816 3598 4379
T&SE 356 356 356 356 356
Inventory 1000 1694 2779 4445 6426
Training 194 194 194 194 194
Transport. 148 294 587 879 1172
Other Costs 94 94 94 94 94
6.7.2. The Impact of MTTR Upon LSC ($1000)
The mean active repair time (MTTR) at organiza-
tional level is increased to 2, 3, and 4 times its basic value
The impact upon LSC and its components is shown in Table 6-19.
The only significant impact MTTR has on LSC when
computed by AIR is the change in manpower cost of active re-
pair time at the lowest level of the support organization.
Computed by SIMPLE, this cost element increases by the same
amount even if the calculation of manpower costs is based upon
total time per corrective maintenance task. The reason for
this is that it is assumed that other time elements associated
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The Impact of MTTR on LSC ($10 00)
















3,992 4,103 4,213 4,324
697 808 918 1,029
353 353 353 353
2,091 2,091 2,091 2,091
496 496 496 496
307 307 307 307
48 48 48 48
4,667 4,805 4,984 5,310
2,035 2,147 2,259 2,371
356 356 356 356
1,694 1,720 1,787 2,001
194 194 194 194
294 294 294 294
94 94 94 94
with the repair task (Section 3.3.1.1) are unaffected by MTTR.
Computed by OPUS-VII, the initial investment in spares is a
function of MTTR (as it should be) . For the case where MTTR
is multiplied by four an additional investment in spares of
$336,000 is necessary to maintain the required availability.
The total value of the additional cost is 13.8% of the ex-
pected LSC, a change which should be included in the estimated
future cost if the maintainability demonstration is well
conducted.
6.7.3. The Impact of Organizational Structure and TAT PL
Upon LSC
To demonstrate the impact of organizational char-
acteristics on LSC, the following alternatives are examined:
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1) The number of intermediate level sites is reduced from
two to one,
2) the depot level is eliminated, and
3) all LRU's and SRU's are repaired at depot level.
6.7.3.1. One Intermediate Level Site Only.
Different Transportation Times .
For this maintenance alternative, LSC
is computed for unchanged and two, four, and six times higher
average transportation time between the operational sites and
the intermediate level site.
LSC computed by AIR is unaffected by
changes in the transportation time. When one intermediate
level site is eliminated, the only changes in LSC computed
by AIR are that the cost of test and support equipment is re-
duced by $84,000 and inventory entering and holding cost is
reduced by $4,000.
Computed by OPUS-VII, the initial
investment in spares is heavily affected by the transportation
time. In SIMPLE, the calculation of transportation cost is
based on an average distance between the levels of the support
organization and a cost per mile. The change in transportation
time is assumed to be caused by the fact that elimination of
an intermediate level site will result in a larger average
distance between the maintenance levels involved. Therefore,
this input to SIMPLE is changed in accordance with the trans-
portation time. The changes in LSC and the cost categories
affected (computed by SIMPLE) are illustrated in Table 6-20




Changes in Support Costs (*$1000), One Intermediate




4 hours 8 hours 12 hours
Basic
Version
LSC 4,473 4,548 4,902 5,115 4,667
T&SE 271 271 271 271 356
Inventory 1,599 1,619 1,907 2,054 1,694
Training 185 185 185 185 194
Transport
.
294 347 413 478 294
Other Costs 91 91 91 91 94
The changes in cost of test and sup-
port equipment, training, and other (documentation) costs are
obtained in the model by eliminating the share of an inter-
mediate level site from these cost categories.
Concerning inventory costs, the enter-
ing and holding cost is reduced by $5,000. The rest of the
effect is caused by the change in the initial investment in
spares. The possible advantages of having a "central" inter-
mediate level are seen from the fact that even when the
transportation time is doubled the resources initially re-
quired for spares are lower than if two intermediate level
sites are operated. For higher transportation times, the
increase in inventory and transportation cost makes it not
cost-effective to have only one intermediate level site.
6.7.3.2. All LRU's and SRU's Repaired at Inter-
mediate Level
In this case, it is assumed that the
technicians at the intermediate level have attended the
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training courses which normally are required for depot level
personnel, that relevant documentation is procured, and that
piece parts needed for repair of SRU's are stocked at both
intermediate level sites. The results (with the output data
for the basic version) are illustrated in Table 6-21.
Table 6-21











LSC 3,992 4,146 4,667 4,418
Manpower 697 503 2,035 1,841
T&SE 353 293 356 293
Inventory 2,091 2,644 1,694 1,915
Training 496 532 194 196
Transport. 307 129 294 79
Other Costs 48 45 94 93
This repair policy is more expensive when computed by AIR
and less expensive when computed by SIMPLE than the repair
policy used in the other sub-sections of this chapter. For
both models, the manpower costs are reduced by approximately
$200,000 (due to a lower hourly rate at intermediate than at
depot level) and so is the transportation cost. The increase
in inventory costs (computed by AIR) is mainly caused by a
higher scrap and materials rate for intermediate than for depot
level. The increase in inventory cost (computed by SIMPLE)
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is mainly due to a higher initial investment in spares. The
short transportation time (2 hours) and the relatively short
administrative delay time (84 hours) at intermediate level
make OPUS-VII suggest that 9 3.5% of the initial investment
in spares are used for LRU's procurement.
6.7.3.3. All LRU's and SRU's are Repaired at
Depot Level
It is assumed that even if no repair
takes place at intermediate level, the two sites can still be
used as stockage facilities. Failed modules are sent directly
from organizational to depot level. LSC and its breakdown
are illustrated in Table 6-22.
Table 6-22















LSC 3,992 5,034 4,667 5,234
Manpower 697 793 2,035 2,162
T&SE 353 289 356 282
Inventory 2,091 3,346 1,694 2,251
Training 496 292 194 176
Transport. 307 268 294 272
Other Costs 48 47 94 90
The higher labor costs are caused by the higher hourly rate
at depot than at intermediate level.
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Computed by OPUS-VII, the resources
required for initial provisioning of spares are $1,100,000.
The long administrative delay time at depot level (720 hours)
becomes the most significant factor for the probability of
spares being available (Section 3.2.2), and it is not longer
cost effective to buy SRU's. Of the LRU's procured, 83% are
stocked at the depot and the remaining at intermediate level
sites
.
The initial investment in spares com-
puted by AIR is $2,150,000. These resources are almost equally
divided between LRU's and SRU's, all stocked at the depot
level. When the administrative delay time at the depot level
is reduced, the only impact on LSC is the decrease in resources
required for initial provisioning of spares, which is discussed
in Section 6.6.3.
6.7.4. The examples of organizational and maintenance
policy changes discussed above cover only several possible
alternatives, but are illustrations of the type of analysis
needed to obtain the lowest LSC (Section 3.4).
6.7.5. The Impact of Some Other Variables on LSC
6.7.5.1. Number of Systems in the Organization
The number of systems supported by the
organization is changed in steps between 6 and 100. It is
assumed that the average distance between the different levels
of the support organization and the costs of training and test
and support equipment per system are unaffected. Under these
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assumptions, inventory is the only cost category for which the
cost per system is affected by the number of systems.
The initial investment in spares per
system is computed by OPUS-VII and by AIR. The results
are illustrated by Figure 6-11. LSC and LSC per system are
illustrated in Figure 6-12. LSC and LSC per system are higher
when computed by SIMPLE than are the same costs computed by
AIR. The main reason for this is that AIR does not include
the cost of preventive maintenance.
6.7.5.2. Discount Rate
It is argued that once cost estimates
have been generated they must be time-phased to allow for
alternative patterns of expenditure [Ref. 4]. The time-value
is obtained by computing the present value cost. The Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) currently uses a 10% discount rate and
does not include the effect of inflation. Some organizations
use a zero discount rate and others include a discount and an
inflation rate as well. The intention is not to argue pro or
con the present value approach but merely to illustrate the
effect of using different discount rates. Figure 6-13 shows
LSC for the numerical example used in this chapter as a function
of the discount rate. As illustrated, use of a discount rate
of 10% for this example will "reduce" LSC by more than 40%
compared to its value if the present value approach is not
used. Further, the figure illustrates that if high values of
discount rate are used, inventory costs become a greater part
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Figure 6-11. Initial Investment in Spares per System
Figure 6-12. LSC and LSC per System as a Function of
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Figure 6-13. LSC as a Function of Discount Rate
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of LSC than manpower costs. (The reason is the initial invest-
ment in spares which is in a "present value" form already.)
6.7.5.3. Assuming that the MTBF remains con-
stant, the life cycle period is changed to 5, 10, and 20
years. Using a zero discount rate, LSC is (as expected) a
linear function of the life cycle period. For this numerical
example a 33% change of the use period changes LSC by 22%.
6.7.5.4. Additional Variables
An example of a variable heavily
affecting LSC but not controllable' by the military is labor
rates. For the basic set of input data used in this chapter,
maintenance manpower costs (computed by SIMPLE) account for
more than 40% of LSC. (A 10% increase of labor rates will
increase LSC by $203,000.)
The condemnation rate (the fraction of
failed repairable modules for which repair is not cost-effective)
,
together with MTBF, determines the replenishment procurement
cost for repairable items which, in this example, accounts
for 11% of LSC ($540,000). This variable is affected by such
factors as system design (in modern electronic equipment, using
circuit cards, welding can only be performed a limited number
of times), packaging, handling, and transportation methods,
and training and responsibility of operator and technical per-
sonnel. Thus, this cost can to some extent be controlled
by the user.
6.7.6. Repair vs. Discard
The repair/discard decision curve is easily
obtained from SIMPLE due to the built-in procedure which
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calculates the delta costs (repair minus discard cost) for
each module. This curve is illustrated in Figure 6-14 (for
an SRU with 10 peculiar piece parts and UPS of $4000) .
To verify the repair/discard decision curve, AIR
was used (with modified input data, including a specific SRU
unique to an LRU) . The points at which the repair decision
shifted to discard (or vice versa) were found by "trial and
error" (the unit cost was varied around the expected value
until the decision shifted fom "all dicard" to "repair starts").
As a result, an approximate repair/discard curve was
obtained from AIR, which, as expected, lies slightly below
the curve from SIMPLE (AIR favors repair due to manpower and
inventory costs. Active repair time only and a low UPS for
SRU ' s are used). General repair/discard curves were found,
for which unit cost is a function of the anticipated number
of failures of a module during the life cycle. These curves
(illustrated in Figure 6-15) are for SRU's which include zero
to forty two peculiar piece parts and an UPS of $2000 to
$27,000. The lower curve is to be considered as the lowest
limit for the repair choice to be adopted.
The impact of the following variables on the
repair/discard decision was found to be as anticipated:
a) discount rate—changes delta-costs almost linearly.
b) MTTR--an insignificant change in delta-costs.
c) scrap rate--an insignificant change in delta-costs.
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Figure 6-15. The General Repair/Discard Curve
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e) transportation time- -no general trend of change in
delta-costs (a function of UPS) .
f) number of systems--when changed to 6, 12, and 18, a
saving of $140,000, $51,000 and $1,400 (respectively) in LSC
was obtained due to modules for which the maintenance policy
shifted from repair to discard.
6.7.7. Limited Resources for Initial Procurement of
Spares
In reality, the initial procurement of spares
is often performed under a budgetary constraint. For example,
if only $357,000 is available for the UPS, the A obtained
will be 82% only (in comparison with $528,000 which enables
an A of 97.5%) . In this case, improvement of A may be
attempted to be obtained by using only 23 operational systems
instead of 24, and "canibalizing" the remaining system by
using its modules as spare parts. Thus, one LRU (No. 4) and
many SRU's are added to the inventory and A will increase
from 82% to almost 85%. In this numerical example, the total
operating hours obtained during the life cycle turn out to
be lower with "canibalization" than without it (2,568,870
versus 2,585,952 hours) and the change is not worthwhile. But
in other cases it may be a possible course of action to over-
come the budgetary constraint, although it is not a solution
easily acceptable by most organizations (usually the preference
is to improve A by means of cutting down turnaround times
or a priori decreasing the number of acquired systems to




6.7.8. The Cost of an Operating Hour
The calculation of LSC and UPS for different
levels of A enables the obtaining of the curve (Figure 6-16)
o
which illustrates the cost of an operating hour as a function
of UPS. When appropriate, UPS should be specified at a
level which gives the lowest value of the cost of an opera-
ting hour during the life cycle. In this example, UPS should
be $528,000 for which the cost of an operating hour is $1.69.
Cutting the resources for UPS results in a significantly
higher cost of an operating hour (as well as a lower A )
.
On the other hand, higher resources for UPS have a smaller
impact on A and the cost per operating hour
.
The significance of allocating sufficient
resources for UPS is illustrated by the figure.
6.7.9. Summary
The analysis in this chapter is based on a given
system supported by a specified organization. Therefore, no
general conclusions can be drawn. But, it is demonstrated
that an efficient model for initial procurement and alloca-
tion of spares is required if a given operational availability
is to be achieved for a minimum cost.
Figure 6-17 summarizes the impact of the various
variables on LSC. For the example data used in this chapter,
it is demonstrated that of the system characteristics ex-
plored, MTBF has the strongest impact on LSC.
No attempt has been made to find the lowest LSC
alternative. But a twenty percent difference exists between
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the two maintenance alternatives: 1) all modules are re-
paired at depot, and 2) all modules are repaired at inter-





VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1. SUMMARY
Two important factors in the procurement decision
process are the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and the System Effec-
tiveness (SE) of the systems and equipments being considered.
Life Support Cost (LSC) is a significant part of LCC, especial-
ly for small countries which buy equipment which has already
been developed and produced by the larger industrial countries.
To determine the optimal LSC alternative, trade-off
analyses must be performed. This is a complex task for which
computerized models are necessary. For appropriate measures
of effectiveness (MOE's), such models must have the ability to
perform a repair/discard analysis and to determine the optimal
initial procurement and allocation of spares.
Provisioning of spares is the most complex issue in the
prediction of LSC. A provisioning model is necessary in order
to obtain the minimum LSC alternative. When a provisioning
model is available, useful estimates of LSC can be obtained by
use of a simplified model, an approach which has been success-
fully adopted by the Swedish armed forces. SIMPLE, the model
developed in this thesis, is an example of a simplified LSC
model
.
Two of the important LSC cost-drivers are the Mean Time
Between Failure (MTBF) and the Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) of the
modules of the failed svstem. These variables are sensitive
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to the actual values obtained in the operational environment
which may be several times worse than those predicted or
demonstrated by the manufacturer.
7.2. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the model analysis and the numerical example,
the following is concluded:
a) The support organization structure has a significant
impact on all elements of LSC. Substantial cost savings are
obtainable if the optimal level of repair and stockage poli-
cies are determined.
b) The system characteristics found to have the greatest
impact on LSC are MTBF, MTTR, and the requirement for preven-
tive maintenance. The impact of MTBF is stronger than that
of MTTR.
c) Insufficient spares initially procured and allocated
will significantly reduce the operational availability and
increase the cost per operating hour.
d) Both the quantity and the optimum assortment of allo-
cated modules (LRU's and SRU's) are sensitive to the value of
MTBF. As a result, some modules which are cost-effective at
one value may not be so for another value of MTBF.
e) All time elements of the repair cycle affect the provi-
sioning of spares. The impact of a given time element is
greater the lower the level at which it occurs in the support
organization.
f) If provisioning is performed according to an accepted
value of MTBF and it turns out that the actual MTBF is
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substantially lower, the operational availability will become
unacceptably low. Furthermore, the operational availability
may decrease at some points with an increasing investment.
g) The modules which should be included in a detailed
repair/discard analysis can be determined by use of a simple
screening rule.
h) OPUS-VTI has several iMOE ' s and is an efficient model
for the optimization of spares provisioning.
i) AIR is a useful model for repair/discard and LSC analy-
sis. However, it does not have an appropriate MOE for optimal
allocation of spare modules. It understates the cost by
omitting the cost of preventive maintenance and portions of
the actual repair time. The equation used for computation
of training costs requires revision. The total effect is
that the LSC computed by AIR is not as realistic as the value
computed by SIMPLE/OPUS-VII
.
j) SIMPLE is a useful model for estimating LSC, especially
for comparison of systems already produced.
k) Compared to OPUS-VII, AIR invests almost twice as much
in provisioning of spares, but the operational availability
achieved is significantly lower. This is caused by the MOE
used in AIR (95% fulfillment of requisitions) . As a conse-
quence, AIR stocks LRU's mainly at operational sites and SRU's
at the depot level only. Although OPUS-VII may stock some
LRU's at operational sites, it stocks LRU's primarily at
intermediate level sites and it divides SRU's between the depot
and intermediate level sites.
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In addition to the above, to assure that the deviation
between the expected and the actual values of MTBF and MTTR
is kept at a minimum, the following actions are recommended:
a) Include reliability and maintainability warranties in
the acquisition contract.
b) Provide adequate training of operating and maintenance
personnel
.
c) Consider design changes to modules which have a high
failure rate.




SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE *
A.l. INTRODUCTION
A System's Life Cycle may be originated in one or more
of the following ways:
a) As an outgrowth of a new need, based upon changed goals
or missions, or a new threat revealed ("needs").
b) As a response to a new technologically feasible
opportunity ("technology").
c) As a result of a deficiency in existing systems' capa-
bilities ("system obsolescence").
The new system should be defined in terms of the mission,
purpose, capability, schedule, and cost objectives, and not
in hardware terms.
Different systems have different life cycles. They vary
from three to five years for computers, 10 to 20 years for air-
craft, and up to 2 to 30 years for ships. Between the two
end points of a system's life, a number of periods exist,
through which the system passes. In the grossest sense it
may be defined as the Planning Period, the Acquisition Period,
and the Use Period, each consisting of several phases (Figure
A-l)
.
A. 1.1. The Planning Period is the initial period in the
system life cycle. During this period the need for the system
is verified/ system's concepts are formulated,
and their feasibility and worthwhileness are established,
leading to an output of system identification and requirements.
*


































Figure A-l. System Life Cycle
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Although the planning function is primarily the system user's
responsibility (he is the one who specifies the needs, and
is directly concerned with the resources available and the
existing constraints) , it should be carried-out with pro-
ducer's assistance.
The Planning Period starts with input information
about the needs, the resources available, the environment in
which the system will operate, and the existing constraints.
This information sets the bounds of the problem. The output
is a set of system requirements for system design, derived
from activities which comprise the Concept Formulation and
System Definition phases (Figure A-l)
.
A. 1.1.1. The Concept Formulation Phase is the
initial phase of the system life cycle during which the feasi-
bility of system operational requirements is identified and
evaluated—technologically , economically, financially, legally
and politically. An optimal system concept for performing
the specified mission is considered, and justified for further
development. The decisions are made based on the following
activities
:
a) Mission Feasibility Studies— analysis of the stated
needs, synthesis of alternative missions, and analysis of
these mission activities for feasibility.
b) Preliminary Approach Studies—detailed investigation
of the system cost and effectiveness of alternative approaches




c) System Development Planning— a management planning
stage, justifying the further development of the approach
adopted, with respect to resources required and available,
time schedule, and risk involved. After this stage is com-
pleted, a final approval to proceed with system development
is obtained. The primary activities of Concept Formulation
Phase are illustrated in Figure A-2.
A. 1.1. 2. The System Definition Phase is used
for refining the selected approach, and further consideration
of technical, economic, and financial feasibility and risk.
During this phase, system operational requirements are trans-
lated into a set of system design requirements, as a pre-
requisite for the engineering development effort.
The System Definition Phase consists
of the following three stages:
a) System Functional Analysis—analysis of system opera-
tional requirements, identification of system and sub-system
parameters, constraints and their relationships, establishment
of cost-effectiveness criteria, and feasibility analysis.
b) System Design Concept Studies— formulation of initial
system design concepts, first diagrammatic representation of
sub-systems and their interfaces, and evaluation of alterna-
tive system design concepts (including trade-offs against de-
sign criteria and constraints)
.
c) System Requirements Specif ications --transformation of

























APPROVAL TO PROCEED WITH SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Figure A-2. Primary Activities of Concept Formulation
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requirement specifications and management planning documents,
to be used for development and design of the different inden-
ture levels of the system.
A. 1.2. The Acquisition Period is concerned with the
design, test, evaluation, production, and installation of the
system, and is the system producer's responsibility. This
period includes three phases: the Design Phase, the Produc-
tion Phase, and the Installation Phase.
A. 1.2.1. Design Phase (RDTE--Research, Develop-
ment, Test and Evaluation) encompasses that portion of the
Acquisition Period during which major times and system design
costs occur. Its output is a model, demonstrated and evaluated
to optimally meet the requirements specified. The Design Phase





TEST AND EVALUATION STAGE
PRODUCTION DESIGN STAGE
MODEL OF SYSTEM
(specifications for producing, installing, using,
supporting and maintaining the system which optimally
satisfies the recognized need)
Figure A-3. Design Phase Stages
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a) Preliminary Design Stage— selection of one of the feasi-
ble design concepts for implementation, using sensitivity
stability , compatibility, and state-of-the-art analyses,
experimental laboratory work, and physical mock-ups.
b) Engineering Development Stage— intensive development
and design of the system and sub-systems (investigation of
packaging and configuration schemes, selection of parts and
materials, provisions for test and support, and estimation
of reliability and maintainability)
.
c) Detail Design Stage—consideration of details to the
smallest part, performance of a statistical analysis to assure
the design producibility , incorporation of logistic design
considerations, as well as human factors, safety, and train-
ing, to assure that the design is operable, reliable, and maintain-
able. Various interface requirements are also checked (Figure A-4).
d) Test and Evaluation Stage— full performance of the
prototype test model under service conditions. This stage
includes operational suitability, reliability, and maintaina-
bility tests to evaluate system effectiveness under service
conditions
.
e) Production Design Stage—redesign activities, definition
of production processes and tooling, and production and quality
control tests, procedures, and equipment.
A. 1.2. 2. The Production Phase includes effec-
tiveness factors, such as quality assurance, reliability, and
reproducibility. Individual inspections and acceptance tests
are made under various environmental conditions, and life
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assurance. Marginal performance items and production tolerance
effects are measured, resulting in design changes and
improvements
.
A. 1.2. 3. Installation Phase includes planning
of facilities (space, power, water, cabling), logistics
(support equipment, materials, supplies, spare parts and
storage) , test and checkout (equipment and personnel) , and
interface requirements. Only after installation, using all
the required resources, the system exists as a complete
entity, ready for use in an operational environment.
A. 1.3. The Use Period is that period during which the
system operates to fulfill the mission requirements for which
it was designed and produced. This period consists of three
phases: Operations and Support, Modification, and Retirement.
A. 1.3.1. The Operations and Support Phase in-
cludes activities concerning provisioning, maintenance, sup-
port equipment, training, technical manuals, security
requirements, and personnel (operating and technical)
.
A. 1.3. 2. Modification Phase includes the en-
gineering changes made to the system, as a consequence of
problems detected during actual use, or new or changing re-
quirements that have to be met. These modifications are
undertaken to minimize early obsolescence and to keep the
system operational for longer periods.
A. 1.3. 3. Retirement Phase occurs at the final
stage of system life cycle, when it is no longer cost-effective
to operate and support. This phase concludes the life cycle
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of the existing system, and leads to requirements for a new
system which will fulfill different needs and requirements.
A. 2. SYSTEM-LOGISTIC SUPPORT INTERFACES
The functions involved with the system life-cycle are
closely related to logistic support. Figure A-5 illustrates
the system development process, and conveys the major inter-
faces between prime mission equipment and logistic support.
The presentation represents a general process covering basic
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Figure 1-1. System development process.






Any system is required to be cost-effective, which means
it must fulfill needs within constraints specified by economic,
operational, and support requirements, and do so as economically
as possible. Thus, cost-effectiveness relates to the measure
of a system in terms of system effectiveness (level of mission
fulfillment) , and total life cycle cost (a monetary value)
.
The cost-effectiveness methodology and approach is based
upon an economic evaluation of engineered systems, assuming
that each system has a certain worth in terms of the missions
for which it has been designed. Prime elements of the concept
























One of the major facets of cost-effectiveness is the
mission fulfillment ability of a system. System effective-
ness is basically concer-ned with a system's ability to
perform successfully a defined mission in the intended
environment. To express this in quantitative terms, a num-
ber of measures have been derived. They are widely used
as a prediction tool for system-effectiveness during the
formulation of system design, and for evaluations during the
Use Period.
System effectiveness is primarily concerned with three
major concepts [Ref. 2]:
a) System Performance (Design Adequacy, Capability, Utili-
zation) —the probability that the system will perform its
mission when operating within designed specifications





A combination of the above measures represents the system-
effectiveness aspect of the cost-effectiveness approach.
Various logisitc elements have a significant impact upon these
measures, especially on availability and dependability.
B.2.1. System-Effectiveness Models
An early attempt to develop concepts of
system-effectiveness was done by ARINC Research Corporation.
Their definition of system-effectiveness is: "the probability
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that the system can successfully meet an operational demand
within a given time, when operated under specified condi-
tions." The three components emphasized in this definition
are mission reliability, operational readiness, and design
adequacy (Figure B-2) , which are defined as follows [Ref. 7]:
a) Mission Reliability (MR) —the probability that, under
stated conditions, the system will operate in the mode for
which it was designed for the duration of the mission, given
that it was operating in this mode at the beginning of the
mission.
b) Operational Readiness (OR) --the probability that, at
any point in time, the system is either operating satisfac-
torily or ready to be placed in operation on demand, when used
under stated conditions (including stated allowable warning
time. Thus, the basis for its computation is total calendar
time) .
c) Design Adequacy (DA) --the probability that the system
will successfully accomplish its mission, given that the sys-
tem is operating within design specifications.
The model distinguishes between the
terms "Operational Readiness" and "Availability", which are often
used as synonyms. The latter was defined as "the probability
that the system is operating satisfactorily at any point in
time when used under stated conditions, where the total time
considered includes operating time, active repair time, admin-
istrative time, and logistic time." Using these definitions,




































three probabilities OR, MR, DA:
SE = OR x MR x DA
which are defined, respectively, as: (1) the probability
that the system is operating satisfactorily/ready to be
placed in operation; (2) the probability that the system will
continue to operate satisfactorily for the mission time;
(3) the probability that the system will successfully accom-
plish its mission, given that it is operating within design
limits
.
Another system-effectiveness model developed
by the US Air Force, defines system-effectiveness as: "a
measure of the extent to which a system may be expected to
achieve a set of specific mission requirements, and is a
function of availability, dependability, and capability."
System effectiveness is expressed by the formula [Ref.21]:
SE = A x D x c
where,
a) Availability (A) --a measure of the system condition at
the start of the mission, when the mission is called for at
a random point in time.
b) Dependability (D) — a measure of the system condition
at one or more points during the performance of the mission,
given the availability.
c) Capability (C) — a measure of the ability of the system
to achieve the mission objectives, given the dependability.
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When comparing the ARINC model to the WSEIAC model, quite a
similarity may be noted.
B . 2 . 2 . Operational Readiness, Dependability
,
and Availability . The terms Operational Readiness, Dependa-
bility and Availability have similar connotations. It is,
important, therefore, to discuss each one of them in more
detail, to achieve a better understanding.
B.2.2.1. Operational Readiness
includes total calendar time as a basis for its computation
(free time, storage time, operating time, active repair time,
logistic time, and administrative time). The most adequate
definition of it seems to be the one suggested by ARINC
Research Corporation.
B.2.2.2. Dependability . The pre-
ferred approach for expressing Dependability seems to be the
one developed for the US Navy, which takes into consideration
the fact that, in many instances, a failure occurring during
an operating period t, may be acceptable if it can be corrected
in a specified time <_ t~, and the system continues to complete
its mission [Ref.22]:
D = Rm + (1 - Rm)Mo
where
D = System Dependability—the probability that the mission
will be successfully completed within the mission
time t,
,
given the down-time per failure t will
not affect the overall mission.
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Rm = Mission Reliability—the probability that the
system will operate without failure for t,
.
_ -p /MTBF
(R = e / for a constant failure rate,
m
and a mission duration of i)
.
Mo = Operational Maintainability--the probability
that the failure, when it occurs, will be
repaired with a time <_ t ? .
This concept applies particularly for systems with long mission
times, in which system failures do not necessarily cause
mission aborts.
B.2.2.3. Availability , which is
the probability that the system will operate satisfactorily
at any point in time when used under stated conditions, may
be defined as a ratio of the uptime (the total time the system
is capable of performing its function) to the uptime plus
down-time (total time where there is demand for the system)
.
The following three kinds of availability have been defined
[Ref . 6] :
a) Inherent (Intrinsic) Availability— a measure of the
intrinsic design variables only, controllable by the system
designer.
A _. MTBFMTBF + MTTR
where
:
Al. = Inherent Availability;
MTBF = Mean-Time-3etween-Failures;
MTTR = Mean-Time-To-Repair (Restore)
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b) Achieved Availability— a measure which includes preven-










= Mean Corrective Maintenance Time + Mean
Preventive Maintenance Time.
c) Operational Availability--An extension of the term Aa




A = Operational Availability;
MDT = Mean-Down-Time
= MADT + Logistic Time + Administrative Time.
Availability is a relatively simple concept. Therefore, it





B. 2. 2. 3.1. Availability
Breakdown . System Availability concerns itself with two major
issues
:
a. Reliability (Operating Time)
b. Maintainability (Down Time)
.
B. 2. 2. 3. 1.1. Relia -
bility Considerations . Reliability may be viewed as a
system's ability to operate at or above prescribed thresholds
for the duration of an assigned mission in an operational en-
vironment. In probabilistic terms it may be defined as [Ref. 22]:
"the probability that a system will perform its intended func-
tion for a specified interval under stated conditions." Being
a systems engineering discipline, reliability encompasses
different issues of material science, statistics, design, physics
of failure, product assurance, and management.
Reliability features should be incorporated in the sys-
tem design by means of high reliability components, use of
redundancy, development testing, stress theory, and failure
analysis.
A basic concept in reliability is the Bathtub Curve
,
which represents the instantaneous failure rate. It consists
of three regions, called "infant mortality region," "constant
failure rate region," and "wearout region." Referring to
the middle portion of the curve, test and field data covering
a variety of systems have indicated that in electronic systems
,
the failure rate (A) can often be assumed to be relatively
constant. It allows the implementation of the Poisson (random)
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distribution arrival of failures, where the exponential dis-
tribution fits the time-to-failure random variable. The
exponential law may be used, thus,
R(t ) = e" Xt = e-t/MTBF
where
:
R(t) = systems reliability at time t;
A = MTBF
= failure rate
A is a significant factor in determining the frequency of
corrective maintenance.
B. 2. 2. 3. 1.2. Maintainability
Considerations . Maintainability is a characteristic
of system design which determines a system's ability to
be restored to or retained in an effective usable condition.
Together with reliability, maintainability determines the sys-
tem's operational readiness, and contributes to the system
effectiveness concept [Ref. 23].
Maintainability engineering concerns itself with various
disciplines, including human factors, maintenance technician
skill levels, safety, and system attributes such as accessi-
bility, test and checkout philosophy, test equipment, controls,
and displays. All these disciplines are included to ensure




Being a part of systems engineering, maintainability is
considered in terms of the system life cycle, and is related
to system trade-offs, and life cycle costs. Resources associated
with' maintainability .include test and support equipment, spares
and repair-parts, maintenance personnel, training equipment,
maintenance facilities, and maintenance instructions and data.
The extent to which these resources are utilized depends upon
specified maintainability features which are designed into
the system.
Affecting heavily the annual military budget (up to one
third is spent on maintenance) , maintainability issues should
be deeply considered during all system development phases.
Thus, during the Conceptual and Definition Phases, moderate
investments in maintainability and support design requirements
may lead to substantial savings in the Use Period, while ig-
noring them may cause an excessive maintenance and support
expenditure [Ref . 1] .
A system to which maintainability engineering has been
properly applied can be expected to have lower downtimes
(high availability), quicker restored, and retained longer in
an operational state. Therefore, the purpose of maintainability
is to provide maximum operational readiness by enabling quick
maintenance performance (consistent with all other system re-
quirements) with given support resources used.
To achieve this purpose, a variety of techniques for
prediction, demonstration and evaluation have been developed,
using statistical measures, such as MTTR, median and maximum
repair time, maintenance man-hours per unit, etc.
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A cost-effective system depends upon the proper balance
between reliability and maintainability. The latter interacts
with safety requirements (access, protection from environmental
hazards), configuration (location of test points, tools, con-
nectors, handles) , and costs (cost of maintenance and support
versus maintainability design cost)
.
During recent years, experience has shown substantial
deviations between maintainability predictions and demonstra-
tions, and actual field data obtained from system use in its
operational environment [Ref . 9] . Actual repair-times have
been proved to be several time longer than the initial predic-
tions and demonstrations. Because they affect life support
cost significantly, this experience should be used in system
procurement decisions.
B.3. LIFE CYCLE COST
The second, and a very important part of cost-effective-
ness is Life Cycle Cost (LCC) . It is defined as "the sum
total of the direct, indirect, recurring, nonrecurring, and
other related costs incurred, or estimated to be incurred, in
the design, development, production, operation, maintenance
and support of a major system over its anticipated useful
life span" [Ref. 24]
.
Cost elements to be included in a given LCC must
be defined for each case separately, but despite that,
the gross approach towards LCC breakdown is that illustrated










Figure B-3. General LCC Breakdown
expenses for R&D, production, modification, transportation,
facilities, support, disposal, and any other ownership costs
less salvage revenues at the end of its lifetime.
Use of the LCC concept is a result of smaller budgets
dedicated for the DOD by the U.S. Federal Government during
recent years. These tighter budgets caused the use of more
"scientific" approaches in budget planning, after realizing
that procurement costs represent only a part of the total
life cycle costs, and are, therefore, an inadequate measure to be
used for planning purposes and in procurement decision processes.
Analysis of DOD budgets confirmed that operation and support
costs compose 40%-60% of the DOD budget as a whole, and caused
a greater interest in this area. As a result, the main deci-
sion factor in selection of new systems has shifted from
purchasing costs to LCC [Ref . 1]
.
The main motivation-, behind LCC analysis is the possibility
of saving money on O&S costs by increasing the expenditure
during the R&D phase. It enables the analyst to provide the
management with an overall quantitative picture of the system




B.3.1. Life-Cycle Cost Drivers
The LCC effort concentrates on the search
for those system characteristics that result in large cost
portions, realizing that it is impossible to devote the
same effort to each of the cost elements. These signifi-
cant costs, when isolated, are used to reduce the LCC of
the system by applying trade-off techniques, modification
of policies, and design changes.
Although cost drivers are peculiar to each
system, some of them can be found frequently, such as stockage
levels, level of repair, downtime, training, manpower, and
facilities. Concentration upon those elements makes an
efficient LCC program possible.
B.3.2. Inflation and Discounting
Inflation and Discounting can both be used
to modify future costs to present costs. Various LCC esti-
mates can be presented either in "current dollars" or in
"constant dollars", with the first preferred.
The effect of inflation and discounting can
be combined into an adjustment factor for each year's cost,
as follows [Ref . 1]
:
, . n
AF = f 1
+ 1
]** { 1 + d J
where:
AF = adjustment factor
i = average inflation rate/yr
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d = average discount rate/yr. (usually d = 0.1)
n = number of years
Usually, military organizations do not have a predictable
stream of revenues. Therefore, the present value method,
used in the private sector, can be modified into a discounting
method. Other capital investment financial analysis methods
(such as return on investment or pay-back period) are not
recommended for use by military organizations, which often
tend to ignore even the discounting method, as well as infla-
tion (the latter is compensated through annual budgets)
.
B.3.3. Life-Cycle-Cost Breakdown
A Life Cycle Cost Breakdown Structure (LCCBS)
is an ordered breakdown of the components of LCC, which repre-
sent an accounting model for LCC estimates. Although a standard
LCCBS does not exist, many common elements are included in a
lot of them. The first breakdown level includes usually three
categories: Research and Development, Production (Investment),
and Operations and Support (or Maintenance) costs. A possible
LCCBS is illustrated in Figure B-4
.
B.3.3.1. Research and Development Costs .
Research and Development (R&D) costs include all the expenses
necessary to produce a set of engineering drawings and
specifications for release for manufacturing. They cover the
conceptual, definition, and the full-scale development phases.
Systems engineering studies, design, development, testing,
prototype fabrication, O&S planning, and manufacturing planning
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Figure B-4 . Life Cycle Cost Structure [Ref. 12]
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testing costs, and qualification test costs. R&D costs are
divided into non-recurring and recurring costs (one-time costs
vs. costs that occur with each unit produced) . A typical
R&D cost breakdown is illustrated in Figure B-5.
B.3.3.2. Investment Costs . Investment costs
occur during the production phase. The non-recurring
costs of this category include tooling, support and test
equipment, manufacturing planning, new facilities, training
and recruitment, while the recurring costs include manufactur-
ing labor, material, inspection, and support equipment main-
tenance. These costs are charged directly to a particular
part/equipment produced, while other costs, such as building
maintenance, supervision, clerical personnel, and accounting
costs are accumulated and allocated to each part/equipment
as overhead.
A typical investment cost breakdown
is illustrated in Figure B-6.
B.3.3.3. Operation and Support Costs . O&S
costs account for the largest part of LCC during the Use
Period of the system. Operating costs are the incurred
costs, and include operating personnel, energy, and operating
support costs. Support costs include the various costs for
maintenance, provisioning, support equipment, transportation,
training, documentation, site preparation, installation and
security.
Being the largest part of LCC,
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Figure B-6. Investment Cost Breakdown [Ref. 2]
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that these costs depend directly on how much the system
is used. For military systems these costs tend to increase
dramatically during wartime, but because wars are difficult
to predict, O&S cost estimates are based on peacetime
operations. A typical breakdown of O&S costs is illustrated
in Figure B-7.
B. 3. 3. 3.1. Operating Costs are costs
associated with the use of the equipment/system. One of
their major elements is the operating personnel cost,
which includes expenditure on each operating person needed,
such as salaries, cost of training, non-productive time,
recruitment cost, and retirement cost. Usually, operating
personnel costs will not include overhead costs (headquarters
and staff office) .
Another important cost
element included in Operating Costs is the energy cost ele-
ment (petroleum, oil, electrical, and nuclear power), which
may account for a significant part of the LCC. Diverse
consumables used by various weapon systems (such as ammuni-
tion, bombs, and rockets), in addition to materials and
supplies for personnel (such as food, uniforms, tools, and
medicines) account for a large portion of operating costs.
External support system costs required for operating military
systems (aircraft carriers, command and control networks,
































B.3.3.3.2. Support Costs . Support
costs account for the largest part of O&S spendings and are
mainly generated by maintenance requirements. These costs
can be derived from the Integrated Logistic Support (ILS)
planning, which integrates the maintenance plan, the support
and test equipment plan, supply support, transportation and
handling, technical data, facilities, personnel and training,
logistic support funds funding, and logistic support manage-
ment information.
B. 3. 3. 3. 2.1. Maintenance
Costs arise from preventive and corrective maintenance activi-
ties performed. These costs are incorporated in all main-
tenance levels (operational level, intermediate level, and
depot level) . It is important to recall that sometimes these
cost estimates run as low as one-eighth of the actual costs
obtained during initial deployment of new systems, mainly
because of deviations in maintainability measure estimates
[Ref. 1] . Software maintenance costs (revisions and correc-
tion of computer programming software) may be added to the
total maintenance costs calculated in the LCC.
3.3.3.3.2.2. Inventory
Costs include two cost categories:
a. initial and replenishment spares and repair-parts costs;
b. supply management costs.
The first category contains expenses on initial procurement
of spares and repair parts, which allow the new systems to
operate for an initial period of time on a defined availability
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level and replenishment inventories purchased to maintain
the desired availability level for the Use Period.
The second
category accounts for administrative cost of entering a new
item into the inventory system, and the cost of retaining it
in the supply system.
B. 3. 3. 3. 2. 3. Support
Equipment Costs arise from procurement and maintenance of
test equipment, tools, calibration equipment, and transpor-
tation and handling. These costs are usually categoriezed
as peculiar or common, and according to this distinction
apportioned to the systems purchased.
B. 3. 3. 3. 2. 4. Training
Costs include training equipment, facilities, and service
costs (simulators, mock-ups, books, manuals, special train-
ing aids, and cost of instructors and students)
.
B. 3. 3. 3. 2. 5. Technical
Documentation Costs include costs of technical manuals and
logistic data required for operation and maintenance of the
equipment.
B. 3. 3. 3. 2. 6. Transporta -
tion and Handling Costs include costs of packaging, handling,
and transportation of spares, repair parts and material between
maintenance levels and supply points, in support of main-
tenance activities.
B.3.3.4. Miscellaneous Costs are sometimes
considered as a fourth cost category of LCC (auxiliary
costs and phase-out costs) . A major cost element of this
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category regards new or modified constructions. It may in-
clude facilities (for operations, maintenance, supply/ and
training), site preparation (roads, bridges, and foundations),
site installation (plumbing, wiring, pipelines, air-condition-
ing, and communications), and security requirements (fences,
gates, bunkers, and detection devices) . Of these, the most
important for LCC considerations is construction of new ele-
ments, such as silos, launch pads, test range modifications,
and weapon-system facilities. During the evaluation process
of various feasible alternatives, such issues as rental vs.
construction costs should not be ignored, as well.
Another cost element to be
considered is the Disposal Cost. The necessary activities
for destroying missile silos, bomb shelters, concrete struc-
tures, and nuclear devices are complicated and often very
expensive. On the other hand, revenues may be gained at the
end of the life-cycle. Portions of obsolete systems can
usually be sold, sometimes even whole constructions (such as
ships or airplanes). With regard to military systems, the
Foreign Military Sales issue should be incorporated into the







The OPUS procedure [Ref. 18] was developed by SYSTECON AB,
Stockholm, Sweden. The original modelwas designed in 1970 as a
computer-based aid for initial provisioning of spares. New
requirements and experience from more than 100 different pro-
ject applications have led to improvements, making the current
version of OPUS-VII a highly efficient and useful tool with
regard to the following types of problems:
Initial procurement of spares and the allocation of
them within a support organization.
Reallocation of a given assortment of spares.
Replenishment procurement of spares.
Reallocation of a given assortment and initial procure-
ment of new types of spares.
Cost-effectiveness evaluation of alternative maintenance
and supply support concepts, and alternative system configurations
Depending upon the type of problem, one or more of the
following Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) can be chosen:
System operational availability.
Probability of successful mission performance.
Risk of shortage when a spare is being demanded.
Mean waiting time for a spare.
As for other computer models, the quality of the input
data determines the quality of the output data. For a new
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system, input data has to be gathered from several different
sources, including the manufacturer, and some uncertainty may
be involved. To cope with this problem, OPUS-VII has the
ability to perform sensitivity analysis on the most important
variables. Input data is needed about the deployment and
operation of the equipment, the structure of the maintenance
and supply support organization, and the material structure
of the system.
Combinations of the different MOE's and problem types
will result in a large amount of information. In general,
the output contains the following:
Graphs, illustrating how the MOE chosen depends on the
level of investment.
Tables for different levels of investment, describing
for each type of spare the number to be purchased and how
these items are best assigned to the different stocks within
the organization.
Tables showing how the total initial investment costs
of spares are distributed among the different levels of the
maintenance organization, and with regard to the assortment
of spares chosen.
The overall cost-effectiveness curve for the problem.
OPUS-VII has the capability of accepting data for a fairly
complex system. A maximum of 500 spares can be handled. If
the problem is larger, it must be broken down into subproblems
which are handled individually. The results of the subproblems
are combined by a special computer program, OPUS-VII W,
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which performs a marginal cost analysis, and determines the
overall cost-effectiveness curve.
C.2. INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS
C.2.1. System Data
OPUS-VII was designed to. handle systems with two
indenture levels, Line Replaceable Units (LRU's) and Shop
Replaceable Units (SRU's) (Figure C-l.). Repair parts can be
included in the analysis by treating each LRU as a system,
and its SRU as an LRU; in this analysis the repair parts are
regarded as SRU's.
Recognizing that a specific LRU or SRU may be
common to several different system types, the model has the
capability to handle more than one system in a single computer
run. This requires that the input-data contain the following
a) System Data:
The number of system types.
For each system type:
System MTBF
The number of different LRU's
The number of each LRU type.
b) LRU Data:
Unit cost.
— LRU iMTBF for each item.
The number of different SRU's.









Figure C-l. An Example of System Breakdown
C.2.2. Data for the Support Organization
The maintenance and the supply support organi-
zations must be built up in a hierarchical way. No flow of
spares between stations at the same level (echelon) of the
organization can take place. (This requirement can be softened
by use of "dummy stations", with a turn around time of zero.)
The model operates with three types of stations in the support
organization (Figure C-2)
:
a) End Support Station (ESS) , corresponds to depot level,
and may include stockage facilities for the depot.
b) Support Station (SS) , corresponds to intermediate or
system level of a maintenance organization, and/or to a stockage
facility.
































Figure C-2. Possible Support Organization; An Example
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Each DGS must be supported by one and only one
SS (the system maintenance level) . This SS must be supported
by one or more SS (intermediate level) , or by an ESS. The
requirements are not real restrictions. By use of fictitious
SS/ it is possible to model almost any support organization.
The following types of input-data must be
specified for each SS:
— A reference to one or several stations to which propa-
gated demands are addressed.
Identification of items which may be kept in stock.
Time to repair every item of each system, if repaired
at this station.
Time to get a spare from a superior SS, given no
shortage exists.
An ESS is similar to an SS with the exception
that a demand is not propagated to any higher level support
station.
The time to satisfy a demand at an SS depends on
the stock level, the demand rate, and the turn around time for
support, which is composed of a fixed time, including logistic
time, transportation time, etc., and a variable time, repre-
senting the expected waiting time for the type of item being
demanded.
C.3. ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE COMPUTATIONS
The development of the OPUS-VII algorithms has been
based on the following assumptions:
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The demands are Poisson distributed.
Mean values of turnaround times are known.
A failure of one item is statistically independent of
those that occur for any other type of item.
Repair times are statistically independent.
No queues are assumed in the repair organization.
The system has been in operational use for a period
of time, long enough that all transients have faded out.
C.4. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The key variables describing the steady-state condition
at a certain position of the support organization are stock
level, demand rate, turn-around time, unit cost of items
stocked, and the MOE to be used.
The turn-around times are computed using a procedure very
much like the one used for calculation of system mean down-
time (MDT) per failure, described in Section 3.2.
All appropriate time elements of the repair cycle must be
included in the input data.
C.4.1. Computation of Measures of Effectiveness
Computations of all MOEs are based upon a proba-
bilistic approach.
C.4.1.1. Expected Waiting Time (EWT) and the
Expected Number of Backorders
EWT is the average time needed to
satisfy a demand. It is computed for each type of spare
part- and for all portions of the support organization. The
formula for EWT is developed under the following assumptions:
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A demand can be satisfied immediately if fewer than N
(N is the number of this spare part procured for stockage at
this position) demands have occurred during a period of time
equal to the turn-around time (TAT) for this position,
EWT equals zero.
Spare parts are equally spaced in time in the repair
cycle. For (N+x) demands during TAT the time space will
TATbe N+x*
The first x items finishing the repair
f" V\
cycle will not be available for the (N+x) demand, for which
TAT
EWT will be x*i£i.N+x
The formula for EWT is
EWT = P{f<N} x()+ P{f =N+x} x TAT < xN+x
x=0
I P{f =N+X> X TAT X rr^-L
n N+xx=0
where f is the number of demands, P{f} is the Poisson proba-
bility of f demands, and TAT is the turn-ajr.ound time for this
spare part if sent to higher echelon.
The expected number of backorders
(ENB) at each position of the organization is computed for
each type of spare parts as
ENB = D x EWT




Based upon the values of EWT it is
possible to compute the average downtime per failure (EDT)
,
and the system availability (A) . The formula used by OPUS
is:
A =
1 + D x EDT
The demand rate is D = wm„- and the formula may be rewrittenMTBF
as:
MTBFA = MTBF + EDT
which is the formula used in Section 3.2.
The expected number of nonavailable
systems (NORS) is found as
NORS = N x (1 - A)
where N is the total number of systems.
C.4.1.3. The Probability of at Least One
Backorder (PALOB)
This measure is found as one minus
the probability of zero backorders, or
PALOB = 1 - P{f £ N} = P{f > N}
where P{f} is the Poisson probability of f failures during the
turn-around time (TAT) , and N is the number of that spare part
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procured for the stock. This gives
CO
PALOB = I [e
-< TAT * D)
x (TATxD) (N+x) /(N+x)!]
x=l
C.4.1.4. The Probability of Shortage Given a
Demand (PSGD)
PSGD is defined in the OPUS manual as:
"The probability that a given demand can not be satisfied
within a certain amount of time (T) due to shortage in stock."
The value of T may be specified as an input to the program or,
a built-in procedure will decide this value. A shortage in
stock lasting less than T time units will be left out of
account. \. For values of T greater than TAT, the probability
of a shortage is set to zero. For T < TAT, PSGD is:
00
PSGD = I [ e
-( TATxD
) x (TAT*D) (N
* +X) /(N*+x) I]
x=0
where N* is the integer part of
N*T/(TAT-T)
and other variables are as described above (C.4.I.3.).
C.4.1.5. The Probability of Successful Mission
(PSM)
This measure is relevant when the sys-
tem must operate for a period of time without connection to
the rest of the support organization (e.g., on board a ship),
and only LRU's are allowed to be stocked at the systems level.
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Two new variables are introduced, MT is the mission time and
TBM is the time between missions.
Taking into consideration that a demand
may be satisfied during TBM, the probability that no unsatis-
fied demand will occur (POLLD) during MT is computed for each
LRU, provided that the mission started with a given number
of the spare part in stock.
The weighted probability of successful
mission performance is then given by the formula:
n M(i)
PSM = II POLLD (i) .
i=l
where n is the number of different LRU's and M(i) is the
quantity of LRU(i).
C.4. THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The cost-effective allocation of spare parts is in
principle performed according to the following procedure:
a) The only procurement allowed is of LRU's for the
highest level (Depot) of the support organization. The LRU
giving the best marginal return on investment (improvement of
MOE per $) is procured first. The LRU with the highest
marginal return on investment, given previous procurements,
is procured next. This procedure continues until a specified
level of investment is reached, or the specified value of the
MOE is obtained. A number of points of a "Cost-effectiveness





Figure C-3. C-E Curve Number 1
b) Allow for procurement of SRU's for the highest level
and LRU's for the next highest level (normally intermediate
level or a stockage facility) of the organization. Select
a number of points (maximum fifty) of "C-E curve number 1 .
"
For each of these points, compute the marginal return on
investment for each spare part, and procure the one with
highest return per $ given previous procurements. Find the
next spare part to procure etc. A set of CE curves is obtained
(see Figure C-4), the envelope of which is "C-E curve number 2."
EWT




Figure C-4. C-E Curve Number 2
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c) Include the next lower level of the support organiza-
tion and repeat the procedure, item (b) . Continue until LRU's
for the maintenance level directly supporting the system is
included, and the final C-E curve is obtained.
The results of the optimization procedure are:
For each level of investment, an optimized value of
the MOE.
For each level of investment, the optimal assortment
of spare parts.
For each assortment of spares, the optimal stockage
policy.
C.5. LIMITATIONS
A maximum of 500 different types of LRU's and SRU's
can be handled by OPUS-VII. The product of the number of
different stock points and the number of different types of
spare parts can not exceed 1500. Larger problems must be
divided into subproblems, each subproblem is then analyzed by
OPUS-VII. The results of the subproblems may be combined
by a special computer program, the OPUS-VII W, which will
determine the overall cost-effectiveness curve for the
problem.
The assumption that demands are Poisson distributed, is
valid for electronic systems, but is less practicable for
mechanical and some other types of systems.
It is assumed that no queues exist in the repair cycle.
For some spare parts it is normal to batch a number of items





LEVEL OF REPAIR MODEL (LOR MOD III, AIR)
D.l. INTRODUCTION
Level of Repair (LOR) models are used to determine the
Life Support Cost (LSC) policy during the operating and sup-
port phase of the life cycle. These models, therefore, omit
acquisition costs. Four models known as "Military Standard
1390-B(NAVY) LOR" models exist. One of these, the "Naval
Air Systems Command Equipments" (AIR) model has been used
for this thesis.
The AIR computer program is complex and written in
SIMSCRIPT . This could be a drawback if the. user does not have
a SIMSCRIPT compiler since the model is meant to be used by
the manufacturer in the early phases of the system life cycle,
as well as by the user later on.
LOR analyses are based on operational factors such as
operating hours and base loading factors; support factors such
as maintenance action rates, maintenance times and costs; and
non-economic factors. The purpose of the analyses is to estab-
lish the least cost feasible repair or discard decision
alternative for performing the maintenance actions, and to
influence equipment design in that direction.
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D.2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AIR
D.2.1. LOR Codes .
AIR is designed to simultaneously consider all
parts of the system according to their arrangement in a part










SUB-SRA 1.1.2.1 1.1.2.2 1.2.3.1 1.2.3.2 1.2.3.3
Figure D-l. System Breakdown in AIR
The computer model considers three levels of
indenture: Weapon Replaceable Assembly (WRA) corresponding to
LRU, Shop Replaceable Assembly (SRA) which corresponds to
SRU, and SUB-SRA which are the sub-assemblies necessary for
repair of SRA.
For each indenture level, four LOR alternatives
are available. These are:
a) Intermediate Repair, which is the equivalent of local
repair in other models and occurs at operational sites, in-
cluding carriers.
b) Prime-Intermediate Repair, the equivalent of intermediate
repair in other models, which occurs at a Prime Intermediate
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Maintenance Activity (PIMA) , a site with additional repair
facilities compared to the basic operational site.
c) Depot Repair.
d) Discard.
Two major assumptions are used in the assignment
of an LOR code to an item. (1) The LOR code assigned to a
WRA does not depend on which of its SRA's failed (similarly
for the SRA and its SUB-SRA) . (2) An item can only be
shipped to a level of repair higher than that for which its
higher assembly is coded. Th-se two assumptions make it
possible to assign a unique LOR posture to each item, and
they will for each item give all possible combinations of LOR
codes.
D.2.2. Spares Inventory
AIR makes a distinction between spares inventory
for repair and discard policies. For the repair posture,
inventory levels are calculated for each item, site, and LOR
alternative. The on-site quantity is divided into two separate
inventories: the Part 1 allowance- or Attrition quantity,
against assemblies being repaired at a higher level of the
maintenance organization; and the Part 2 allowance, or Rota-
table Pool, against items being repaired at operational sites.
The rules for operating sites are based on ASOINST 4441. 15B
[Ref. 16], and are summarized in MIL-STD-1390B (NAVY) . The
stock level for a given item and site is computed as the sum
of the two amounts. A system stock is established to replace
all items lost to the organization because they have been
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condemned. Further, this stock contains a safety quantity
to cover excess demands on the support pipeline.
For the discard alternative, the entire spares
inventory is included in a single stock quantity, the "Dis-
card Inventory," which is equal to the anticipated number of
removals per year. No buffer stock is computed for the dis-
card posture.
Some oddities, the reasons for which are not
obvious, are as follows:
The objective is to provide a 95 percent confidence
level against stock-out. This measure is not directly re-
lated to the required system effectiveness.
The calculation of inventory level is based on a Poisson
arrival distribution, but the exact formula is not used. The
approximation used seems to underestimate the quantity of
spare parts needed.
The attrition quantity per site is a function of unit
cost, the higher the cost, the lower the attrition quantity.
D.2.3. LSC Allocations
Life cycle logistic support costs are calculated
for each item, each LOR alternative, and different cost cate-
gories. The costs are divided into allocable and non-allocable
costs
.
Allocable costs are those which can be associated
with particular items, in contrast to non-allocable costs,
those that are commonly used by several items.
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AIR allocates costs to six major categories:
(1) Inventory, including stocks, administration, repair and
scrap material, and transportation; (2) Support equipment,
which includes costs of hardware and support of the hardware;
(3) Space required by inventory storage, repair work, and
support equipment; (4) Labor; (5) Training of technical
personnel; (6) Documentation. These cost elements are des-
cribed in more detail below.
D.2.4. The Optimization Procedure
Some of the allocable costs depend on the LOR
code of the item, and on that of its next higher assembly.
Thus, for a WRA, four LOR decisions are possible, each of which
is associated with a specific cost, while for an SRA, nine

















The four or nine costs corresponding to the
different assignments are computed for each assembly, and for
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its next higher assembly, if applicable. The optimization
procedure is initiated by finding for each SUB-SRA the
optimal LOR assignment for each possible assignment of its
SRA. The optimal assignment of a Sub-SRA, given that its SRA
is assigned to IMA, e.g., is the smallest cost from cases (1)
through (4) in the table above. If the SRA is assigned to
PIMA, it is the smallest cost of the cases (5) through (7);
and if the SRA is assigned to Depot, it is the smallest cost
of the cases (8) and (9) . For every possible LOR code of an
SRA, the optimal assignments of its Sub-SRA' s are determined,
along with their costs.
The next step is to find the optimal assignment
of each SRA. The life support costs of the SRA are already
available from step one. For each possible assignment of a
WRA the optimal assignment of each of its SRA's is found, con-
sidering both the SRA costs and the costs of the optimal
assignment of their Sub-SRA' s. Having found the optimal
support costs for each WRA considered at each level of repair,
the costs of the optimal assignment of its SRA's are summed.
The final step is to find the optimal assign-
ments of WRA's, taking into consideration the costs of its
SRA's and Sub-SRA' s. The following four quantities are
calculated:
The LSC for the WRA if assigned to IMA plus the sum of




The analogous quantity for the WRA assigned to PIMA.
The analogous quantity if the WRA is assigned to
Depot.
The LSC if the WRA is discarded.
The smallest of these costs determines the LOR
code for the WRA and its sub-units.
Non-allocable costs are assigned to the item
at the highest indenture level for which they are common.
D.2.5. Input Data
A variety of input data must be prepared in
order to describe the system being analyzed and the support
organization. Special pre-designed forms facilitate the
preparation for the analyst. The following categories of
data are needed by the program:
Parameters and System Data :
Data defining the size of the problem, e.g., the number
of sites, the number of systems per site, the number of man
types, etc., and data needed by the overall operation of the
model, such as life cycle period, cost factors, repair cycle
times, and labor hourly rates.
— Site Data :
Data defining and describing the different maintenance
sites and the support activities such as site type, required
days stock, system data, and distant repair data.
Identification :
Defining the various parts of the system being analyzed
and their position in the parts hierarchy by a part number,
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the number of the next higher assembly, and the item
number.
Item Characteristics :
This set of data includes unit cost, MTBF, materials
cost per reapir, scrap rates, and other descriptive data,
such as weight and volume
.
Manpower Data :
Describing the various kinds of manpower required to
support the system. Included is training cost per technician,
quantity needed, and attrition rates.
Task Data :
Defining and describing verify and repair tasks, and the
associated requirements for manhours, support equipment, space,
and documentation.
Other Input Data :
The analyst may specify alternatives in terms of pre-
designating the LOR codes for some or all items. Further,
he may specify sensitivity analysis to be performed for some
of the input variables.
D.3. COST ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS
All cost calculations are based upon formulas included
in MIL-STD-1390B (NAVY) . Formulas are developed for repair
and discard alternatives, as well as for land-based and
carrier-based equipment.
The main differences in cost calculations for land-based
and carrier-based equipment are that the required days of stock
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and the transportation cost from the central stock are
higher for the carrier based systems.
D.3.1. General Basis of Computations
The annual number of items received for repair
at each level of the maintenance organization can be predicted,
based upon the number of systems, the MTBF for the system, and
the optimal LOR alternative. To obtain the actual number of
repair tasks, corrections are made for items falsely removed,
assemblies that are beyond the Capability of Maintenance (BCM)
at a particular site, and the fraction of failed items that is
scrapped. All these fractions are input data, which are used
for computation of manpower, transportation, inventory, and
other cost elements.
The present value of annual recurring costs is
obtained by use of one of the following three discount factors:
Normal Discount Factor (NDF) is used with expenditures
occurring as equal payments, starting one year hence and ter-
minating at the end of the life cycle
NDF = d * ml - i
DR x (1+DR) Y
where:
DR = Discount Rate;
Y = Number of years in the life cycle.
Present Discount Factor (PDF) is used with equal payments
starting at the present and terminating one year prior to the
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end of the life cycle
(1 + DR) Y - 1
PDF =
xDR x (1 + DR)
Reduced Discount Factor (RDF) is used with equal
payments starting two years hence and terminating at the
end of the life cycle




DR x (1 + DR)
The model does not include the effect of
inflation.
D.3.2. Inventory Costs
Included in this cost category are Inventory
Administration Costs (IAC) , Total Repairable Inventory Costs
(TRC) , Repair Scrap Costs (RSC) , Repair Material Costs (RMC)
,
and Transportation Costs (TC) . The Total Inventory Cost (TIC!
is
TIC = IAC + TRC + RSC + RMC + TC
.
D.3.2.1. Inventory Administration Cost (IAC)
IAC is the cost of local management,
entry, and retention of the repairable item and its peculiar
components in the NSN system.
The equation used for IAC is




IEC = Item Entry Cost;
IRC = Item Retention Cost;
FAC = Field Supply Administration cost per item
per site per year;
NS = Number of Sites Repairing the Item;
NDF = Normal Discount Factor;
NPC = Number of Peculiar Components.
The values of IEC and IRC are obtained from historical data.
D.3.2.2. Total Repairable Inventory Cost
The repairable inventory quantity con-
sists of the Rotatble Pool Quantity (RPQ) , the Attrition
Quantity (AQ) , and the System Stock Quantity (SSQ)
.
RPQ is stocked at the operating site
to allow immediate replacement of items repaired locally. A
Raw Rotatable Pool Quantity (RRPQ) is computed for each site
as RRPQ = ANR *RPCT, where ANR is the annual number of repairs
of the item, and RPCT is the repair cycle time for local re-
pair measured in years. The RPQ is determined from the follow-
ing table:







> 3.9 INT {RRPQ + 1}
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The Attrition Quantity (AQ) is, just as RPQ, stocked at the
organizational level. AQ is meant to replace those items
sent to higher level for repair. A Raw Attrition Quantity
(RAQ) is computed per site for Local Repairs and for Off-
Site Repairs.
The basic formula for RAQ is
RAQ = annual number of failures per item times the required
years of stock at the site.
AQ is not dependent upon RAW only, but
is a function of unit cost of the item as well. A table for
AQ as a function of RAQ and unit cost is included in the AIR
model. An example is:
unit cost ($) : <0.17 0.18-1.25 1.26-7.0 7.01-36 >36
AQ per site: 5 4 3 2 1
With the ability to fulfill a given
demand as the measure of effectiveness, the favoring of inex-
pensive items may lead to a low system availability. Further,
if RAW is less than 0.34, AQ is set to zero.
The System Stock Quantity (SSQ) is
stocked at depots or designated resupply points - . .SSQ is procured
to satisfy demands due to anticipated losses during the pro-
curement leadtime and to account for repair cycle times ex-




SSQ = INT[FS + T
1




INT = Integer part (rounded off)
;
FS = Total number of the items scrapped during a
period of time equal to the sum of the
procurement leadtime and a safety period;
T, = Repair cycle time from IMA to PIMA minus
the required years stock at IMA. If this
difference is negative, T, is set to zero;
NP = The total number of failed items of this
type received at PIMA per year;
BCMP = Fraction beyond capability of maintenance
at PIMA;
T~ = Repair cycle time from site or PIMA to
depot minus required years stock.
As indicated, the SSQ is not affected
by RPQ and AQ; for items having a reasonably high MTBF and if
only few systems are procured, it is possible that all three
quantities will be equal to zero.
The total repairable inventory quantity
per item (TRQ) is
TRQ = RPQ + AQ + SSQ
and the total repairable inventory cost (TRC) is the summation





D.3.2.3. Repair Scrap Costs (RSC)
The repair scrap quantity is the
inventory procured throughout the life cycle to replenish the
system stock quantity due to items being scrapped during the
repair process. The AIR model calculates an annual repair
scrap quantity (RSQ) for each repair facility in the support
organization. For each maintenance level a "scrap fraction"
is contained among the input data, and the RSQ is computed
as the annual number of repairs (for each item) multiplied
by the fraction of items scrapped. The life cycle RSC is
the summation for all items and all repair facilities of the
product
RSQ x unit cost of item * PDF
(MIL-STD-1390B uses a normal discount factor , while AIR uses the
present value discount factor (PDF), which is more correct.)
D.3.2.4. Repair Material Costs (RMC)
This cost element accounts for the
cost of parts required per repair action, excluding parts which
are included in the analysis. The total RMC is the summation
of the cost at all repair facilities. For each item RMC is
computed as
RMC = ANR x unit cost of item x RMR * PDF
where:
ANR = Annual Number of Repairs for this item;
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RMR = Repair Material Rate.
RMR has a great impact upon this cost
element, as has the scrap fraction on Repair Scrap Cost. The
values of these variables to be used must be based upon experi-
ence from similar equipment, the manufacturer's suggestion,
and other relevant sources, but still uncertainty will exist.
D.3.2.5. Transportation Costs (TC)
In this model TC is an element of
inventory costs. Included are the costs of packaging, handling,
and transportation to and from operational, repair, and stockage
sites. The costs are computed per site as functions of
packaging and handling rates per cubic foot and transportation
rates per pound.
In principle, the life cycle costs of
transportation are computed as
TC = NDF x [AN(i,j) x TRRP . . x WI + PHR x ISS]
i,j lfl
where:
NDF = Normal Discount Factor;
AN(i,j) = Annual number of items sent from site i to
site j ;
TRRP. = Transportation rate per pound from site i
'
• to site j ;
WI = Weight of the item;
PHR = Packaging and handling rate per cubic foot;
ISS = Inventory storage space per item, cubic feet
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The procedure used by AIR may be
suitable for the Navy, but for other organizations (especially
in small countries) simpler, more specific, and less
demanding methods may exist.
D.3.3. Support Equipment Costs (SEC)
SEC is computed as the sum of support equipment
(TSE) acquisition cost (SEAC) , which is a one time cost, and
the annual cost of maintaining the support equipment (iMSEC)
,
which is computed as a fraction of the initial investment
for support equipment.
Two types of TSE are considered in LOR decisions.
First, an item may require Peculiar Ground Support Equipment
(PGSE) for fault isolation or verification. Second, TSE may
be designed to serve a group of items, in which case it is
required at a repair facility if at least one member of the
group is assigned for repair at this facility.
D.3.3.1. Peculiar Ground Support Equipment Costs
In the PGSE cost equations that follow,
the total cost of one PGSE set is defined to include the unit
acquisition cost and annual recurring support costs, the
total amount of which is the Unit and Support Cost of a
PGSE (USCPGSE)
.
USCPGSE = UCP x [1 +
^
SE
^1 + SSEYY x RDF]
J. t DR
where:
UCP = Unit cost of the PGSE;
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SSEYl = Support cost rate for the first year;
DR = Discount rate;
SSEYY = Support cost rate for succeeding years;
RDF = Reduced discount factor.
The quantity of a PGSE required is a
function of the LOR alternative and is computed for each item
for IMA, PIMA, and Depot level repair.
The life cycle cost of PGSE is the
summation for all types of PGSE at all repair facilities of
the following product:
USCPGSE x NRS x NS
where NRS is the quantity of thePGSE required for this type of
site, and NS is the number of sites.
D.3.3.2. Common Ground Support Equipment Costs
The life cycle cost of a set of common
support equipment is computed using the formula
USCCOMSE = UCC x [1 + f
Sf^ + SSEYY x RDF] ,
J. t UK
where UCC is the unit cost of the common TSE and other varia-
bles are as for PGSE. A utilization factor is not used.
D.3.4. Space Costs
Space costs are computed as the sum of the cost
of space for inventory, support equipment, and repair work.
The factors involved in the computation are the number of
items, the size of the items, and the cost of space. The
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cost of space available to the government already is
excluded.
Inventory Storage Space Cost (ISSC) is calcu-
lated for each storage facility:
ISSC = TQ x CPY x SPI x NDF,
where TQ is the total quantity stored at this site, CPY is
the cost of space per cubic foot per year for the site, SPI
is the storage space per item, and NDF is the normal discount
factor
.
The cost of support equipment space
(SESC) is computed per site:
SESC = NSE x SR x CSPY x NDF,
where NSE is the number of support equipments at this site,
SR is the space required per support equipment, and CSPY is
the cost of space per square foot per year for the site.
The cost of repair work space is
obtained quite analogously with the cost of support equipment
space.
Finally, the total cost of space is
the summation of all costs of space for all sites.
D.3.5. Labor Costs
The cost of maintenance labor is computed only
for direct maintenance actions on the item itself. The labor
cost is calculated for each site of the maintenance organization
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as the sum of the costs of verify tasks and repair tasks.
The cost of verify tasks is associated with the discard
posture and is not included for repair cases, which only
takes into account the cost of removing and replacing the
failed lower-level parts; these will be piece parts if the
given assembly is a lowest-level item.
The maintenance labor cost equations
are too extensive to be reproduced. Some reasons for this
are:
to find the least cost alternative, it is necessary




The item is repaired at PIMA, its higher assembly
at IMA.
The item and its higher assembly are both repaired
at PIMA.
The item is repaired at Depot, its higher assembly
at IMA.
The item is repaired at Depot, its higher assembly
at PIMA.
The item and its higher assembly are both repaired
at Depot
.
Different labor cost per hour at different levels of
the maintenance organization; even for one site, several
different hourly rates can be used.
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The model assumes that a fraction of items removed has
no real failures ("Fraction of items falsely removed").
The general form of computation of the
cost per site is as follows:
Cost of labor = (number of maintenance actions) x
(manhours per maintenance action) x
(cost per manhour)
.
As complex as the labor cost equations
are, it is surprising that the only elements of the repair proc-
ess included are the removal and the replacement of failed parts
D.3.6. Training Costs
Training costs are computed for each LOR alterna-
tive. For the IMA repair case, a training cost is incurred
for each operational site; additionally, costs occur for the
back-up facility (PIMA or Depot). For the PIMA repair cases,
training costs are incurred for each PIMA and Depot facility;
discard training cost is included for each IMA site if the
higher assembly is repaired at IMA level. For depot repair
cases, training costs are incurred for each Depot; discard
training costs are incurred for other sites, which repair the
higher assembly.
The number of men to be trained per site is an
input variable, with no relation to the number of manhours




The training costs are divided into the initial
cost and the recurring cost due to personnel attrition. The
training cost per site (TCPS) equation is:
TCPS = NMT x TCPM x (1 + PAR) x NDF
where:
NMT = Number of men to be trained for this site;
TCPM = Training cost per man;
PAR = Personnel attrition rate for this site;
NDF = Normal discount factor.
TCPM is not specified, so it is possible to
include all relevant elements of cost as described in Chapter
III.
The total maintenance training cost is the
summation of TCPS for all sites of the organization.
D.3.7. Documentation Cost
In AIR documentation includes the following ele-
ments: the drawings and specifications which make up the
system technical manual, the Logistic Support Analyses Record
(LSAR) preparation, provisioning lists, and other relevant
documentation. The cost of documentation is the sum of the
costs for each level of the support organization.
For equipment already in production, the cost
of documentation will normally be marginal, and an estimate




The results of a run of the AIR model are presented in
the following six reports:
a) Total LSC , a summary of costs by alternative and indenture
level (WRA, SRA, Sub-SRA)
.
b) Item Summary Report with Maintenance Scheme , a summary
of costs by alternative and item.
c) Breakdown of LSC , percentages are given by alternative,
cost category, and indenture level.
d) Total Inventory Values , values are given by alternative
and item.
e) Per Site Inventory Values
,
given by alternative, item,
site, and type of inventory.
f) Sensitivity Analysis Report , a summary of LSC, asso-
ciated LOR codes, and percentages are given by alternative
and data set.
An alternative consists of a predesignation of LOR
codings for some particular items; the model will decide the
optimal solutions for the remaining items. Six standard
alternatives are always included in a run. In addition, up
to forty other alternatives may be specified by the analyst.
The six standard alternatives are:
a) All WRA's Discard;
b) All WRA's Local Reapir--All SRA's Discard;
c) All WRA's Local—All SRA's Local-Sub-SRA ' s optimized;
d) All WRA's Local—All SRA's PIMA-Sub-SRA ' s optimized;
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e) All WRA's Local--All SRA's Depot-Sub-SRA ' s optimized;
f) Least-Cost Alternative, no predesignations of LOR codes
are made.
Examples of such output reports are included in Appendix
F.
D.5. AIR USED FOR REPAIR/DISCARD DECISIONS
AIR considers the discard alternative by comparing, for
each possible LOR alternative, the difference in support costs
for a repair versus a discard posture. The model is designed
as a tool to be used during all phases of the life cycle and
it does not place any restrictions on the level of repair
policy* Therefore, the equations used for repair/discard
decisions are much more complex than those developed in
Chapter IV.
Since AIR does not allocate costs to the categories
used in this thesis, and since the equations used by the
model are given in MIL-STD-1390B, only fundamental differences
between computations or between cost elements included in
AIR and in the approximated formulas developed in Chapter IV
will be discussed.
D.5.1. Maintenance Manpower Costs
AIR assumes that a discard action, if any, is
performed at the organizational or intermediate level for
assemblies having a unit cost of less than $5,000. More ex-
pensive items are discarded at depot level. The manhours re-
quired per discard action and per repair action are input
data, but to obtain correct results from the model, it is
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necessary in the "Time to Remove and Replace Failed Parts"
to include all the other time elements of the repair action,
and in "Labor Cost per Hour" to include overhead. If this is
not done, the model will favor the repair alternative.
D.5.2. Cost of Test and Support Equipment
In AIR, "Discard Peculiar Support Equipment"
(DPSE) may be used for checks and tests of an assembly dis-
carded at failure. This cost is allocated to the maintenance
site, that repairs the higher assembly. If a cost of DPSE
is not entered, AIR will not use the cost of peculiar support
equipment for repair purposes in computation of the costs of
a discard action, but will set the cost of support equipment
to zero.
D.5.3. Inventory Costs
The main weakness in the computation of inventory
costs for discarded items is that AIR initially buys spares
for one year only, even if the procurement lead time is more
than that. This leads to a lower life cycle cost of discarded
items than the equations used in Chapter IV suggest.
The procedure used by OPUS-VII (Appendix C) and
the one used by AIR for determination of initial procurement
of spares are so divergent that no real comparison is possible.
In most cases, AIR's suggestion will be insufficient for
fulfillment of a ninety five percent system availability,





In AIR a special training cost for the discard
cases is given in the input data. For an item repaired at
failure, different training costs are computed for each level
of repair policy. For the organizational level, a repair
training cost is incurred for each operational site and for
the back-up facility (intermediate level or depot). For the
intermediate level, a repair training cost is computed for this
level and for the depot; further, discard training costs are
included for each operational site. For the depot repair
alternative, repair training costs are included for this
site, and discard training costs are computed for the sites
which repair the higher assembly.
D.5.5. Transportation Costs
For the discard cases, AIR computes this cost
element as the cost of shipping an assembly from the resupply
facility to the site where the item is discarded; by using a
transportation rate of zero, it is possible to simulate that
the item is stocked at this site.
For the repair cases, the transportation costs
are computed as the sum of the costs of shipping the failed
item to the site at which it is repaired and the transporta-
tion cost from the resupply facility to the repair site.
D.5.6. Other Elements of LSC
The costs of documentation are predetermined
(input data to the program) . If space not already available
to the organization is needed, the different requirements for
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a repair versus a discard policy must be estimated and
included as input to the program.
D.5.7. Conclusions
The AIR model takes into consideration many of
the cost elements judged as insensitive in the development
of the simplified equations for repair/discard decisions
(Chapter IV) . Except for the limitations mentioned in
Section 5.2.6., AIR is found to be adequate for evaluation






SIMPLE was programmed for two reasons. The first is
that, in addition to AIR, it was needed for parts of the
numerical analysis in Chapter VI. The second reason is a
desire to illustrate that useful estimates of Life Support
Costs (LSC) and its elements can be obtained without using a
complex model.
All cost and delta-cost (repair/discard) equations are
based on the general cost formulas developed in Chapters III
and IV.
E.2. CHANGES FROM CHAPTER III
Changesto the cost breakdown illustrated in Figure 3-3
are marked by 1) in Figure E-l. Using OPUS-VII for computation
of initial investment in spares, it is more convenient to
compute AI as AICU + AICL + AICS (the sum of entering costs
and initial investment in LRU's and SRU's). To make the output
more illustrative the costs of documentation (AOCD) and space
(AOCG) are divided into a cost per level of the support organi-
zation (AOOD, AOID, AODD and AOOG, AOIG, AODG, respectively)
.
Some cost elements [marked by 2) in Figure E-l] are not
relevant to the example in Chapter VI. A zero cost for these
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The cost equations used in SIMPLE are based upon Chap-
ter III. Since the specific equations used in the model are
designed for the system, the support organization, and the
support policy stated in Chapter VI, such variables as cost
per site of test and support equipment (common and peculiar)
and documentation are assumed to be given (input data)
.
The initial procurement of LRU's and SRU's is computed
by OPUS-VII and the cost is used as input to SIMPLE. In the
example, the initial investment in repair parts is assumed
insignificant and set to zero (in a real situation this cost
would be known and should be included) . For computation of
the annual recurring cost of repair parts, fixed values are
used per LRU and SRU repair (ACMCL and ACMCS, respectively)
.
More accurate cost estimates require the use of a different
value for each module.
An annual recurring cost of updating and maintaining
documentation and maintaining space is computed as a fraction
of the initial investment in these elements.
The main part of the source program and an alphabetically
sorted list of input variable names are found in Sections E.5 and
E.6. An example of input/output data is included in Appendix F.
E.4. DELTA COST, REPAIR/DISCARD
For each repairable module, SIxMPLE computes the change
in LSC if the module is discarded at failure. A negative
value of "Delta Cost, LRU. /SRU. Disc. At Failure" [DLTL(i)
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and DLTS(j)] among the output data indicates that, based on
an economical evaluation only, this module should be discarded
at failure.
The delta cost equations used in SIMPLE are based on
the formulas discussed in Chapter IV.
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E.5. THE SIMPLE PROGRAM*
£44444444444444********************** $*£**** x- ******#?!>.$**$*.***$****** 4 $
c
C FFCG.-M SIMPLE, LSC ^CO'L
r
q 4 4*4 4 4 ** 4 4* 44 *** 4* *** ** 44 4 * ** ** **** * ***** **** ********* ** * ***444*4****
c
C CEFIMTICN C F FILES
q 44*4 444^4444*****4**44*
c
CJLL FPTCMS ( ' FILECEF »,»11 ' » ' D I SK »,*FILEU
l'CMi ,'( •, , BLK3IZE , ,'L32 ' , * P EF M ' i
C/5LL FRTCMS ( * F I L E C - F »,*13 ' , ' 1 ISK 't'FILElG ',
1«CM4 ','( S'BLKSIZE 't'132 » r 'PER,M •)
r
c
C CLTPL 1 CM*
£ $4*4 *<*$*$ *
CCNVCN LSC,A,RN,P,TMANPW,TTSE,TINVEN,TTRAIN,TTRANS,7CTHER,
-fiy f flS,M,4C,* T »AC^«,P5,R[,RC,'-, T f R] t CL""L(6JtDL T SlIl),M':,
*ASCA,4SCC,A$I,ASIA,ASIO»ASC, ASCA,ASOC,A ICL, AICS, M CU
,
/CC ,/CI ,KC,*CCF,ACCC »AOn»ACOC,AOOGfAGIGfAODG,AOCM
C C t> ¥ C N 4 C C E ,
+ 5NCCT ,RMCC,FMCN t PMIC , ~<MQCN , ^ y EC , RMC FN, RMGP,RMIPN, RNIP,
FHCffk ,F**CF,PSCCfcrPSCC»RSICN, RSIC,S SDCN,RSDC »RI CLN , - ICL,- IC3N,
P I CS 1 P I C KN , F ICK , P 1 1 KN ,R I IK ,R ICKN ,R ! OK ,R. ICVN , RI C V , RC C
N
CCKMCh FCC,
>PCIN,FCI,PCCN,RCE»^CN,R T C,RTT\ r «TI , R T C*= \ ,' TCE , -.OC C\ , P ECO ,
FCCGN,PCCG,FCC€N t RCCE , TNL^ UF , T<\ SRUF , CF,RCF,
+ *Fl it ) ,MS( 1 1 )
C(3****4*4*44**444* 44***4
r
c *> ,m, icc c ,^ccg ,^: T : ,^coG ,a:cv ,
^
N .-) ^c; are emepec m beet
C ES TIPM5S. MCL SNC UCS i' c Ej t » ! Jt FRCM CP'JS-T.
cQ***44444 4 4*4444444**44 4*44*********4 44***4*************4*************
C INFL1 CM-' t\L CCNSIiN'S
C 44444444444*4444**44******{3444*4444***44*4***44***4**4**4******4*******:***;********4*44********4*
C
CCff CN >NS,*VFll 6 ), XMFSJ 11 ) , 5C c ,CL(6 ) ,CS(li J
*
This printout exhibits only those parts which have
been programmed by the authors. Additional parts adopted
from Colonel Palsson's program (Section 5.4.1) are omitted




Fit": >X FCP 7 P AN NAVAL SC C TGRA0UT= SCHOOL
CC V K N V L R 1 5 » M S P L S , M PU ( 6 ) , N S a L ( 1 1 J , N ^ T , P?l ( 6 J , 3 P S ( 1 1)
CC V KN NStNl ,N0,A5CAU,ASI \U« *SCAU,CPSL<6 ),
+CPSSU1) tRLCLfRLILf RLCLtTC*OtTCATt*CAQ f PRLTOtANFAC
CC^CN A^p^ I
,
+ A^PAC,TFiC,TPAI t T = >5Ct 5NTC, hdlC
c c > f> c n ivm:,nmi,mtc
CCPf CN TCTG , T CT I r TCTC
c c ^ v n n cccr,
*CDIP,CDCFtF^ClNfCCNLfCDNS, ACMCL,ACMCS,ATTCLfATTIL,ATTCLi
/^CC!»AVCIC,AVCCC,CHCT,UDSK,SPf'AIN,PClL(6),PClS(ll} ,
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£**** 44** 44 *********************************************** ************
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FIL >> FCP TRAN NAVU PC5TGRACL4TE SCHCCL
+6KC,6aCC,71CC,7 2CC,730a,7 60G,7 70Q»78C0,20Ga,250C,30CC,3500,
4CC C, 45 CC5CCC, 5 SCO, 6000,6 500,7000, 7






C LIFE 5tFP r PT CCST ECUA7ICNS L55C IN SI
£ ***44444444*4444**4*4 44***4*4***4*****
C£4**44****4******************* ************
C** LIFF SUFFCPT COSTS, TCTAL






C 1 TMJKFk = AN + P*
GC TC 5CC£***4*44*44**444444 ***********************
c** lsc, test anc suff:pt EQU!?MEN T
c
12 11 USE = A<4-$
GC TC 5CC
( * 4* 4*4**44**444****** 44444***************
C** ISCINVENTCPY
C
12C1 TINVFN = AI+PI
GC TC 5CC£*4**444*44***44*4***********¥****** ******
C** LSC, TRAINING
c
14C1 T TPA!N ^ AC-^C
GC TC 5CC
C**** 44 4 ************************ ****4***:**
C** LSC7RAKSFCRTA7ICN
C




16C1 TCUFP = AC* = C
GC TC 5CC£*4*444**44*4*4**<****44**4********* ******
C** IMTIU INVESTMENT, TCTAL
C
llCG A - JN + AS + A 1-f AC + AT + AT
GC TC 5C(£*44444<*44**4***44**44**4<4*44*444*******
C** PFCUBPING CCSTS.N^r YEA^S










































































































= RM4p«*PI+RC-»PT + PC
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TC 5CC4444**4******44***44**4* 4* ****** ***** **********
TSSEf INITIAL INVESTMENT
= 4SC-»A3 I + ASC
TC 5CC444*444*4 4 4***44**4*********
INVENTORY t INITIAL INVESTHEN
= MCl+AICS+AICU
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FIL >> FCPTRAN \ NAVAL pr*Tr,R\ouiTt: SCHCCL
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GC TC 5CC4*:<*4:$$$<4**<****************************** ************
CThEF RECURRING CCSTS,.JY YEARS
CCMIMIE




ft$r - *sc/* + ascc
GC TC 5CC
* * ** **** **.********(****************************
CCMINLE
rS C ^ = ASC4l*NS
GC TC 5CC
:*<***:(***:$*$********************* Aft ^ft**^****
/s sec = C.
CC 2*51 1 = 1 ,6




4$ ! = A$ !A + i!SI0
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GC TC 5CC
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31CC 3 I CL = C.
C C 2 I C 1 I =1,6M C I = J ] CH : C 1 1 ( I )
21C1 CCMINlS
GC TC 5CCQ****************************************:***^*****
32CC MCS = C.
CC Gl J=l,ll




3350 MCL = (MLPLS*{NS+NI)+MSRUS* (NI+ND J +NPRT *ND)*£NTC
GC TC 5CC
Q* ******* ************ ************* *** 4************
C
36CC *CC = NV1C*TCTC*NS
GC K 5CC
C * ** 444*************** 44 ************* *************
C
37CC 4C I = NV1I*TCTI*\I
C
GC TC 5CC
£*44** **4 * 4**4 44* ************************* ********
c
38CC 4CC = NMC*TCTC*\r
GC TC 5CC
C******************************^****** ** **********
455C 2CCC = CCCP*fv$
GC TC 5CC
c*** ***** ********************************* ********
c
46CC tCU = CCI"*M
GC TC 5CC
£***** ******* 4 ******** 44*** **************** *******
C
465C *CCC = CCCP*NC
GC TC 5CC£4**********4***4************* ******** ********* *******************
C
11S9 CCNTIME
P = PKCC*P*IC+RMCC+RP'CP+RMIP-i-RPDP+RSCC*RSia+RSDC+RICL*RICS +





IF (CISRT.LE.C. ) GO ^C 1212
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E.6. VARIABLES USED IN SIMPLE
The following alphabetically sorted variable list in-
cludes the variables used in SIMPLE:
************************************************
VARIABLE NAMES USED IN SIMPLE
(ALPHABET ICALLY SCRTED)

























CCNSUM.&MAT ./LRU REPA I R, AVERAGE
CCNSUM.&MAT./SRU REPAIR, AVERAGE
ANNUAL 4 OF PRSV .MAI NT.AC T.DEP-LEVEL
ANNUAL 4 OF PREV .MAINT.ACT. INT-LEV EL
ANNUAL # OF PRE V.MAIN T.AC T.ORG-LEVEL




T SSE, COMMON,COS T/S I TE.OEP-LEVEL
T£SE , COMMON
,
COST/SI TE , INT-LEVEL
TSSE, COMMON, COS T/S I TE,ORG-LEVEL
TECHNICIAN, A TTP ITION RATE, DE?- LEVEL
TECHNICIAN, ATT R I T I 3N RAT E, INT-LEVEL
TECHNICIAN, ATTRI T I ON R ATE , CRG-L EV EL
DISTANCE, MI LES, INT-DE P-LE VEL, ROUND TRIP
D I STANCE, MI LES,CRG-DE D-LEVEL, ROUND TRIP
3 1 STANCE,M ILES,CRG- 1 NT-LEVEL, ROUND TRIP
DCCUMENTATI CN CCST/S I TE, D5P-LEV EL
DOCUMENTATION CGST/S ITE, INT-LEVEL
CONDEMNATION RATE, LRU REPAIR
CONDEMNATION RATE,SRU REPAIR







































TSSE, PECULIAR, LRU1, UNIT COST
T£SE,PECULI AR,LRU2,UNIT COST
TSSE, PECULIAR, LRU3, UNIT COST
TSSE, PECULIAR, LRU4, UNIT COST
T&S5,PECULI AR,LRU5,'JN IT COST
TSSE, PECULIAR, LRU6,UNI T COST
TCSEf PECULIAR, SRUitUNIT COST
TESE, PECULIAR, SRU2, UNIT COST
T&SE, PECULIAR, SRU3, UNIT COST
TSSE,PECULI AR,SRU4,UN IT COST
TSSE,PECULI AR,SRU5,UNIT COST
T6SE, PECULIAR, SRU6, UNIT COST
TSSE.PECULI AR,SRU7,UN IT COST
TSSE, PECULI AR,SRU8, UNIT COST
TSSE, PECULIAR,SRU9, UNIT COST
TSSE, PECULIAR, SRUIO, UNIT COST












































TSSE,PECULI AR, FRACTION, ANNUAL COST/ INV
INVENTORY HOLDING COST
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT LRU'S
NUN3ER OF DIFFERENT SRU'S
NUMBER OF DEP-LEVEL SITES







# CF TRAINEE/DEPOT SITE, INITIAL
# CF TRAINEE/ INTERM. SITE, INITIAL
# CF TRAINEE/OPERATIONAL SITE, INITIAL
NUM8EP OF CCNSUfABLES IN INVENTCRY











































LIFE CYCLE PERICC, YEARS
INITIAL PROVISIONING COST, LRU! (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CCST,LRU2 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST f LRJ3 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING C0ST,LRJ4 (OPJS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING C0ST,LRU5 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CCST,LkU6 (CPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING COST,SRUl (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CGST,SRU2 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING COST,SRU3 (CPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING COST,SRJ4 (OPJS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST,SRU5 (O a US)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST,SRJ6 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING C0ST,SRU7 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST,SRU8 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING C0ST.SRU9 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST,SRJ10 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING COST,SRUii (OPJS)
NUM3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU1
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MJM3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU2
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU3
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU4
NUM3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU5
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU6
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU1
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU2
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU3
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU4
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SPU5
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRUo
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU7
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PAPTS,SRU3
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU9
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRUIO
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRUil





SPACE, MAINT. OF,FRACT. AN N./ INV .COST
MTBF, MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
CCRR.MAINT-TIME,MULTI PLIC tl ION FACTOR
































CCST/TRAI,ME E, COURSE, DEP- LEVEL
CCST/TRAINEE, COURSE, INT-LEVEL
COST/TRAINEE,COURSE,ORG-LEVEL
AVERAGE TIME/PREV.MAI N'T. ACT . OEP-LEV EL
AVERAGE TIM E/PREV. MAI NT. ACT. INT-LEVEL

























This appendix includes four categories of computer
printouts
:
a) Input data for the models AIR, OPUS-VII, and SIMPLE.
b) Examples of AIR output.
c) Examples of OPUS-VII output.
d) Examples of SIMPLE output.
F.2. INPUT DATA
Table F-l includes an alphabetically sorted listing of
the input data variables used in the three models. For each
variable, its name, meaning, and numerical values used in
the example are included. The letters S, A, and correspond




TABLE F-l. Input Data































CCNSUP .SMAT./LRU REPA IR, AVERAGE S
CONSUL. GMAT ,/SRU REPA IR, AVERAGE S
ANNJAL i OF PREV.MAINT.ACT •DEP-LEV5L S
ANNJAL 4 OF PREV.MAINT.ACT. INT-LEVEL S
ANNJAL 4 OF PRE V. MAIN T.AC T. ORG- LEVE L S
SPACE COSTS ,DEP-LEVEL S
SPACE COSTS, INT-LEVEL S
SPACE COSTS, ORG-LEV^L S
OPERATING HCURS/SYSTEM-JAY S,A,C
ACTIVE REPAIR TIME LRU»'S A,0
ACTIVE REPAIR TIME SRU"S A,0
TCSE, COMMON ,COS T/S I T E , 3E? -LEV EL S
T&SE .COMMON ,COS
T
/SI TE , INT-LE VEL S
T I S E , C CM MGN , COS T/ S I T E , CRG-L E V E L S
TECHNICIAN, ATTRITION RATE , DER-L EVEL S,A
TECHNICIAN, ATTRITION RATE , INT-LEVEL S,A
TECHNICIAN, ATTRITION R AT 6
,
GRG-l E VEL S,A
DISTANCE, MILESt INT-OEP-LE VEL, ROUND TRIP S
DISTANCE, MILES, CRG-DEP-LEVEL, ROUND T RIR S
DISTANCE, MILES, CRG- IN T-L EVEL , ROUND TRIP S
CGCUMENTATICN COST/SI TE, DEP-LEVEL S,A
DOCUMENTATION CCST/SI TE, INT-LEVEL S,A









































TRANSPORT AT ION,COS T /M ILE
TGSE, PECULI AR, LRU1,UNIT CIST
TGS" i PECULI AR,LRU2, UN IT COST
T&SE, PECULI AR,LRU3, UN IT CGST
TS5E,PECULIAR,LRU4,UN IT COST
T&SEfPECULI AR f LRU5,UNIT COST
T£SE, PECULI AR,LRU6,UNIT COST
T&SEtPECULI AR,SRUltUNIT COST
T&SS, PECULI AR,SRU2, UNIT COST
TiSc, PECJLI AR,SR'J3, UNIT COST
T£SE, PECULIAR, SRU4, UNIT COST
TSSE, PECULI AR,SRU5,UNIT COST
TCS5, PECULI AR,SRU6, UN IT COST
TSSE, PECULIAR, SRU7, UNIT C^ST
T&SE, PECULI AR f SRU8, UNIT COST
TGSEtPECULIAR,SRU9,UNIT COST
T6SE, PECULI AR,SRU10,UNIT COST






s , a , a
S,A,C
S,A,C
































































INVENTCRY ENTERING COST S,A
T6SE,PECULI AR, FRACTION, ANNUAL CCST/INV S,A
FIELD SUPPLY AOMIN. COST( S/ ITEM/S I T E/ YR ) A
INVENTORY HOLDING COST S,A
INVENTORY STORAGE COS
T
($/ SQ.FT/ YEAR ) A
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT LRU'S S,A,C
MATERIAL RATE LRU"S ( F RACT ION OF U.C) A
MATERIAL RATE S RUMS {FRACT ION OF U.C) A
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SRU'S S,A,C
NUMBER OF DEP-LEVEL SIT C S S,A,C
NUMBER OF INT-LEVEL SITES S,A,C
NUMBER OF LRUI/SYSTEM S,A,C
NUMBER OF LRU2/SYSTEM S,A,C
NUMBER OF LRU3/SYSTEM S,A,C
NUM3ER OF LRU4/SYSTEM S,A,C
NUMBER OF LRU5/SYSTEM S»A,C
NUM3 ER OF LRU6/ SYSTEM S,A,C
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DATA } NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
4 CF TRAINEE/DEPOT SITE, INITIAL
U CF TRAINEE/INTERM. SITE, INITIAL
tt CF TRAINEE/OPERATIONAL SI TE , INI T I AL
NUMBER CF CONSUMABLES IN INVENTORY











NUMBER OF SRU1 1 / SYSTE M.
LIFE CYCLE PERIOD, Y CARS
PACKING COST
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST,LRU1 (GPUSJ
INITIAL PROVISICNING CGST,LRU2 (OPUSi
INITIAL PROVISICNING C0ST,LRU3 (CPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CQST,LRU4 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CGST,LRJ5 (CPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CCST,LRJ6 (OPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CCST,SRJ1 (CPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING C0ST,SRU2 (CPUS)
INITIAL PROVISICNING CGST,SRU3 (CPUS)


























































INITIAL PROVISIONING CQST,SRU5 (OPUS) S
INITIAL PROVISIONING C0ST r SRU6 (CPUS) S
INITIAL PROVISIONING C0ST,SRU7 (OPUS) S
INITIAL PROVISIONING CCST,SR»Jd (OPUS J 3
INITIAL PROVISIONING C0ST,SR'J9 (CPUS J S
INITIAL PROVISIONING C0ST,SRU1Q tuPLS) S
INITIAL PROVISIONING COST,SRUll (UPUSJ S
PROCUREMENT LEAC TIME (WEEKS) A,0
NUV3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU1 St A
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PAR T S,LRU2 S,A
NUV5ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LPU3 S,A
NUN3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU4 S,A
NUNBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU5 S,A
NUI-3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, LRU6 S,A
NUMdER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SPU1 S,A
N0P3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU2 S,A
NUM3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU3 S,A
NUP3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU4 S,A
NUMBER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU5 S,A
NLM3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU6 S,A
NUP3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU7 S,A
NLH3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU3 3,
A
NUV3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SPU9 S,A
NUP3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SPU10 S,A
NUP3ER OF PECULIAR PARTS, SRU11 S,A
RATIO, DISCARD TO REPAIR HANhOURS S
































DATA A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
REPAIR CYCLE, GRG-INTt DAYS
)
A,0
REQUIRED DAYS OF STOCK, DISCARD, ORG-LEV. \
REPAIR CYCLE, ORG-I NT-CEP ( DAYS ) A,0
MANHCUR RATE, DEP-LEVEL S,A
MANHCUR RATE, INT-LEVEL S,A
MANHCUR RATE,ORG-LEVEL S,A
UNIT COST, SYSTEM S,0
SACETY LEVEL(WEEKSJ A
SPACE, MAINT. GF,FR\CT. AN N./ INV .COST S
MTBF, MULTIPLICATION FACTOR S
CCRR.MAINT-TI ME, MULTIPLICATION FACTOR S
UNIT COST, MULTIPLICATION FACTOR S
AVERAGE MANHCURS/CORR .MAINT. ACT. DEP-LEV S
AVERAGE MANHOURS/CORR -MAI NT.ACT. INT-LEV S
AVERAGE MANHOURS/CORR.MAINT.ACT.ORG-LEV S
CC ST /TRAINEE, COURSE, DEP-LEVEL S, A
CC ST/ TRAINEE, COURSE, INT-LEVEL S, A
CO ST/ TRAINEE, COURSE, ORG- LEVEL S,A
AVERAGE TIME/PREV.MAINT. ACT. DEP-LEVEL S
AVERAGE TIME/PREV. MAI NT. ACT. INT-LEVEL S
AVERAGE TIME/PREV. MAINT. ACT. ORG-LEVEL S
TRANSPORTATION CCST , ORG- I NT , ( S/ LB
)
A
TRANSPORTATION CCST ,0 RG-0 EP , { i/ LB ) A
TRANSPORTATION COST , I NT-DEP , ( S/LB ) A
TSSc AND WORK SPACE CGST ( $/SQ.FT/YEAR J IV
DOCUMENT AT I GN, FRACTION, ANN. /INV. CGST S
VERIFY TIME, DISCARD, LRU"S, DEP-LEVEL A




1.3 VLRLC : VERIFY
1.1 VLR.ll : VCLJME
2.4 VLRL2 : VCLJME
1.1 VLRL3 : VOLJME
2.4 VLRL4 : VCLJME
2. VLR.U5 : : VCLJME
1.4 VLRL6 : VOLJME
1.2 VSRLC : VERIFY




.4 VSRU3 : VCLJME
1.1 VSRL4 J VCLJME
.9 VSRL5 ! : VCLJME
.1 VSRU6 : VCLJME
1.5 VSRL7 : VCLJME
.2 VSRL8 : . VCLJME
.1 VSRU9 : VCLJME
.7 VSRU1Q ! VCLJME
.1 VSRUll i VOL JME
35. WLRU1 : WEI iHT
50. MR 1 2 l WEIGHT
60. V.LRL 3 : HEIGHT
35. WLRL4 : WEIGHT
70. bLRL5 : WEIGHT
90. WLRU6 l WEIGHT
5. *SRul : WE IGHT








OF LRU6( S3. FT)
TIME,DISCARD,SRJ"S,OE?-LEVEL
OF SRJ1(SQ. C T)








































































ATA NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
WEIGHT OF SRU3< LBS. i
WEIGhT OF SRU41L3S. )
WEI3H7 OF SRU5( L3S.
)
WEI jHT OF SRU6( LBS.
wEIJHT OF SRU71L3S.)
WEIGHT OF SRU8(L3S.J













































S , A ,C
++***** t 4t t $***$$ 4* $#***$**$*****# **?$$*** **#* $********$?******** ***-$
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F.3. EXAMPLES OF AIR OUTPUT
Six examples of AIR output are included (the version
called "USER SPECIFIED ALTERNATIVE 2" is the AIR version
principally explored in Chapter VI) :
a) Table F-2 illustrates the LSC of the various eight LOR
alternatives for WRA's (LRU's) and SRA's (SRU's).
b) Table F-3 illustrates the LSC breakdown and percent
of LSC of each cost category for WRA's and SRA's.
c) Table F-4 is an example of per site inventories of
WRA's and SRA's. WRA's 100 through 600 correspond to LRU's
1 through 6 and SRA's 110 through 692 relate sequentially to
SRU's 1 through 11 in the example (SRA's 110, 120, and 130 are
SRUl. SRA's 560 and 660 are SRU6). Inventory sites include
24 system sites (each including the inventory quantities as
described for ORG 22) , two intermediate level sites (PIMAl
and PIMA2) , a depot level site (DEPOT) , and a central stock
(SYSTEM STOCK)
.
RP is the rotatable pool inventory, AQ is the attrition
quantity, and SC is the scrap quantity.
d) Table F-5 illustrates a sensitivity analysis of LSC
vs. MTBF of the eight level of repair (LOR) alternatives
(the basic MTBF is denoted by "100%")
.
e) Table F-6 is an example of an item summary report of
LSC for four of the LOR alternatives.
f) Table F-7 illustrates a sensitivity analysis of "USER
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F.4. EXAMPLES OF OP US-VI I OUTPUT
Six examples of OPUS-VII output are included:
a) Figure F-l illustrates cost-effectiveness (C-E) curves
for waiting time as a function of the investment in initial
procurement of spares (Section C.4).
b) Figure F-2 illustrates the optimal envelope of the C-E
curves of Figure F-l.
c) Tables F-8 through F-ll demonstrate inventory data and
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F.5. EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE OUTPUT
The output obtained from SIMPLE is illustrated in
Table F-12. In this table, each line includes the value of
each variable, the variable name, and its definition.
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FILE: ZQ CATA A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Table F-12
.
$4** + **^*** ************************ ****** **********
S I^fLE,CUTFUT CAT A { 8AS IC VERSION)


















































LIFE SUPPORT COSTS, DISCOUNTED, NY YEARS
INITIAL INVESTMENT, -SUPPORT ACTIVITIES







LSC, OTHER ELE VENTS
INITIAL MANPOWER COSTS, EXCL. TRAINING
T£SE,INIT. INVESTMENT




MANPOWER COSTS, RECURRING, NY YEARS
T&SE, SUPPORT OF, NY YEARS
INVENTORY, RECURRING COSTS, NY YEARS
TRAINING, RECURRING COSTS, NY YEARS
TRANSPORT ATICN COSTS, NY YEARS
OTHER RECURRING COSTS, NY YEARS
DELTA CQST,LRU1 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,LRU2 DISC. A T FAILURE
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DELTA C0ST,LRU3 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,LRU4 DISC. AT FAILJRE
DELTA C0ST,LRU5 DISC. AT FAILJRE
DELTA C0ST,LRU6 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA CGST,SRU1 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST.SRIJ2 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,SRU3 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,SR'J4 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,SRU5 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA CDST,SRU6 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA CDST,SRU7 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,SRU8 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,SRU9 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0S'T,SRU10 DISC. AT FAILURE
DELTA C0ST,SRU11 DISC. AT FAILJRE
T£SE,INVESTM. ORG-LEVEL
TSSEf INVESTM. ORG-LEVEL , CCA*MON
TSSE, INVESTM. ORG-LEVEL , P EC JL I AR
T&SEt INVESTM. INT-LEVEL
TfcSEt INVESTM. I NT-LEVEL, CCMMON
T&SE, INVESTS. INT-LEVEL , PEC JL I AR
TSSE, INVESTM. DEP-LEVEL
T£SE, INVESTM. DEP-LEVEL , CCNMON














































CONTRACTING COSTS, MEET INGS ETC
OTHER INITIAL COSTS
MANPOW. COSTS, CORR.MAINT.GRG-LEVEL, NY Y
MANPOW. COSTS ,CORR. MAI NT.CRG-LEV EL
,
ANN.
MANPOW. COSTS, CORR.MAINT, INT-LEVEL, NY Y
MANPOW. COSTS ,CORR.MAINT. INT-LEVEL , ANN.
MANPOW. CCS T S ,CGRR.MAINT.CE 3-LEVEL,.\Y Y
MANPOW. COSTS , CGRR . MA I NT . C E?-LE VEL , ANN.
MANPOW. COSTS ,PREV.MAINT.CRG-LEV. NY Y
MANPOW. COSTS ,PkEV.MAI.NT .CRG-LEV . ANN.
MANPOW. COSTS, PREV.MAINT. INT-LEV. NY Y
MANPOW. CCSTS , PREV . M A I NT . INT-LEV. ANN.
MANPOW. COSTS, PREV.MAINT.CEP-LEV, NY Y
MANPCW. COSTS, PREV.MAINT.CEP-LEV. ANN.
T£SE,SUPP. COSTS, ORG-LEVEL, NY YEARS
T£SE,SUPP. COSTS, ORG-LEVEL, ANNUAL
T£SE,SUPP. COSTS, INT-LEVEL, NY YEARS
T£SE,SUPP . COSTS, INT-uEVEL, XNNUAL
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96) 10744. C62 RCIN
97) 9C0.0C0 RCI
98) 5372.031 RCJN








107) 463. COO RCCD
T£SE,SUPP. COSTS, DEP-LEVEL, NY VEA»S
TaSEtSUPP. COSTS, DEP-LEVEL, ANNUAL
REPLENISHMENT, LRU'S, NY YEARS
REPLENI SH M EN T, LRU'S , ANNUAL
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